Bargain Books
New Arrivals

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
NEW NON-FICTION

3789006 **THE LITTLE BOOK OF BETTIE**: Taking a Page from the Queen of Pinups. By comet-burnt, pinup-goddess Betty Page. The story of how BettyPage, a voluptuous and vivacious 1950s pinup beauty with Pinups styled her own iconic hair, did her own makeup, fashioned her own swimsuits, and was ahead of her time in endless ways. Offering real advice for today’s women, you’ll find techniques for keeping your skin looking its best, vintage hair and makeup lessons and Bettie inspired fitness routines. Well illus., many in color. 216 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

3788520 **THE ZORZYA PAPERS**: Eyewitness Plot to Kill JFK. By Robert P. Giase. Shows how Zorzya became involved in U.S. intelligence and covert operations during the Cold War. Reveals the intriguing web of secret organizations and people linked to the events culminating in the assassination of President Kennedy. 449 pages. Hot Books. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

3789241 **THE FAMILY TREE TOOLKIT**. By Kayla Lyn. Find out the story of your family—how it started with one man and how it’s continued ever since. This includes tools to help you trace your family tree. With Photoshop, CorelDraw, and other programs, this is the perfect package for anyone looking to trace their family history. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $4.95

3788683 **THE COMPLETE MANUAL FOR YOUNG SPORTSMEN**. By Frank Forester. Originally published in 1865, this manual is a must for teaching kids how to hunt and fish outdoors. With original illustrations and step by step instructions, every person young or old can learn to be an outdoorsman. 386 pages. Clydesdale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

3787707 **RED**: A History of the Redhead. By Jacky Collins Harvey. Breaking new ground and dispelling myths, this volume reinforces the special nature of being a redhead by examining the history of the redheaded race in disciplines including science, religion, politics, feminism and sexuality, literature, and art. 16 pages of color illus. 230 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $6.95

3786876 **THE JOHN WAYNE CODE**: Wit, Wisdom and Timless Advice from the American Icon. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. During his 72 years and more than 150 movies, John Wayne imparted a seemingly endless amount of advice, wisdom, and old-fashioned common sense to his audiences. Collected in this attractively bound volume by the people who loved and knew him best, his wealth of knowledge is presented here in 148 pages. MediaLab Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

378729X **THE HARD WAY OUT**: My Life with the Hells Angels and Why I Turned Against Them. By Dave Atwell with J. Langhorn. Dave Atwell recounts his days living a dual life as both biker and informant, surrounded by major drug trafficking and the violent, paranoid and increasingly suspicious bikers who stood to lose their livelihood and freedom. 263 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.50  $6.95

3786846 **FASCISM**: A Warning. By Madeleine Albright. A volume for our times that is relevant to all times. Written with the wisdom by someone with a wealth of history but also with enough help to shape it, this call to arms teaches us lessons we must understand and the questions we must answer if we are to save ourselves from the tragic errors of the past. 288 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

3788229 **MY GIRLS**: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie. By Todd Fisher. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connection to each other proved so powerful not even death could separate them for long. 32 pages of photos, some color. 388 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

3790169 **REPUBLIC OF LIES**: American Conspiracy Theorists and Their Surprising Rise to Power. By Anna Merlan. Looks beyond the caricatures of conspiracy theory, instead taking an objective view of the people who believe in them and their beliefs. Without lending the theories validity, Merlan gives a nuanced, sympathetic account of the people behind them and the culture that finds and fosters the theories today. 168 pages, fully illus. 360 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

3791882 **CUSTER**: The Making of a Young General. By Edward G. Longacre. An in-depth look at the earliest campaigns of one of the nation’s legendary generals, George Armstrong Custer. He began his career fighting for the Union in the Civil War and the author provides fascinating insight into this often overlooked period in the young general’s life. 16 pages of maps & photos. 276 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

The items in this catalog were received in the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.
And desserts such as Pumpkin Cream Lava Cake are fabulous.

International shipping costs are $4.95. The bottom line is that most of us have a fundamental connection with the land that most of us have lost. Illus. 293 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $25.99

Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

illus. in color. Workman. 3¾x6. Paperbound.
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ERNEST HEMINGWAY: A Descriptive Bibliography. By C. Edgar Grissim. Generously illustrated with title pages and copyright pages throughout the text, this bibliography can succinctly be described as the culmination of all previous endeavors in Hemingway bibliography, includes a DVD-ROM with more than 2,000 color illustrations, including more than 90 images of Hemingway's life. 634 pages. Oak Knoll. $22.00

NEUROMUSCULAR DISORDERS, 2ND EDITION. By J.A. Russell & A.A. Amato. Comprehensive in scope and designed to serve as a valuable point of care guide for your daily practice. Ranged by numerous referenced sources and enhanced by the experience of two leading authorities, this text successfully provides a pragmatic approach in the evaluation and management of neuromuscular disorders. Illus. in color. 948 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x11. Pub. at $229.95

COONEY'S EMS MEDICINE. By Anthony Lyng. A concise reference that details current EMS physician practice and provides precisely the information you need to successfully prepare for your collection's exams. This text is also an excellent study aid, and is designed to provide an overview and oversight, legal issues, business practices, disaster preparation and response, special operations, and more. Illus. in color. 624 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x11. Pub. at $179.00

SIXTH EDITION. By Rebecca E. Sell et al. An A to Z medical reference for the general reader defines and explains the layman can understand. Descriptions of disease and symptoms, first aid procedures, human anatomy, dentistry, medications and their applications, and much more. 1,760 pages. Illustrated. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
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**NEW NON-FICTION**

- **Joy of Cooking, Revised**: 800 New Recipes, More Than 4,000 Favorites by Irma S. Rombauer et al. This edition has been thoroughly revised and expanded by Irma’s great-grandson and her wife. They’ve developed more than 600 new recipes for this edition, tested and tweaked thousands of classic recipes, and updated every section of every chapter to reflect the latest ingredients and techniques available today. House. 1,156 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $40.00 $17.95

- **Dinosaurs, 2nd Edition**: The Grand Tour. By Keiron Pim. Take part in the spectacular world of dinosaurs! You’ll find everything worth knowing about every dinosaur worth learning about, more than three hundred in all. At a glance side bars put each dinosaur’s diet, size, and where they roamed at your fingertips. Also get highlights from recent research revealing what’s new in paleontology today. Well illus., some in color. 368 pages. University of California Press. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

- **Fix It and Forget It Slow Cooker Diabetic Cookbook, Revised**: By Phyllis Good. With over 550 delicious, easy to prepare recipes that people with diabetes can eat, this is the only cookbook you’ll need! Along with a week of menu suggestions, there is a ton of great advice on portion control, and answers to frequently asked questions these simple dishes include: Hamburger Vegetable Soup, Turkey Stuffed Joes, Zucchini Special, and Apple Nut Bread. Docey & Draper. 384 pages. Good Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

- **Do You Really Need That Pills?** By Jennifer Jacobs. Combining stories of those who have suffered ill effects from taking too many drugs and data from cutting-edge medical findings, Jacobs helps readers realize they can choose different solutions to their health problems. 313 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

- **The Pocket Hunting & Fishing Guide**: Loaded with pertinent details and accurate, easy to follow advice, this is the guide all sportsmen should carry when they head outdoors. Illus. 126 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

- **GoneSill: The Untold Story of America’s Most Prolic Serial Killer**. By A. McElhinney & P. McAler. Inside his filthy Women’s Medical Society Clinic, Dr. Gosnell was casually murdering born alive infants, butchering women, and making a macabre collection of severed babies’ feet. Only when undercover detective Jim Wood followed a narcotics investigation straight into the clinic did Gosnell’s reign of terror finally come to an end, and the fight for justice began. 347 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

- **The Pocket Book of Instant Pot Recipes**. By Denise Cornelius. With more than 250 recipes for America’s most beloved and versatile kitchen appliance, you’ll be able to whip up simple meals quickly and easily in half the time with half the effort. Learn to make delicious meals such as Easy Morning Frittata, One Pot Spaghetti, Easy Pot Roast, Root Beer Chicken Wings, Apple Nut Bread Pudding, and more. 294 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **499 Words Every College Student Should Know**. By Stephen Spignesi. From aberration to zeitgeist, learn the vocabulary that will lead to success in the college classroom and beyond. With this important reference. 442 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

- **Rick Steves Europe: 101 Masterpieces: Art for the Traveler**. Gene Openshaw. Take a chronological tour of Europe’s greatest paintings, sculptures, and works of modern art. Steves will have you marveling, learning, and laughing—one masterpiece at a time. In 278 pages. Avalon Travel. 9x6¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

- **Build Your Own Gaming PC**: By Adam Barnes. With this manual you’ll find advice on all the cutting edge technology you need to make your perfect PC a reality. Whether you’re looking to upgrade your current computer, or building a new one from scratch, you’ll be able to play the latest games on your new computer with the information in this guide. Illus. 362 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

- **Wrought Ironwork: A Manual of Instruction for Craftsmen**. By Corbin Johnson. Instructs on understanding how to read traditional blacksmithing techniques. With a total of 33 step by step lessons and coordinating photos, this comprehensive instruction manual is the key to properly succeeding in the craft of blacksmithing. 440 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **Ballet: The Definitive Illustrated Story**. By Antonia Barron et al. Filled with evocative photographs, including rarely seen images of the key figures, rehearsals, and performances of ballet. This comprehensive volume pulls back the curtain to reveal the fascinating lives of the greatest performers, composers, and choreographers across the centuries. 359 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x/12. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

- **The Untold History of George Washington’s Monkeys**. By Craig Shirley. Uncover’s startling details about the inner workings of the Washington family, and vividly brings to life a resilient widow who single-handedly raised six children with nothing but a large farm at a time when most women’s duties were relegated to household matters. Throughout, the author compares and contrasts mother and son illuminating the quandary, and what divided them, as well as speculate about the ways they might have helped. Photos. 536 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

- **Flight, Revised 2nd Edition**: The Complete History of Aviation. By R.G. Grant. Takes you on a fascinating journey through a century of flight and captures the spirit and excitement of aviation past and present. From Wright brothers’ first air-born attempts to the story behind the space race. Includes thrilling accounts and events, remarkable images, and detailed profiles of more than 300 of the world’s greatest planes used. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x/10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $12.95

- **Japan’s In Famous Unit 731**: Firsthand Accounts of Japan’s Wartime Human Experimentation Program. By Hai Gold. Some of the cruelest deeds of Japan’s war in Asia did not occur on the battlefield, but in quiet antiseptic medical wards in obscure parts of China. Far from front lines and away from international laws, hundreds of thousands of Chinese, Koreans, and their assistants subjected human guinea pigs to gruesome medical experiments in the name of science. Photos. 256 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **Grateful American: A Journey from Self to Service**. By Gary Sinise. Raised in suburban Chicago, Sinise began playing in an early, co-founding the Steppenwolf Theatre Company and moving on to TV and movies. But the role of Lieutenant Dan in the film *Forest Gump*, put him in a position that America’s defenders had not received all their sacrifices deserved and he created the Gary Sinise Foundation with a mission to serve and honor our defenders. 16 pages of photos. 280 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $8.95

- **6 Below: Miracle on the Mountain**. By Eric LeMarque with D. Seay. In this riveting account, the former Olympian and professional hockey player tells a harrowing tale of survival and how with only a lightweight jacket and thin wool pants, he survived eight days stranded in the frozen wilderness after a snowboarding trip gone horribly wrong. Photos. 206 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

- **The New Email Revolution**. By Robert W. Bly. Drawing from decades of experience sending millions of emails, Bly will help you get better results in less time. This volume includes 150 patterns of different situations: shows you how to incorporate photos, graphics, sound, and video into your email messages; and write clearer more engaging email copy every occasion. 354 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

- **1,519 All-Natural, All-Amazing Gardening Secrets**. By Rose Kennedy et al. How to create a beautiful garden, at a time. Fully illus., some in color. 385 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

- **Train Your Horse for Backcountry Riding**. By Dan Aaald. Learn how to go beyond the round pen and gain a thorough understanding of the skills necessary for trail riding. Understand guides. A seasoned equestrian and breeder shares his expertise gained from riding trails and teaching clinics. Illus. in color. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95
NEW NON-FICTION

379432 US EIGHTH AIR FORCE IN EUROPE, VOLUME 1: Eager Eagles, 1941-1943. By John Bowman. Catalogs the firsthand oral testimonies of the U.S. Army Air Corps’ bomber crews of the Eighth Air Force that became stationed in East Anglia in 1942. The bombarding with the shock of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, it details America’s introduction to war-over Europe and the first encounters with the Luftwaffe. 32 pages. Orig. kindersley. 9¼x11. Pub. at $25.95

379923X THE TANGLED TREE: A Radical History of Life. By David Quammen. An acclaimed science writer chronicles the recent genome discoveries through the lives of the researchers who made them, such as Craig Venter, 1500 BC all the way to 2001 AD, its concise essays profile itsel f. 223 pages. History Press. Pub. at $34.95

3799092 THOMAS CROMWELL: A Revolutionary Life. By David MacCulloch. Where past biographies paint Cromwell as a scheming operator with blood on his hands, MacCulloch sifted through letters and court records for answers and found Cromwell’s fingerprints on some of the most transformative decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. We are given a new clear portrait of Cromwell, the man behind the image. 496 pages. Michael Imhof Verlag. 9¼x10¼.

3799083 IN THE LIGHT OF AMARNA: 100 Years of the Neferiti Discovery. Ed. by Friedrich Seifried. Exhibition catalog. An accompaniment to the Egyptian Museum of Berlin’s special exhibition celebrating the discovery of the Nefertiti bust in 1912, and provides clear, easy to follow instructions, with tips on how to bake perfect cookies every time. Well illum. in color. 360 pages. Sellers. Pub. at $16.95

378877X 500 COOKIES: The Only Cookie Compendium You’ll Ever Need. By Lynda Vanston. Jam-packed with delicious cookie recipes from all over the world, as well as traditional tried and true favorites. A guide to cookies, with a chapter of simple recipes, as well as recipes that are easy to follow, with tips on how to bake perfect cookies every time. Well illum. in color. 456 pages. Michael Imhof Verlag. 9¼x10¼.

3798527 THIS IS NOT A PHOTO OPPORTUNITY: The Street Art of Banksy. By Martin Bull. This unique and unashamedly DIY guide rounds up the best of Banksy’s work from the past five years. It includes over 50 different locations and 125 color photographs of Banksy’s art as well as information, random facts, and an index that shows location. PM Press. 7x5. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00


379123 THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE-PRINT SPRING FORWARD CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Large Print Edition. With all levels of difficulty included, and 152 pages of large-print easy to read puzzles, there’s plenty of room to bloom solving these puzzles! Solutions included. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

379121 DOMINOES & TOURS, VOLUME 2. By Martin Bull. This unique and unashamedly DIY guide rounds up the best of Banksy’s work from the past five years. It includes over 50 different locations and 125 color photographs of Banksy’s art as well as information, random facts, and an index that shows location. PM Press. 7x5. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

379120 BANNOCK BAKERY LOBSTER & HAM PIES. By Martin Bull. This unique and unashamedly DIY guide rounds up the best of Banksy’s work from the past five years. It includes over 50 different locations and 125 color photographs of Banksy’s art as well as information, random facts, and an index that shows location. PM Press. 7x5. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00


379118 THE PHILANTHROPIC KID: The 10-Minute Guide to Giving Back with Simple, Easy-to-Duplicate Ideas. By Francesca J. Betancourt. This guide shows you how to give back in simple, easy-to-duplicate ways! From 1500 BC all the way to 2001 AD, its concise essays profile the principles of Socrates, Plato, Machiavelli, Descartes, Marx, Sartre, and countless other luminaries. Well illum. in color. 376 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $29.95

379116X THE LAST LIONS OF JUDAH: Haile Selassie’s Mongrel Foreign Legion 1935-41. By Martin Bull. Over the course of a decade, the author has documented dozens of the most important and impressive works by the legendary political artist, most of which are no longer in existence. Nearly 200 color photos of Banksy’s works on the walls are presented here, as seen from the streets. 174 pages. PM Press. 8¼x6. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

379115 THE PHILANTHROPIC KID: The 10-Minute Guide to Giving Back with Simple, Easy-to-Duplicate Ideas. By Francesca J. Betancourt. This guide shows you how to give back in simple, easy-to-duplicate ways! From 1500 BC all the way to 2001 AD, its concise essays profile the principles of Socrates, Plato, Machiavelli, Descartes, Marx, Sartre, and countless other luminaries. Well illum. in color. 376 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $29.95


3788830 ARTISAN BREADS. By Jan Hedh. The author gives us the basics for baking delicious artisan breads right in our own homes. The breads are perfect for starting out with simple white or whole wheat loaves, or moving onto more advanced breads like sourdough, baguettes and more. With over 500 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.99

378796X COOKING FOR TWO: Your Cat & You! By Brandon Schultz. Now it’s easier than ever to enjoy the same delicious meals at the same time. This book is designed with cats in mind. It includes 150 recipes for your furry companions are covered as well as day to day and special occasion dishes. Fully illum. in color. 148 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99

378792X 500 COOKIES: The Only Cookie Compendium You’ll Ever Need. By Lynda Vanston. Jam-packed with delicious cookie recipes from all over the world, as well as traditional tried and true favorites. A guide to cookies, with a chapter of simple recipes, as well as recipes that are easy to follow, with tips on how to bake perfect cookies every time. Well illum. in color. 456 pages. Michael Imhof Verlag. 9¼x10¼.

378787X 500 COOKIES: The Only Cookie Compendium You’ll Ever Need. By Lynda Vanston. Jam-packed with delicious cookie recipes from all over the world, as well as traditional tried and true favorites. A guide to cookies, with a chapter of simple recipes, as well as recipes that are easy to follow, with tips on how to bake perfect cookies every time. Well illum. in color. 456 pages. Michael Imhof Verlag. 9¼x10¼.

3787716 500 COOKIES: The Only Cookie Compendium You’ll Ever Need. By Lynda Vanston. Jam-packed with delicious cookie recipes from all over the world, as well as traditional tried and true favorites. A guide to cookies, with a chapter of simple recipes, as well as recipes that are easy to follow, with tips on how to bake perfect cookies every time. Well illum. in color. 456 pages. Michael Imhof Verlag. 9¼x10¼.

378768X COOKING FOR TWO: Your Cat & You! By Brandon Schultz. Now it’s easier than ever to enjoy the same delicious meals at the same time. This book is designed with cats in mind. It includes 150 recipes for your furry companions are covered as well as day to day and special occasion dishes. Fully illum. in color. 148 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99
378764 AT YOUR BEST AS A WELDER. By Juan Carlosso. Your playbook for learning if a career as a welder is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master welder and eventually launching your own business. This guide provides the information, recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in You, Inc. 251 pages. Skyhorse.Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

378761 AT YOUR BEST AS A MASON. By Juan Carlosso. Your playbook for learning if a career as a mason is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master mason, and launching your own small business. This guide provides the information, recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in You, Inc. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

378761 AT YOUR BEST AS A PAINTER. By Juan Carlosso. Your playbook for learning if a career as a painter is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master painter and eventually launching your own business. This guide provides the information, recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in You, Inc. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

378762 AT YOUR BEST AS A PLUMBER. By Juan Carlosso. Your playbook for learning if a career as a plumber is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master plumber and eventually launching your own business. This guide provides the information, recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in You, Inc. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

378672 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN SCIENCE: How Corporate-Funded Academic Research Can Threaten Public Health. By Sheldon Krimsky. Professor Krimsky has compiled 21 peer-reviewed academic essays that examine the complex relationships between scientists conducting research and the groups who fund them. Ultimately, his call to action concerns a collective movement among authors to disclose the sources of their funding, thereby holding scientists and the groups that fund them accountable. 391 pages. Hot Books. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95


378797 ICE CUBE TRAY RECIPES: 75 Easy and Creative Kitchen Hacks for Freezing, Cooking, and Baking with Ice Cube Trays. By Bob Lorever. Ice cube trays are now available in many different styles with a variety of decorative shapes as well. Kentreck teaches you how to use these trays in your kitchen by pouring in ice cubes to one bite appetizers and even min main dishes. Recipes include: Candied Bacon Twists; Grez Crust Mini Cheesecakes; Rotoserie Chicken Pot Pie, and more. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

379719 WOMEN WHO ROCK. Ed. by Evelyn McDonnell. A tribute to the female artists who have always defined—and continue to make indelible contributions to—popular music. Organized chronologically this reference profiles each artist and places her within her genre and the musical world at large. Includes full-color illustrated portraits by women artists including Lindsey Bailey, Wendy Cope, and more. 406 pages. Black Dog. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $12.95

379083 MADE WITH SALVAGED WOOD: 35 Contemporary Projects for Furniture & Other Home Accessories. Great ideas on how to connect with a beloved in a unique way. Includes step by step instructions and clear photographs, along with various techniques for treating wood. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

379897 THE OFFICIAL JOHN WAYNE WAY TO BARBECUE. By James Ellis. Duke followed the best traditions of America’s chefs and grillmasters to make his meals legendary. Packed with over 100 recipes and tips from mom and the Duke’s own cookout will be one worth remembering, this collection also includes photos of John Wayne with friends and family, and stories from loved ones that reveal the legend. 251 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95


3790329 YOUR PILOT’S LICENSE, EIGHTH EDITION. By Jerry A. Eichtenberg. Take to the skies with this comprehensive guide for aviators in training. Now revised for the latest technologies, regulations, and requirements, it also offers expanded information on sport pilot training and certification. 312 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

3796949 THE OFFICIAL JOHN WAYNE HARDY BOOK FOR MEN. By James Ellis. Filled with step by step advice and real-world experience, this is the ultimate guide for aviators in training. Now revised for the latest technologies, regulations, and requirements, it also offers expanded information on sport pilot training and certification. 312 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

3790415 THE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY OF MEDICINAL AGENTS. By Adam Renshaw. No other text helps you master complex chemistry topics like this indispensable study resource. Uses real world examples to deliver a concise, accurate overview of key organic chemistry concepts which helps you understand the mode of action, therapeutic applications, and limitations of various medicinal agents. 312 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00 $14.95

3802035 THE SCIENCE OF COOKING: Every Question Answered to Perfect Your Cooking. By Stuart Farmion. Discover how adding wood chips when grilling or smoking meat adds flavor, how pre-soaking can boost the flavor of dried spices, why toasting nuts is best done in the microwave, and how salt can help to perfect your cooking. 304 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95

3801748 COMPLETE WELLNESS: Education, Lifestyle, Health and Well-Being with Lifestyle Strategies and More Than 800 Easy Natural Remedies. By Susan Curtis et al. Harness the restorative powers of herbs, essential oils, and medicinal foods to achieve whole body health and harmony. This guide will help you discover the natural ingredients to help you reach the peak of wellness in every area of your body. Includes: Your resource’s recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for reaching the peak of wellness. 130 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.00 $14.95

379606X ISAMU NOGUCHI: Archi/Moderne. By Dakin Hart. Exhibition catalog. Growing up in both the United States and Japan, the sculptor found inspiration in polarities—notably East and West, but also craft and fine art, tradition and invention, nature’s elemental forces and man’s technological progress. More than 300 photographs, prints, and drawings by the Japanese sculptor is accompanied with one recipe for food and drink created from Recycled Wood. Furniture & Other Home Accessories. Created from Recycled Wood. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00 $14.95

3802110 WRITERS: Their Lives and Works. By Kay Celler et al. A compelling collection of more than 300 great novelists, poets, and playwrights from medieval times to the present day. Explore the fascinating stories of their lives, their loves, and their works. Beautifully illustrated with full profiles, a timeline of their work, and notes on style and inspiration. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

3790622 BASKET-WEAVING GRAFTS: 22 Home Decorating Projects and Basket-Making Techniques. By Vivre Boesch. This manual is your gateway to weaving! Anyone can enjoy working with basket-weaving techniques as a full-fledged hobby. 20 useful, decorative, and artistic objects. From trays and wreaths to magazine racks and birdfeeders, each project includes easy to follow instructions, step by step tips. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

3795314 THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORIES OF EVERYDAY INVENTIONS. By Laura Hetherington. Here are the extraordinary true stories of the everyday inventions that have made the modern world what it is today. 145 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3788628 GUSTAV KLIMT: Art Nouveau & the Vienna Secession by Michael Kerrigan. Klimt is renowned as a quintessential artist of the art nouveau movement, but he was one of a number of Viennese who strove to break free of the constraints of the academic art establishment. This illustrated work focuses on the rich diversity of the movement and offers a sumptuous gift of color and design for every art lover. 192 pages. Flame Tree. 

3790016 THE REVOLUTION IS DEAD, LONG LIVE THE REVOLUTION! by Michael Bauml. The present innovative spirit and the young. Thirty Russian artistic movements of the early 20th century after the revolution and their significance for the breakthroughs to Abstraction and Constructivism. Well illus., many in color. 

302277 VLSI ANALOG CIRCUITS, SECOND EDITION: Algorithms, Architecture, Modeling, and Circuit Implementation. by Hongjian Song. This contemporary treatment of very large scale integration (VLSI) technology can be effectively deployed in real-world electronics to meet cost, power, functionality, and reliability requirements. Illus. 439 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $125.00

3798151 THE FAMILY TREE SCANDINAVIAN GENEALOGY GUIDE. by David A. Fryxell. Takes you step by step through the exciting and challenging journey to tracing your Scandinavian ancestry. Well illus. 224 pages. Family Tree. Pub. at $26.95

3796132 KOEKBOYA: Natural Dyes and Textiles. by Harald Bohmer. In this reference, almost 100 dyes from turkey and around the world are introduced on a scientific basis: their botany, their qualities for dyeing, their cultural and historical importance, and in light of the world-wide Renaissance of natural dyeing--aspects of their reducibility for professional use or as a hobby. Well illus. in color. 300 pages. Remhob Verlag. 8½x11¼.

3801568 AIRCRAFT MATERIALS AND ANALYSIS. by Tang Siddiqui. Addresses design, mechanical and structural factors in aviation, covering topics like flight loads, structural integrity, stresses, properties of materials, compression, bending, and aircraft fatigue. Questions at the end of each chapter round out this detailed and practical resource for aviation experts. 270 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $60.00


3786671 EXCAVATING THE AFTERLIFE: The Archaeology of Early Chinese Religion. by Guozong Lai. The author explores the relationship between sociopolitical change and mortality religion from an archæological perspective. By examining various artifacts from well-preserved tombs in early China, Lai shows how attitudes toward the dead, altered the early Chinese conceptions of this world and the afterlife. Illus., some in color. 297 pages. Univ of Washington. Pub. at $65.00

3797333 HARRY POTTER: The Wand Collection. By Monique Peterson. Each wand is as unique as the witch or wizard who wields it. This is a guide of these magical wands, their makers, and the characters who mastered them. Illustrated with photographs of the original props, wand statistics, insight from cast and crew, and other film making secrets. 154 pages. Insight Editions. 12½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

379900X CLEOPATRA: Fact and Fiction. by Sarah Waters. Sheds fascinating light on the woman behind the image. The fact that Cleopatra’s legend still burns bright today is proof of Shakespeare’s description of her as a lady of infinite variety whom custom cannot stale. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 285 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $26.95

3022280 WADE DAVIS: PHOTOGRAPHS. Through this collection of photographs, the reader can venture into dozens of locales and cultures, from the ancient salt mines of the Sahara to the icy world of the Inuit. From the pastoral nomads of Mongolia to the Aborigines of Australia. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Hearst. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

3790053 WEATHER: An Illustrated History. by Andrew Revkin and L. Mecshall. Takes you on a thought provoking journey through humanity’s evolving relationship with Earth’s dynamic climate. Unveils the weather events that swirl within it. Fully illus., most in color. 212 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95

379120X BATTING THE OCEANS IN A ROWBOAT. By Mick Dawson. The extraordinary story of Dawson’s attempt to cross the North Pacific Ocean in a rowboat. After traversing 4,500 miles, Dawson found himself in a four foot long inflatable raft in shark-infested, ice-choked waters. To cap hisConsider the books listed above. Can you provide a brief summary or recommendation for each one? In the context of the document, what types of non-fiction books are being advertised, and what are their primary themes? Based on the information provided, which book might be most relevant to a reader interested in the history of science and technology, and why? What are some key features that make these books stand out?
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 379226 HANKIE COUTURE: Handcrafted Fashions from Vintage Hankies. By Martha Greenberg. Showcases a large collection of unique mix and match outfits and accessories—all made from reclaimed hankies. Includes simple pattern and sewing instructions so you can transform treasured heirlooms and colorful flea-market finds into one of a kind fashions for your Barbie-size doll. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Runway Press. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

★ 3788075 TAO TE CHING: The Essential Translation of the Ancient Chinese Book of the Tao. By Lao-tzu. This original Chinese guide to living a better, kinder, gentler life, is a landmark new translation by John Minford that helps you understand the Tao Te Ching as a guide to everyday living and encourages a slow, meditative experience. Eighty one brief chapters are accompanied by illuminating comments and interpretive poems. 326 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

★ 379739 CHINA STYLE. Text by S. Leese, photos by M. Freeman. Chinese art, architecture and design has a long history and comprises a blend of many elements. A Chinese style with a Chinese theme are the main focus of this volume, and illustrates how Chinese tradition is constantly being reinterpreted to produce fresh and dynamic directions for modern living. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Perigee. 9x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


★ 379243 THE HIDDEN LIVES OF JACK THE RIPPER'S VICTIMS. By Robert Hume. The lives of the five women murdered by Jack the Ripper are entwined to richer tales to rags to stories of the most tragic kind. There was a time when each had a job, money, a home and a family. Depraved and vicious, they were independent individuals, it was bad luck, or a wrong turn that left them wretched and destitute. It's time their stories were told. Illus. 156 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

★ 379301X THE PETERSBURG REGIMENT IN THE CIVIL WAR. By John Hanson. Here's the definitive history of the Petersburg Regiment in decades of archival research that uncovered scores of previously unknown accounts. The result is a lively, developing regimental history that describes the uniforms and special decorations, and personal glimpses into the lives of these Virginians who made up the 128. Includes maps, photos, diagrams, tables and explanatory footnotes. 439 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


★ 3797163 HOW TO DRAW ALMOST EVERY ANIMAL: An Illustrated Sourcebook. By Chika Miyata. This guide will give you step by step instructions and helpful tips to draw a wide range of animal you may come across. With more than 75 different creatures included, this resource is perfect for anyone wanting to expand on their drawing skills. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Walter Foster, 8⅛x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

★ 379847X SUMI-E PAINTING: Master the Meditative Art of Japanese Brush Painting. By Virginia Lloyd-Davies. Create beautiful Japanese inspired ink wash paintings. Learn about tools needed for sumi-e painting, as well as brushes and painting techniques, then discover the most common subjects in sumi-e. With step by step projects, inspirational ideas, color charts, warm up practices, and exercises, you'll find meaning in the artwork you create. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster, 8⅛x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

★ 379718X HOW TO DRAW ALMOST EVERYTHING: An Illustrated Sourcebook. By Chika Miyata. Features step by step instructions with over 2,000 illustrations; warm up practices; hundreds of samples of animals, people, and objects; tips and tricks; and how to draw every chapter to show how much you've learned. 224 pages. Quarry. 6¾x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

★ 3796051 INTERNATIONAL MOSAIC COLLECTION 1723-2011. By Lascia P. Watkins. This extensive bibliography is based on the international Masonic holdings in the library of the Supreme Council, Prince Hall Masons of the United States. It presents an important cross-section of Masonic literature obtained by the Supreme Council from about 89 countries worldwide and covers three centuries. Illus. 578 pages. Oak Knoll. 8x11½. Hardcover. Pub. at $199.00

★ 379413X ALL CITY WRITERS. By Andrea Caputo. An encyclopedic exploration into the graffiti writing movement, which focuses specifically on the exportation of this art form from New York origins across the Atlantic to Europe, where the scene is now thriving and growing in new directions. Well illus. in color. 248 pages. Kitchen 3. 9x11½. Hardcover. Pub. at $49.95

★ 3795018 DECORATING WITH CARPETS: A Fine Foundation. By Ashley Stark Kenner et al. Decorators have long recognized the importance of a carpet in a room, and their use of fabric, textures, and furnishings of a space, its contribution to creating an atmosphere, its feel of luxury, and with the best selection in the market. This beautifully illustrated volume promises to be the definitive guide on carpet; that like its subject, captures great beauty and has timeless value. 248 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12½. Hardcover. Pub. at $60.00

★ 3796213 RICHARD NICKEL: DANGEROUS YEARS: What He Saw and What He Wrote. By R. Cahan & M. Williams. Devoting his life to save America's architecture, Nickel was inflamed by the destruction of what he perceived to be art and historic buildings. The book said about the society in which we lived. This stunning volume contains over 200 of his letters and photographs that will inspire and intrigue readers. 264 pages. CityFiles Press. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95

★ 3792135 THE PRACTICE OF ENOCHIAN MAGIC. By Aleister Crowley. First published in The Equinox, Crowley's writings on Enochian magick are collected here and introduced by a master occultist and author of many books on magick, such as Western Mystery Traditions, including Enochian Vision Magick. Illus. 242 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

★ 3796137 RISING IN FLAMES: Sherman's March and the Fight for a New Nation. By J.D. Cicely. The Civil War brought America to the brink of self-destruction, and no event in the war was more important, than Sherman's legendary march through Georgia. This is the dramatic story of the Union's invasion of the Confederacy, and how this colossal struggle helped create a new nation from the embers of the Old South. 24 pages of illus. 413 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

★ 3792259 HENDRIX: The Illustrated Story. By Gillian G. Gaar et al. Carefully researched, this beautifully illustrated edition is a thoughtfully written and curated look back at the iconic career of the man many consider the greatest guitarist of all time. Features a selection of memorable and rare photographs. 224 pages. 9⅛x12. St. Martin's. Hardcover. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3790101 IN THE EYE OF THE STORM: George V and the Great War. By Aleksandrovitch Churchill. Offering in-depth coverage of George V's war role, Churchill wipes out assumptions about his capability as a sovereign and his suitability for the role, and reveals the reality of Nicholas II’s possible asylum in Britain following the Russian Revolution. 32 pages of photos. 381 pages. Perseus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3790756 THE ESSENTIAL AIR FRYER COOKBOOK. By B. Weinstein & M. Scarbrough. This comprehensive air fryer bible will help you make delicious roasted chicken and healthy vegetable sides, decadent desserts, delightful snacks, and crispy wings and tenders that beat take-out by a mile. Includes ingredients and timings for every size of air fryer. 32 pages of photos. 432 pages. Voyage. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.99

★ 379072X PIZZA: Over 100 Innovative Recipes for Crusts, Sauces, and Toppings for Every Pizza Lover. By P. Cumbert & L.C. Wilson. The ultimate guide to making more than 100 recipes for pizza crusts, sauces, and more. From classic pizzas to dessert pizzas, there's something for everyone, Try Chicken, Cranberry, and Brie Pizza, Caramelized Onion, Prosciutto, and Peach Pizza, Banana Chocolate, and Pecan Pizza; and many more. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. FoxChapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

★ 3786161 A THEOLOGY OF LOVE: Reimagining Christianity Through a Course in Miracles. By Richard Smoley. The most important work of the last 40 years in introducing Christian teachings using logical, consistent, and easy to understand teachings of unconditional love and forgiveness. Offering a path to help you recognize the Jesus they teach is the real spiritual world and loving God that lies behind it. Smoley provides ways for each of us to craft our own theology. 230 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99
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3791629 ARETHA: The Queen of Soul. By Meredith Ochs. A stunning illustrated memoir of the Queen of Soul, from her formative and later years in Detroit to her illustrious music career to her numerous honors, awards, and causes, including her advocacy for civil rights. 138 pages. Sterling. 9½x11. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

3795000 STAYING ALIVE: The Disco Inferno of The Bee Gees. By Simon Spence. In the late 70’s, The Bee Gees reinvigorated their career, all the way to the film Saturday Night Fever. But when the disco boom crashed, they went from icons of decadence to the excesses of the most hedonistic of music scenes and tells of how three brothers made the world dance. Photos, some color. 286 pages. Jawbone. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $5.95

3794832 REAL NEWS: An Investigative Reporter Uncovers the Foundation of the Trump-Russia Conspiracy. By Scott Sedman. Full of real, exclusive evidence including ownership records, banking information, legal statements, meeting transcripts, quotes, stats and figures, and more–this volume only not enables readers to see and evaluate the arguments for the existence of the Trump-Russia Conspiracy for themselves, it also fully explains how Sedman went about his investigation. 184 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3798880 THE TACO TUESDAY COOKBOOK. By Laura Fuentes. Here you’ll find fifty-two taco recipes, all of which are made with real food ingredients and most of which are ready in 30 minutes or less. There are also vegetarian, gluten-free, and paleo options throughout. Sample delectable tacos such as Huevos Rancheros Tacos, Chickpea and Butternut Squash Tacos, Mexican Short Rib Tacos, and Baja Fish Tacos. Color photos. 176 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

3790681 WEIRD CALIFORNIA: Your Traveler’s Guide to California’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets. By Greg Bishop et al. From such natural oddities as trees that shriek and stones that wander to a visit to the American Idol and the ghosts of the Winchester Mansion, this wacky guide provides an in-depth exploration of numerous strange places in the state. Fully illus. in color. 302 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3791440 THE RACE TO SAVE THE ROMANOVs: The Truth Behind the Secret Plans to Rescue the Russian Imperial Family. By Helen Rappaport. Drawing on new and newly uncovered sources from archives in the United States, Russia, Spain, and the United Kingdom, Rappaport creates a powerful account of the near misses and close call attempts to save the royal family, all with a heartwrenching conclusion. 16 pages of photos. 454 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

3791521 108 STITCHES. By Ron Darling with D. Paisner. Like the 108 stitches on a baseball, Darling’s experiences are interwoven with every athlete who has ever played, every coach or manager who ever sat in a dugout, and every fan who ever played hooky from work or school to catch a game or go to the bleachers for a day game. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. $29.99 $5.95

3787348 HERO DOGS: How a Pack of Rescues, Rejects, and Strays Became America’s Greatest Partners. By Wilma Melville with P. Lobo. Beautiful and heart-wrenching, this is the story of one woman’s dream brought to fruition by dedicated volunteers and rescue dogs: the bonds they forged with the incredible “rescued turned rescue” dogs to create one of America’s most vital resources in disaster response. 16 pages of color photos. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. $28.99 $5.95

3786380 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF THE NATIONAL PARKS. By Jon Waterman. Showcases America’s most spectacular landscapes with an inspiring collection of maps, graphics, and photographs, inviting newcomers and long-time fans alike to experience these magnificent vistas. 431 pages. National Geographic. Hardcover. $47.95

3800342 MICROBIOLOGY. Justified, 2ND EDITION. By T. Betsy & J. Keogh. This self-teaching guide is perfect for medical professional trainees, making complex terms and concepts easy to understand. The practical teacher/student writing format makes it easy to learn, and it includes chapter-ending quizzes and a final exam. Illus. 291 pages. McGraw-Hill. $11.95

3781000 TOM BROWN’S GUIDE TO HEALING THE EARTH. By R. Walker Jr. America’s most acclaimed outdoorsman is offering advice that comes from almost five decades of living close to the Earth, and more importantly, using his Earth powers to have a voice in the work of Mother Earth. He shares simple, thoughtful steps that any individual can take to help heal nature. Illus. 208 pages. Berkley. $11.95

3781299 RELIGION AS WE KNOW IT: An Origin Story. By Jack Miles. Starting at the birth of Christianity, a religion inextricably bound to Western thought, Miles reveals how “common sense” understanding of religion emerged and then changed as insular Europe discovered the rest of the world. He shows how this story continues today in the hearts of individuals, religious and irreligious men and women. 152 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3792196 THE CLUTTER REMEDY: A Guide to Getting Organized for Those Who Love Their Stuff. By Martha Beck. Offers the clutter-remedy strategy that will create spaces you love and keep you perpetually organized. Stone walks you through a process of getting to know your belongings, discovering their true values and then visualizing your ideal lifestyle and optimal surroundings. 163 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3788862 FRIED CHICKEN & FRIENDS: The Hartsook Family Cookbook. By G. Llewellyn & N. Hart. A collection of recipes for down-home Southern cooking, including the ultimate buttermilk chicken, as well as mint juleps, oyster po’boys, waffles with bacon and maple syrup, and all sorts of other delicious dishes. Dig into the high octane flavors of beef poutine, crab cakes, char-grilled broad beans and more. Color photos. 256 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11½. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

3792544 THE CELERY JUICE MIRACLE: 70 Juice and Smoothie Recipes. By Jacob/media. Enjoy this easy and delicious 10-day juicing program to reset, recharge, and refill your body with the nutrition you need to be your best self. Discover how refreshing and hydrating celery juice can be, and try more than seventy incredible juice and smoothie recipes that make celery the star. Color photos. 187 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3792919 GERMAN FIGHTER AIRCRAFT IN WORLD WAR I: Design, Construction, and Innovation. By Mark C. Wilkins. Both the Wright brothers and Charles L. Lindbergh’s developed aircraft during World War I at an unprecedented rate. This fully illustrated overview examines German fighter aircraft, deepening an appreciation for the ingenuity and creativity that fueled the German aviation industry during this dynamic and rapidly changing period in aviation history along with figures who possessed both gifted insight and the ambition to succeed. 192 pages. Casemate. 8½x11½. Pub. at $37.95 $27.95

3793399 SKYBOLT: At Arm’s Length. By Nicholas Hill. In 1959, the RAF decided to use the Skybolt air launched ballistic missile. However, Skybolt was canceled by Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara who brought a crisis in Anglo American relations, only to work with the UK obtained to Polaris on acceptable terms. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Forthill. Pub. at $36.95 $27.95

3793761 RICHARD III: The Self-Made King. By Michael Hicks. In this skillful, witty, and engaging work, emerges as far more than the villain responsible for the imprisonment and subsequent deaths of Edward V and the Duke of York in the Tower of London. He proves a complex, conflicted individual who is forced to fight not only for his throne, but to implement reforms and was capable of winning a kingdom. Illus. 416 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

3786285 THE DEFEAT OF THE LUFTWAFFE: The Eastern Front 1941-45. A Strategy for Disaster. By Jonathan Togo. In 1939 and 1940 the Nazi blitzkrieg crushed Poland and the Low Countries and France. However, using original research Trigg explains how the Nazi Luftwaffe’s certain victory in the east was transformed into ashes through incompetence, misjudgment and hubris. 32 pages of photos. 286 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

3795255 KING OF THE NORTH WIND: The Life of Henry II in Five Acts. By Claudia Gold. Offers a fresh evaluation of this great yet tragic ruler, bringing him out of the shadows of history. This tragedy in five acts tells how this most talented of kings came into conflict with those closest to him, individuals and the most hated. 16 pages of color illus. 397 pages. William Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

3790738 SCROLL SAW BABY ANIMALS: More Than 50 Adorable Puzzle Projects in Wood. By Judy & Dave Peterson. In this guide, the authors show you how to complete a step by step hanging baby sloth project to become familiar with new baby scroll saw patterns and all the basic information and instructions given, you can use the more than 50 ready to use scroll saw patterns for a wide variety of baby animal puzzles. Fully illus., many in color. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.97 $13.95

3802051 SENSATIONAL ILLUSIONS: Bamboozle Your Brain, Scramble Your Senses. Ed. by Margaret Parish. Engage all of your senses with a mind-blowing collection of optical illusions, optical tricks, and engaging games. You’ll find hours of fun with a pop-up puzzle, 3D mazes, scratch and sniff fruit, and so much more. MAKING HAZARD: SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. 8¾x11. up. 31 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $19.99 $6.95

3798682 HOMEBREW ALL-STARS. By D. Beechum & D. Conn. Drop by the brewery of twenty-five of today’s most talk about the common knowledge about ingredients and equipment, learn from their techniques, and of course, try their recipes. Whether you’re looking to become a brewing chef or for a new recipe to try next weekend, this guide is a home run. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Voyageur. 8½x10. $24.99 $6.95

3791289 OFF SPEED: Baseball, Pitching, and the Art of Deception. By Tom Verducci. In this subject with the love every fan brings to the parks and the expertise of a probing journalist, McDermott explores the lively and fascinating story of baseball’s 150-year hunt for the perfect pitch. 191 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $23.95 $8.95

3792783 UNDERSTANDING HEALTHY + DELICIOUS. By Rocco DiSpirito. This award-winning chef and author offers almost 250 nutritious and delicious recipes, each is gluten-free, dairy-free, and refined sugar free. The book is packed with quick and easy breakfasts, snacks and indulgent desserts. DiSpirito gives us a fun and plant-based collection for everyday life. Well illus. in color. 383 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

NEW NON-FICTION
THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO. ARCHIVE COLLECTION
By R. Lettingwell & D. Holmstrom. Showcases the Motor company’s unique motorcycle collection, featuring examples of its most significant machines. The company has collected at least one example of nearly every model ever produced and includes them here in a rich enlightening history. 10½x9¼. Pub. at $40.00

37985X  WEIRD BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS. Text by R. Orenstein, photos by T. Marent. A stunning collection of 59 colorful birds in breathtaking photographs, displaying their strange bodily adaptations, and featuring informative captions and fascinating details about their species. 64 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95

379893  FANTASY ART DRAWING SKILLS. By Socar Myles. Turn the words of your imagination into art. You’ll learn how to draw fantasy worlds, characters, and creatures, and you’ll pick up essential drawing and sketching skills along the way. Clear step by step instructions for all the essential techniques including perspective, figure drawing, and composition. Fully illus., in some color. 128 pages. Barron’s. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $21.99

379854  PERFUME: A Century of Scents. By Lizzie Ostrom. An olfactory adventure. Trace the trends and crazes that have shaped the way we’ve spritzed over the past century. Scents is truly a passport to memory, making this volume both a remarkable and an illuminating examination of the twentieth century through the most mysterious of the five senses. Illus. 374 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95

379841  WEIRD BIRDS. By Chris Earley. A stunning collection of 59 colorful birds in breathtaking photographs, displaying their strange bodily adaptations, and featuring informative captions and fascinating details about their species. 64 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95

379891  STEAL AWAY HOME. By Karolyn Smardz Frost. Brings escaped slave Harriet Tubman’s remarkable story to life, skilfully woven into the complex tapestry of race relations over the last two centuries, and offers compelling insight into the life of a single, courageous woman who prized freedom above all else. 16 pages of illus. 408 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99

379886  WEIRD INSECTS. By Michael Workov. Presents a close-up view of 59 insects in magnificent detail that allows the reader to really study and appreciate these creatures. Each page features a full-color photograph of the insect, its common name, describes its habitat, life cycles, predators and prey and its use of camouflage for defense, 64 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95

379879  RENAISSANCE: Marvels of Art. By Julia Gerber. Introduces the visual wonders of this bountiful age with illuminating text followed by three sections of glorious full page artwork tracing the development of the Renaissance. Packed with some of the most recognizable, important and dazzling pieces of the age, this volume offers an insight into this key period in history. 127 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $13.99

378975  STEAL AWAY HOME. By Karolyn Smardz Frost. Brings escaped slave Harriet Tubman’s remarkable story to life, skilfully woven into the complex tapestry of race relations over the last two centuries, and offers compelling insight into the life of a single, courageous woman who prized freedom above all else. 16 pages of illus. 408 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99

378957  JUSTICE FOR BONNIE. By Terry Edmiston. A dramatic untold story of early-twentieth century American politics. Smith and FDR were part of the eventual Soviet victory over Germany. The manual’s usefulness outlived WWII, as it was later used to train Third World guerrillas as they were given an insight into the workings of guerrilla warfare from the 1950s through to the 1970s. Illus. 179 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $14.95

379821  JUDEA’S ALMANAC, ISSUE 39. SPRING 2020-2021: Stones–The Foundation of Earth. This witty, literate publication will fascinate anyone interested in folklore, mythology and culture as well as hard core Wiccans and mystic enthusiasts. It includes information related to the ancient Moon Calendar as well as ritual secrets, advice about animals, mystic incantations, sacred rituals and many a curious tale of good and evil. Well illus. 208 pages. Witches’ Almanac. Pub. at $15.95

37972X  THE WITCHES’ ALMANAC, ISSUE 38. SPRING 2020: REALITY CHECK. This is the remarkable tale of L.L. Bean, a Maine native, who emigrated to America at the age of eleven. In the years that followed, his reverence for nature and uncompromising integrity played a vital role in awakening the American public to the need to protect wilderness areas for all to enjoy. This volume collects his writings on California and Alaska, and his most seminal observations on the world. Illus. 282 pages. Galilee Publishers. Pub. at $14.95

379709  FROM GRASS TO COPPER: The Expeditionary Force at War. By Paul Westmeyer. Follows the Marine Corps from its humble beginnings as shipboard accoutrements on the tall ships of the Frigate Corvettes in the early 1800s to their role in the Mexican War and the War of 1812, all the way to the 1940s. This is the remarkable tale of L.L. Bean, a man–the story of how an unknown shoe salesman from Litchfield, Maine, an electrician, a carpenter, a shoe designer and a sailor remade the outdoor industry. Along the way, he helped America learn to love the outdoors. 224 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95

378968  DEVAS & NATURE SPIRITS. By Kathleen Pepper. Nature spirits are all around us. This is both a book intended to help the reader develop intimate understanding of the ethereal world beyond the present life, and a comprehensive review of these beings in their various forms–and how and where they manifest. Illus. in color. 104 pages. Polar. Pub. at $14.95

379528  THE ANNALS OF AN EASTERN ARCHITECTURAL PARK. Ed. by W. L. Macdonald. Provides a detailed account of the architecture of the Eastern Temple Park in the Chinese city of Beijing, with an examination of the building’s intended use and a discussion of its architectural significance. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $19.95

378575  USA TODAY LOGIC SUPER CHALLENGE: 200 PUZZLES. Ed. by Patty Rice. This collection is all about variety–including mind-stretching puzzles such as Battleships, Wordsearch, Sudoku, and many more. 127 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $13.99

379800  THE GERMAN ARMY GUERRILLA WARFARE POCKET MANUAL. 1939-45. By D. Melson. Rediscovered and presented in English, these German thoughts on coping with insurgencies are edited and annotated by Melson, with concise introduction and annotated bibliography. The pocket manual was part of the eventual Soviet victory over Germany. The manual’s usefulness outlived WWII, as it was later used to train Third World guerrillas as they were given an insight into the workings of guerrilla warfare from the 1950s through to the 1970s. Illus. 179 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $14.95

meal, your dog will love you even more when you provide something better in the bowl. Color photos. 244 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

379173 NATURAL MEDITATION: Refreshing Your Spirit Through Nature. Ed. by Steven Kottler. Kottler guides readers on a spiritual journey of life with a guide dog. The author captures his observations and thoughts on caring for sheep in short diary entries. This is a meditative and irresistibly delightful work that delivers into the small wonders of our world and celebrates pastoral life, demonstrating that it’s often the little things that mean the most. 157 pages. Atria. Pub. at $12.95

380195 READ & SPEAK JAPANESE FOR BEGINNERS, SECOND EDITION. By Jane Wightwick. Extraordinarily accessible, this useful guide will entertain you as you learn. Lessons on a new script and increasing your desire to master Japanese. The accompanying audio CD features all the words and phrases so you can hear their correct pronunciation. 96 pages. McGraw-Hill. $9.95

380150 YOUR OWN TRUE COLORS. By Barbara Bush. Features the complete text of Barbara Bush’s historic speech to the 1990 graduating class of Wellesley College, which NPR included in their list of the “Best Commencement Speeches, Ever.” Celebrated for her wit, compassion, candor, and ebullience, you can read her inspiring words here. Scriber. Pub. at $15.00

379195K DOG COMPANY: A True Story of American Soldiers Abandoned by Their Government. By John Horace. In the late 1960s, when two of his soldiers are killed on a routine patrol, Captain Roger Hill working with an Army counterintelligence team, busts a drug dealer infiltrators. But no one exists to whom Hill can report—and his hands—if he can’t transfer the spies to a higher level of detention within 96 hours, he will be forced to set them free. Photos. 424 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3787303 HAVE DOG, WILL TRAVEL: A Poet’s Journey. By Stephen Kuusisto. In this vivid and lyrical memoir, Kuusisto recounts how an incredible partnership with a guide dog changed his life. This is a spiritual journey of life with a guide dog. 238 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00

3787394 HEX YOUR EX: And 100+ Other Spells to Right Wrongs and Banish Bad Luck for Good. By Rich Wolfe. Author shows you the benefits of more than 100 foods that can be simply added to the dog bowl or combined with a few other ingredients to make a quick meal loaded with real meat, healthy fats, and antioxidants. Whether it’s scraps from the cutting-board or a low-calorie variety of purposes. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3789993 V.J.: The Unplugged Adventures of MTV’s First Wave. By Nina Blackwood et al. This is the inside story of Day 1 MTV auditions and offers a deeper understanding of how MTV transformed our culture. Photos. 319 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

378474 YOU NEED MORE MONEY. Ed. by S. Yee & J. Hong. A Guru from East Asia shares the groundbreaking way to build your fortune by using your emotions and opens the door to a new world full of possibilities. By changing your emotions about money, you can make every purchase a step toward becoming your true self. 230 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $26.00


380121 FLORA: Inside the Secret World of Plants. Ed. by M. Douglass & K. Herstatt. Explore the intricate inner workings of the plant kingdom, where seeds become shoots, and flowers become fruits, with this spectacular introduction to botany and how plants work. Stunning photography and engaging text combine to explain the explains the whole story of a flower’s journey from conception to flowering. 440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00


378265 GUANTANAMO DIARY. By Mohamedou Ould Slahi. This searing diary is not merely a vivid record of a miscarriage of justice, but a deeply personal memoir—terrifyingly, darkly humorous, and surprisingly gracious. Slahi’s story is one of immense emotional power and historical importance. 410 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

3802140 THE STEAMPUNK ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: Contraptions, Creations, and Curiosities Anyone Can Make. By Thomas Wiltfith. Discover how to build your own robots! Learn the basic concepts: Decorder Armguard, Signauling Periscope; Goggles; Grappling Hook Launcher; Airship Harness; Gilder Wings; Rivet Gun; Power Amplification; Day-Glo Goggles; Glider Wings; Rivet Gun; Power Amplification; Day-Glo. 220 pages. McGraw-Hill. $9.95

3787311 THE HAVING: The Secret Art and Growing Rich. By S.Y. Lee & J. Hong. A guru from East Asia shares the groundbreaking way to build your fortune by using your emotions and opens the door to a new world full of possibilities. By changing your emotions about money, you can make every purchase a step toward becoming your true self. 230 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $26.00

379172 THE BLACK AND THE BLUE. By M. Horace & R. Harris. In this revelatory account, Horace dissects some of the nation’s most highly publicized police shootings and provides fresh analysis of issues that drive disproportionate numbers of black men to be killed by police and incarceration. With 16 pages of color photos. 318 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

3788999 TASTE OF HOME: EASY, DELICIOUS, & HEALTHY RECIPES THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL LOVE. You’ll find more than 500 kid- and parent-pleasing recipes that are full of flavor and nutrients without extra cooking. Includes: Zucchini Stacks; and more. Color photos. 399 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3787494 K-POP A TO Z: The Definitive K-Pop Encyclopedia. By Bina Lee. Korea’s infectious and high energy pop music and entertainment scene is a relatively young phenomenon in the West, and it is rapidly gaining traction. Don’t be left out of the fun. This book becomes one of the greatest and most successful American playwrights of all time, 24 pages of photos. 660 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

3790967 LOST SCIENCE: Astounding Inventions You’ve Forgotten. By Brian Ferguson. Ferguson investigates overlooked or lost stories in the history of science from the ancient world to the modern day. From "The Emperor’s New Astronomy" to "Near-Fatal Fiction," here are tales of nearly forgotten yet remarkable individuals who have left an impact on science, however obscure. Illus. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

3791173 EVERYTHING FOR BEGINNERS, SECOND EDITION. By Jane Wightwick. Extraordinarily accessible, this useful guide will entertain you as you learn. Lessons on a new script and increasing your desire to master Japanese. The accompanying audio CD features all the words and phrases so you can hear their correct pronunciation. 96 pages. McGraw-Hill. $9.95


3791811 NEIL SIMON’S MEMOIRS. Told with wit and unflinching sense of irony, this omnibus edition traces the history of modern entertainment over the last fifty years through the eyes of a man who started as a stand-up comic and became one of the greatest and most successful American playwrights of all time. 24 pages of photos. 660 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

3791743 THE BLACK AND THE BLUE. By M. Horace & R. Harris. In this revelatory account, Horace dissects some of the nation’s most highly publicized police shootings and provides fresh analysis of issues that drive disproportionate numbers of black men to be killed by police and incarceration. With 16 pages of color photos. 318 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

3783704 THE MAKER’S GUIDE TO BUILDING ROBOTS. By R. Lapeira & A. Marsal. Discover what it means to be surrounded by robots. Learn what they are, where they come from, how they work, and why they’re important. You’ll find all this and much more in this guide. In addition, you’ll learn how to build your own basic robot! Ages 8-12. Illus. 162 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $14.99

378472 ADVENTURER’S GUIDE: CONTRAPTIONS, CREATIONS, AND CURiosITIES ANYONE CAN MAKE. By Thomas Wiltfith. Discover how to build your own robots! Learn the basic concepts: Decorder Armguard, Signauling Periscope; Goggles; Grappling Hook Launcher; Airship Harness; Gilder Wings; Rivet Gun; Power Amplification; Day-Glo. 220 pages. McGraw-Hill. $9.95

NEW NON-FICTION

★ 378059 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC HISTORY AT A GLANCE. From the rise of major religions or empires to the fall of great civilizations, from the emergence of Homo sapiens 250,000 years ago to the interconnected world of today, here is history as you have never seen it before. An authoritative text surveys the events and historical trends of nine major eras in human history complemented with expansive time lines. Well illus., many in color. 415 pages. National Geographic Society. 9x11. Pub. at $18.95 Paperbound. $22.95

★ 378619 POSTGAME: How the Washington Post Betrayed Deep Throat, Covered Up Watergate, and Began Today’s Partisan Advocacy Journalism. By John O’Connor. The lawyer’s author, John O’Connor, discovered that the Post had betrayed his client while covering up the truth about Watergate, his indefatigable research resulted in this riveting narrative, a potentially shocking tale of journalistic deceit. 286 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $28.00

380223X AFRICAN COLORING BOOK: Vive Le Color! Portable collection of intricate designs to color anywhere. Top-bound pad is perfect for right and left-handers. Images are printed on high-quality paper for pencils, markers, and watercolors. Detachable sheets are easy to display or share. Abrams. 6¾x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $21.95

380202 HORSES COLORING BOOK: Vive Le Color! Offers 72 pages of intricate horse designs to color. Top-bound pad is perfect for right and left-handers. Printed on high-quality paper with detachable sheets, this pad is great for travel. Abrams. 6¾x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

380225 CHRISTMAS COLORING BOOK: Vive Le Color! Whether you want to unplug completely or do something creative while commuting or watching TV, this collection of 72 whimsical Christmas themed illustrations offers plenty of time for meditation. Printed on one side of heavy stock in an easily removable, pad form. Abrams. 6¾x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

380224 TROPICS COLORING BOOK: Vive Le Color! Whether you want to unplug completely or do something creative while commuting or watching TV, this collection of 72 illustrations of tropical delights offers time for meditation/meditation-on-the-fly on one side of heavy stock, in an easily removable, pad form. Abrams. 6¾x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

380228 ARABIA COLORING BOOK: Vive Le Color! Portable collection of intricate geometric mosaics to color anywhere. Top-bound pad is perfect for right and left-handers. Images are printed on high quality paper for pencils, markers, and watercolors. Detachable sheets are easy to display or share. Abrams. 6¾x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

3786692 CELTIC DESIGNS: Connect & Color. Extensive dot to dot puzzles reveal beautiful Celtic images. When you've completed your pattern, bring the image to life with a splash of color! Each of 45 puzzles are printed on single-sided perforated paper, ready for display. Racehorse. 8¾x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3788202 MIRACLE IN THE CAVE. By Liam Cochrane. For nine days twelve young soccer players and their coach were trapped and stark plan was attempt to industrial the waters in the caverns of Tham Luang in Thailand. With no food or drinking water, their survival seemed unlikely. Filled with a spirit of true grit, this is the courageous achievement and a celebration of an inspiring moment when the world came together in hope. Color photos, 301 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

3019705 CALCULUS: Practice Makes Perfect. Increase your confidence in your math skills with this study aid. Inside you’ll find more than 500 exercises that will help you better understand the subject, study for an upcoming exam, or refresh your long lost calculus knowledge. 148 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3788681 CHIA, QUINOA, KALE, OH MY! Seeds, grains, superfoods— including avocados, blueberries, salmon, ginger, and more — deliver an abundance of flavor and nutrition. Try Goji Berry Walnut Scones; Chia-Balsamic Glazed Beets; Cocoa-Chia Cherry Smoothie; Lemon-Avocado Kale Salad, and more. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

3788741 101 GOURMET ICE CREAM CREATIONS FOR EVERY CRAVING. By Wendy Paul. With mouthwatering recipes and handy tips and techniques, create your own homemade ice cream, toppings and treats. Also includes a collection of holiday recipes and specialty sweets like fried ice cream and “mud pies” that will add a little extra sweetness to all your holiday occasions. Well illus. in color. 148 pages. Front Table. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

3787176 GOOD GRIEF: Heal Your Soul, Honor Your Loved Ones, and Learn to Live Again. By Theresa Caputo. The world-renowned medium shares the powerful lessons she has learned about grief, healing, and finding happiness in the wake of tragedy, and offers advice on how to feel strong and confident about the future. The new blooms for you, 209 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

302019 SCHAUML’S EASY OUTLINES. FRENCH, SECOND EDITION. By Mary E. Colman Crocker. This super-condensed guide offers quick, effective study that will make mastering French fast, fun, and painless. Whether you are doing a final review or a last-minute cram session, it will help you get the greatest possible grades. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.00 $3.95

30190X ENGLISH GRAMMAR DRILLS. By Mark Lester. Covering all of English grammar—from prepositions and pronouns to verb tenses and much more—you learn often difficult topics with fun and challenging exercises. Topics include nouns, pronouns, pluralization, gerunds and infinitives, base form, and more. 326 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $3.95

301950 PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT GRAMMAR: LATIN VERB TENSES, SECOND EDITION. Whether you’re preparing for the practice necessary to master hundreds of Latin verbs—regular or irregular—with their tenses. Learn when and why to use different tenses, and the conjugating skills with dozens of engaging exercises, and get additional help with 200 new review exercises, 238 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¾x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

3789977 THE UPSIDE: A Memoir. By Abdel Sellou. Marginalized by society, Abdel Sellou, a well-to-do immigrant just out on parole, and Philippe Pozzo de Borgo, a man born to wealth and privilege, recently paralyzed by a neck wound, developed a friendship and learned the art of fighting back. How they came to help each other is the subject of this uplifting story. 204 pages. Hatchette. $13.95

3791686 CREATIVE CUT-OUT CARDS.hilts by Erin Lundgren. Whether you’re sending an Easter greeting or a simple invitation to coffee, this volume offers 35 year-round and beautiful hand-cut card projects. Charming and easy to assemble with color, pattern, and texture. Fully illus. in color. 114 pages, Sterling. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

378844X WHAT LABS TEACH. By B. O. Childress Donner. If you’ve ever lived with a Labrador retriever, you know they have lessons to teach: they have an admirable, innate understanding of the joys and simplicities of life that makes everyone around them happier. This collection of beautiful images convey these lessons to help us understand the gift of being alive. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

3788786 50 SUNFLOWERS TO KNIT, CROCHET & FELT. By Kristin Nicholas. Create your own garden, knit, crochet or felt flowers and sunflowers with basic instructions and peraniful projects that can be embelished with felti ng techniques, as well as instructions and useful information on how to advise on color. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages, St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

3789047 RED SAGE: Contemporary American Cuisine. By Mark Miller. The chef and owner of Southwestern cuisine to Washington, D.C. offers all 100 of his acclaimed restaurant’s recipes, along with lore from the Old West’s culinary history. Features such dishes as Smoked Cheddar Jalapeno Ranch Meat Loaf, and Huckleberry Bread Pudding with Maple Custard Sauce. Well illus., many in color. 248 pages, Ten Speed. 9¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

319829 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: Schaum’s Easy Outlines. By Richard Bronson. This condensed guide will make mastering the subject fast, fun, and painless. With quick-reference tables, rapid absorption teaching techniques and more, you will grasp such concepts as numerical methods, linear differential equations, initial value problems, and more. 136 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $2.95

37965X HIDING OUT: A Memoir of Drugs, Deception, and Double Lives. By Tina Alexis Allen. Allen delivers a memoir of a father and daughter, and an astonishing story of self-discovery, the family ties that bind, the shame that birds even tighten, and the power of the truth. 356 pages. Day Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

379674 COURAGE & DEFIANCE: Stories of Spies, Saboteurs, and Survivors in World War II Denmark. By Deborah Hopkinson. From the book of a Czechoslovakian girl, Miss. Pankov, whose weaving real voices into her narrative, Hopkinson reveals the thrilling story behind one of WWII’s most daring resistance movements. Features such dramatized famous handwriting as 333 pages. Scholastic. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

★ 3785217 THE HOODED GUNMAN: An Illustrated History of Collins Crime Club. By John Curran. In May, 1930, literary detective Collins’ Crime Club published its first title in what was to become the world’s most famous crime fiction imprint appeared on the shelves of British bookshops. Over the next 65 years Collins’ Crime Club published 201 titles, now all available as an illustrated history. 440 pages. Collins Crime Club. 9x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

**3786664** MAKING PEACE IN AN AGE OF WAR: Emperor Ferdinand III (1608-1657) By Mark Henley. Thirty Years' War was the most devastating conflict in central Europe. The origins and the course of the war are explained and the life of one of its most important protagonists, Emperor Ferdinand III is presented. Readers will learn how the emperor procured and preserved peace and consolidated the Habsburg Monarchy. 325 pages. Purdue UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95. $37.95.

**3786442** TRANSFORMERS: Visual History. By Jim Sorenson. In this deluxe volume, Hasbro reveals behind the scenes production sketches, beautifully polished final art, and everything in-between. From the earliest conceptions to the most current, this celebration features packaging artwork, animation models, video game designs, comic pages, and artwork from all six Paramount films. 407 pages. VIZ Media. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $49.99. $37.95.


**8005670** ROUTE 66 Barn Find ROAD TRIP: Lost Collector Cars Along the Mother Road. By Tom Cotter. Learn the stories behind these one-of-a-kind machines, from the perspective of the people and stories behind them. A 2,000-mile road trip through car-collecting bliss. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Createspace. 9½x11. Pub. at $22.99. $17.95.

**379296X** THE LUFTHAFNE IN AFRICA, 1941-1943. By Jean-Louis Roba. Examines the actions of that tiny expeditionary force, solely devoted to protecting Italian North Africa. When General Erwin Rommel launched his Afrika Korps to the east, the Luftwaffe had to go on the offensive to cover that advance. Here is their story. Well illus., some color. 125 pages. Capstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

**3792870** CROMWELL AND HIS WOMEN. By Julian Whitehead. With a deft hand and strong narrative, Whitehead guides the reader through the remarkable life and career of Oliver Cromwell. Here’s his perspective. He explores not only the effect the women in Cromwell’s life had on him, but how his career in turn dramatically altered their lives. 236 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

**3793052** WELLINGTON AGAINST MASSENA: The Third Invasion of Portugal 1810-1811. By David Buttery. Butler’s fresh account sheds new light on this pivotal episode in which each of the fighting men and women employed against the French and the conflicting testimony of contemporaries which still confuses our understanding of the major engagements. Maps & Illus. 224 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.


**3787155** BUILD-IT-YOURSELF BIRDHOUSES. By Chris Peterson. This shares a variety of creative birdhouses and feeders, from the classic bluebird house to a mid century modern home. While all the designs are remarkable, most are also approachable for beginning builders. Includes step by step instructions and detailed photos to take any guesswork out of the assembly. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

**3786269** BOMBER BOYS. By Marianne van Velzen. The extraordinary and little-known story of more than 100 Dutch airman, stranded in Australia with no country to return to, who were joined by a contingent of Australians to make up the RAAF’s No. 18 Squadron. A powerful and compelling story of a group of very different men, thrown together for a common purpose, and the sometimes difficult friendships they formed. 305 pages. All: Allen & Unwin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $14.95.

**3788087** PASTELS FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER. By Rebecca de Mendonca. Take your first steps with pastels and learn how to produce modern, lively and colorful work in this exciting medium. This complete course in using pastels offers step by step exercises and longer projects to help you build the essential skills you need to paint a range of subjects including portraits and animals. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.


**3784454** THE MAKING OF MARTIN LUTHER. By Richard Rex. Takes a provocative look at the nature of one of the most original and influential minds of the sixteenth century. Rex traces how Luther, in a few years after his excommunication, developed a startling new interpretation of the Christian faith that brought to an end the dominion of the Catholic Church. 279 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $14.95.

**3792625** MY FIRST 101 ANIMALS. By and et al. A n inspi ring guide to helping children learn about animals, from the domesticated cat and dog to the more exotic rhino or panda bear with the bright colorful photographs in this volume. Ages 3-6. Sky Pony. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $6.95.

**3785898** THE CONCISE HUMAN BODY. By Steve Parker. Hundreds of 3-D anatomical illustrations, covering major body systems. From the skeleton and muscles to the skin and nails. Discover how every aspect of the body functions, how we feel, and how the body defends itself. And find out what can go wrong, with descriptions of common disorders that can affect the body’s system. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. $17.95.
NEW NON-FICTION

**3769586** THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF GAME OF THRONES. By Helen Sloan with M. Koppes. This definitive collection of breathtaking photography chronicles the making of HBO’s global television phenomenon. Offering a rare peek behind the scenes of popular television series of all time, this volume provides readers with an exclusive look at favorite characters and moments from all eight seasons. 416 pages. Insight Editions. 10x13¼. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

**3792897** GEORGE STUBBS: All Drawings from the National Gallery et al. Exhibition catalog. Stubbs produced exceptional images of animals and people throughout his career, a product of his keen scientific sense of compassion. This beautifully illustrated volume of his work also features essays on the artist by Nicholas Clee, Martin Myrone, Jenny Uglow and more. 223 pages. Paul Hoberton 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**3792862** BATTLE FOR PARIS 1815: The Untold Story of the Fighting After Waterloo. By Paul L. Dawson. Using the wealth of archive material held in the French Army archives in Paris, this revised edition with eyewitness testimonies from those who were there, Dawson brings alive the bitter and desperate fighting in defense of the French capital. Clemenceau said “At Waterloo it ended under the walls of Paris fifteen days later.” Illus. 283 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95

**3786315** TOULOUSE-LAUTREC. Text by Hajo Duchting. This wide-ranging survey of the artist is compact and bursting with over 280 color reproductions. Immense yourself in the delights and horrors of a doomed Mexico. Offers an introductory essay, titles, and captions in English and five additional languages. 283 pages. Konemann. 7¼x9¼. Pub. at $9.95

**3800296** LOOMIE PARTY: 20+ Tiny Yarn Projects to Make from Your Tash. By Vlaisance Bunnag. Try the must-have Loomie tool (included in this volume) with wheels! Swatter Abrams. Spiralbound. At $27.50 $7.95

**3789119** THE TWO POPES. By Anthony McCarten, McCarten masterfully weaves Pope Francis and Pope emeritus Benedict’s stories into one gripping narrative. From Benedict’s and Francis’s formative experiences in war-torn Germany and Argentina to the sexual abuse scandal that continues to rock the church to the intrigue and the occasional comedy of life in the Vatican, this volume covers it all. 234 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3788808** FOREVER WORDS: The Unknown Poems. By Johnny Cash. In this collection of poems, songs, lyrics, and musings, we see the world through Johnny Cash’s eyes and view his reflection on his interior reality, his frailties and his strengths alike. He pens verses about love, pain, freedom, and mortality, and expresses insights on culture, his family, his fame, and Christmas. 132 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $12.95


**3788275** THEY FOUGHT ALONE: The True Story of the Starr Brothers, British Secret Agents in Nazi-Occupied France. By Charles D. Frauli. The Harvard-trained younager correspondent tells the story of one of the greatest clandestine organizations of WWII, exposing a dramatic tale of spies, sabotage, and the heroic Starr brothers, whose ordeals would challenge the accepted myths of Britian’s wartime resistance in occupied France. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**3788178** THE BANISHED IMMORTAL: A Life of Li Bai. By Ha Jin. With the instincts of a master novelist, Ha Jin draws on a wide range of historical and literary sources to weave the life of the great poet Li Bai’s (701-762) life story, following Bai from his origins on the western plains of China to his final embroiling with a young man, while including some of his beautiful poetry. 301 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**3783974** THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SPACE SHUTTLE. By Dennis R. Jenkins. This comprehensive and thoroughly informative volume covers the thirty exciting years between these missions. Well illus. In color. 335 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub. at $59.99 $49.95

**3786121** THE TRIALS OF THOMAS MORTON: An Anglican Lawyer, His Puritan Foes, and the Battle for a New England. By Peter C. Mancall. Adding new depth to our understanding of early New England society, this riveting account of Thomas Morton, the one who provoked the tensions that arose from competing colonial visions. Using early texts, this compelling narrative brings the contentious Morton to life and sheds new light on the tumultuous formative decades of the American experience. Illus. 278 pages. Yale. At $30.00 $24.95

**3791717** HOW TO DRAW ALMOST EVERY DAY: An Illustrated Sourcebook. By Kami. This resource ensures you have new inspiration at hand with step by step illustrations and daily exercises that will help become a better artist. Organized as a calendar, these 365 prompts ensure that you have inspiration every day of the year. Step by step, all the processes to understand no matter what your level. 224 pages. Quarry. 6x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3792307** MOONPOWER: How to Work with the Signs of the Moon and Plan Your Timing for Every Major Decision. By Jane Struthers. Whether you want to make a good impression at an interview, start a new business, go on a date, or buy a properly, start a diet, sow seeds or harvest crops, matching the right action to the appropriate lunar sign and phase will ensure the best results. Illus. in color. Eddison Books Limited. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**3791211** THE NEW YORK TIMES BIG BOOK OF MINI CROSSWORDS: 500 Fun-Sized Puzzles. By Joel Fagliano. The perfect way to pass the time with these pain-sized puzzles that are fun, portable, easy to solve, and impossible to resist. It’s chock-full of fun and easy and bite-sized portions that you can complete in one minute or less. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**3795896** CHRISTINA ROSSETTI: A Descriptive Bibliography. By Maura Ives. This comprehensive volume documents the full range of Rossetti’s publication history, taking into account her books, appearances in anthologies, periodicals, nymnals, and musical settings, as well as selected translations, epahema, and other Rossettian materials published before 1900. 16 pages of color illus. 344 pages. Oxford Knoll. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $95.00 $14.95

**3795050** WHAT’S KILLING MY CHICKENS? The Poultry Predator Detectors. By Boi Cameron. As a chicken owner, keeping your flock safe is your top priority, and few things are as devastating as finding your birds the victims of a hen house thief. This manual teaches you how to piece together the clues predators leave behind, identify the culprit, and adopt effective strategies for keeping poultry safe. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3786412** DUNGEONS & DRAWINGS: An Illustrated Compendium of Creatures. By B. Spanowicz & J. Preskill. From the lowest kobold to the mightiest dragon, monsters are a compelling part of many a fantasy world. This cavalcade of creatures is the perfect resource for an alchoinado of the monstrous—whether you’re getting ready to GM a new tabletop role-playing game, buildingworld or just looking at cool drawings. Well illus. in color. 277 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¾x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3796000** HISTORICAL TYPES: From Gutenberg to Ashendene. By Stan Knight. Explores every major development in the design of type and includes some lesser-known typefaces whose type designs have made significant contributions to the craft. Well illus. 104 pages. Oak Knoll. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

---
NEW NON-FICTION

379616X LEGENDARY FORD AND MERCURY MUSCLE CARS. By Donald F. Farr. Though long gone, Ford's most famous muscle car, the company had been building muscle cars since it introduced the sleek Fairlane and Galaxie models with optional 390 cubic-inch big block V-8 engines in 1961. This stunning volume covers all the Ford Motor Company’s high-performance muscle cars from the early '60s to 1973. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Crestline. $19.95

3796153 THE EVOLUTIONARY EMPATH: A Practical Guide for Heart-Centered Consciousness. By Stephanie Red Feather. As an empath herself, the author offers practical tools to help you understand, control, and fully manifest your gifts as an empath. With this book, Red Feather provides empaths the tools they need to empower themselves and embrace their essential role in the next step of humanity’s evolution and ascension into consciousness. 305 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


3798727 STICK SKETCH SCHOOL: Mastering the Art of the Stick Figure. By B. Alttinger & R. Kochacks. Create everything from stick characters and stick animals to stick sports and stick wars with this indispensible guide to getting your ideas onto the page, online, and out into the world. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Race Point. $16.95

3792005 DRAW 500 WAYS TO GET DRAWN. By James Gulliver Hancock. Filled with 500 quirky, modern drawings of all your favorite ways to get around and plenty of room for drawing your own favorite modes of transport, this guide and sketchbook is the best way to learn to draw—by drawing! Fully illus., color. 136 pages. Quarry. $15.95


3798498 SETTING SIGHTS: Histories and Reflections on Community Activism and Self-Defense. Ed. by Scott Crow. Far from a call to arms or a “how-to” manual for warfare, this volume offers histories, reflections, and questions about the role of small collective defense efforts and their place in larger efforts toward the creation of autonomy and liberation. Photos. 306 pages. PM Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

3791151 CHANGE ME PRAYERS: The Hidden Power of Spiritual Surrender. By Toshia. Since all know what happened that day. This story is about September 12, and every day after. Schefter gives voice to all those who have chosen to keep living. 248 pages. Beautiful—and also messy and difficult. 196 pages. St. Martin’s. $26.99

3791155 MY FATHER’S WAKE: How the Irish Teach Us to Live, Love, and Die. By Kevin T. O’Reilly. In this remarkable work, O’Reilly combines the unique Irish way of looking at death and ascribes both a typically Irish notion of the eternal and an unflinching blend of blues and Cajun influences has made the dance music of Louisiana black Creoles so popular and widespread. This is the story of zydeco music—an exploration and a celebration of a distinctive American culture. Photos. 391 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

37732X THE HEALING POWER OF MEDITATION: A New Way of Being. By Jon Kabat-Zinn. Simple, concrete techniques of specific examples as to how the cultivation of mindfulness can reshape your relationship with your own body and mind. The author explains how recent research and the up-to-date research and the health, and what mindfulness can teach us about coming to terms with all sorts of life challenges. 236 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

3797279 A NEW START IN POWERBOATING, THIRD EDITION. By Bob Armstrong. Covers all powerboats, big and small; single-engine, twin-engine, outboard, and sterndrive; trailerable and non-trailerable. You’ll discover the difference between a planing hull and a displacement hull, learn to compensate for the effects of wind and current, and master high-speed techniques. Illus. 288 pages. International Marine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

3797292 THE ART OF CALM. By Jon Kabat-Zinn. Simple, concrete techniques of specific examples as to how the cultivation of mindfulness can reshape your relationship with your own body and mind. The author explains how recent research and the up-to-date research and the health, and what mindfulness can teach us about coming to terms with all sorts of life challenges. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3791890 DARE NOT LINGER: The Presidential Years. By Nelson Mandela & M. Langa. The story of Mandela’s presidential years, drawing heavily on the memoir he began to write as he prepared to leave office but was unable to finish. Using Mandela’s unfinished notes and a wealth of unseen archival material, Langa has completed the task. 24 pages of photos, some color. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

3799376 ANARCHY IN ACTION. By Colin Ward. A book that draws upon examples from education, housing, welfare, urban planning, the environment, the workplace, and the family, showing that the roots of anarchism go beyond the alien, and that the movement appears to be on the rise. The result is both an accessible introduction for those new to anarchism and pause for thought for those quick to dismiss it. 160 pages. PM Press. Paperback. $14.95

3795195 TALKING ANARCHY. By C. Ward & D. Goodway. Britain’s foremost anarchist writer joins a social and cultural historian to discuss the ups and downs of the anarchist movement during the last 20 years. Along the way, he explores many famous characters: Herbert Read, Paul Goodman, Noam Chomsky, George Orwell and others. 163 pages. PM Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
NEW NON-FICTION

378664★ BROTHERHOOD OF EVIL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. When the Jensen boys inherit their grandfather’s ranch, leaving Sally, Pearly and Cal alone at the Sugarloaf—the family homestead becomes an easy target for a hardcase from Hell named Jones. But if one thing is true the Jensens will perform the rescue with surgical precision, blazing guns, and not a shred of mercy. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

378199★ MASSACRE CANYON. By William W. Johnstone. The Jensen is ambushed by the Krolf gang and taken prisoner, his brother Smoke, Smoke’s adopted son Matt, and lifelong friend Preacher, storm into battle to save Luke from the cutthroat’s clutches. The depth of the harsh landscape an unforgiving red—ad reality where Jenses’ enemies go to die. 396 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

378665★ BLOOD AND BULLETS. By William W. Johnstone. In one tory day in sleepy Buffalo Peak, a lot of people have gotten on Marshal Elwood “Firestick” McQueen’s bad side. And with rifle cocked, and vengeance burning, Firestick McQueen is going on prove just how unforgiving his bad side can be. 396 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

379225★ THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. Ed. by Andrew Lang. Originally published in 1889, this collection of celebrated tales tested the time of some of the famous stories included are: Beauty and the Beast; Goldilocks; Hansel and Gretel; Little Red Riding-Hood; Cinderella; Rumpelstiltskin; Sleeping Beauty; and many more. Ages 8-11. Illus. in color. 403 pages. $5.95

378423 WALKING SHADOWS. By Faye Kellerman. Detective David Pulaski, his wife, Nina Lazarus, risk life and limb to solve a pair of brutal murders that may be tied to a crime from more than twenty years ago. Together they slowly begin to assemble the pieces of an unsolved murder case. Justice done. 367 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95

379491★ VERSES FOR THE DEAD. By D. Preston & L. Child. After an overhaul of leadership at the FBI’s New York Field Office, Special Agent Pendergast is abruptly forced to accept an unthinkable condition of continued employment: he must now work with a partner. And his new colleague, the Black Bat, is a hard-boiled 1930s detective in two pulp classics, originally published in 1933 from The Blue Fairy Book. 306 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. $18.95

36055X★ VERSES FOR THE DEAD. By D. Preston & L. Child. After an overhaul of leadership at the FBI’s New York Field Office, Special Agent Pendergast is abruptly forced to accept an unthinkable condition of continued employment: he must now work with a partner. And his new colleague, the Black Bat, is a hard-boiled 1930s detective in two pulp classics, originally published in 1933 from The Blue Fairy Book. 306 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. $18.95

379073★ architectural photoreproductions: A Manual for Identification and Care. By E. Kissel & E. Vigneau. For professional conservators, librarians, private collectors, and researchers with a practical and contemporary insight into preserving architectural plans and drawings. The manual discusses twelve distinct processes and offers additional special methods and tools used in North American architectural practice. Well illus. in color. 125 pages. Oak Knoll. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. $9.95

NEW FICTION

378662★ THE FALLEN. By David Baldacci. Something sinister is going on in Barrenville. The Rust Belt town has seen four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes have the police puzzled—and hide a decades old secret. 420 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

379015★ REDEMPTION. By David Baldacci. Amos Decker is approached by Meryl Hawkins, the first murder victim’s sister. He claims he’s innocent and wants to clear his name. But when Hawkins is killed, Decker is determined to uncover the truth even though someone is willing to kill to keep the truth buried. 400 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

378667★ A BAD PLACE TO DIE. By Easy Jackson. There aren’t many options for an eighteen year old girl in the Old West. Joining a wagon-load of women across Indian territory, she arrives in the God-forsaken town of Sugarloaf—the family homestead becomes an easy target for a hardcase from Hell named Jones. But if one thing is true the Jensens will perform the rescue with surgical precision, blazing guns, and not a shred of mercy. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95


378669★ A HIGH SIERRA CHRISTMAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Smoke Jensen and his wife, Denise, won’t let a little snow stop them from heading to Reno for the holidays. Taking a gamble, they head through the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and like the Banco’s father, the Black Bat, the Jensens’ enemies get caught in a blizzard. They’ll do whatever it takes to survive—and they’re hoping history doesn’t repeat itself. 364 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95. $6.95

379994★ A TIME FOR MURDER: A Joe我们将 Your Home–anyway she can. years ago. 292 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $26.00. $18.95

378611★ EVERY BREATH. By Nicholas Sparks. When two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is unexplainable. But in the days that follow, their feelings for each other will give way to choices that pit family duty against personal happiness in devastating ways. 306 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

378959★ SWORD OF KINGS. By Ben Bova. Uhtred was born in England, but he is a man of his word. An oath bound him to King Alfred. An oath bound him to Athelheard. And now an oath will wrench him from a partner. Uhtred is forced to find a way to save Grande. 330 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

378008★ NICK CARTER #1: Marked for Death/The Impossible Thief. By T.C. McClary & R. Wrormer writing as N. Carter. The legendary Master Detective who creates Sherlock Holmes is reborn into the hard-boiled 1930s detective in two pulp classics, originally published in 1933 from Doc Savage’s companion magazine; plus the first Nick Carter radio thriller. Illus. 143 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

378724★ THE ART OF HARLEY QUINN. By Andrew Farago. Presents the complete history of Harley Quinn comic art, detailing the creation and evolution of the character through exclusive interviews with the creators. The first major work to bring the character to life. This volume is packed with the most iconic covers and panels in Harley Quinn history. 184 pages. Insights Editions. 11x14¼. Pub. at $45.00. $14.95

378905★ TWISTED TWENTY-SIX. By J.A. Johnstone. The Rust Belt town of Ring Bit, Texas, as a mail-order bride. When her husband drops dead on their wedding day, leaving three young sons, she decides she’ll raise those boys, and save their home—anyway she can. 436 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

379092★ A MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT. By David Baldacci. FBI Agent Althea’s life is turned upside down after her twin sister, Mercy, was kidnapped thirty years ago. After a lifetime of torturous uncertainty, Althea’s unresolved anger comes to a head on the job, and she finds she has to resolve the mystery in her past if she wants to remain with the FBI. 318 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95


379993★ A TIME FOR MURDER: A Joe
-1 DOWN AND DIRTY: 69 Super Sexy Short-Shorts. Ed. by Alison Tyler. The "Queen of the Quickie" offers a fresh collection of 69 scrunchy short stories that will leave you breathless with everything from sexy spankings and bondage to sex with a monkey. It proves that "crime does not pay." 435 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


3804046 THE BLACK BAT #5: Markets of Treason/The Black Bat's Triumph. By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat becomes a nemesis of crime in these two classic pulp adventures originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3798683 AN AMISH WEDDING FEAST ON ICE MOUNTAIN. By Kent Long. Since her father's death, Beth has devoted herself to the care of her stepmother and step-sister. So her friend Lucy's wedding offers a welcome respite. Paired with a handsome estate though she feigns an interest in the display. But then Ransome's feisty Auntie Ruth, however, to entice these two guarded hearts to open to love. 257 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


3805298 DOC SAVAGE #66: The Midas Man/The Derelict of Skull Shoa. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Hercules Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a B and of Iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1936. Illus. pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3804000 THE ANDROMEDA EVOLUTION. By M. Crichton & D.H. Wilson. When an extraterrestrial, deadly microparticle, known as the Andromeda strain, resurfaces in the middle of the Brazilian jungle, a diverse team of experts is dispatched to investigate the potentially apocalyptic threat. But if the team can't reach it and figure how to stop it, this new monster will annihilate all life as we know it.

3698210 THE MOSCOW OFFENSIVE. By Dale Brown. Russia is dispatching a terrifying new weapon. Facing an unprecedented danger and a reckless president and Congress, Brad Delaney and the Iron Wolf Squadron will once again put their own lives on the line to prevent this new Russian onslaught and fiercely protect the home of the brave and the free world.

3798088 ABSOLUTE FRIENDS. By John le Carré. A thrilling tale of loyalty, betrayal, and international espionage that spans the lives of two friends from the riot torn West Berlin of the 1960s to the present day of terrorism and uncertain new alliances—alliances that aren't always what they seem. For 435 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3804054 THE BLACK BAT #6: The Black Bat and the Trojan Horse/The Black Bat's Dragon Trail. By N. Daniels & N.W. Page writing as G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat becomes a nemesis of crime in these two classic pulp fiction classics, originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3799555 ANYTHING FOR YOU: Erotica for Kinky Couples. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. Unravel a world of obsessive passion with these bold tales of sexual control and uninhibited kink. Whether you are a BDSM aficionado or a novice newly discovering sex, you'll find in this collection of great, uninhibited, adventurous sex stories something for everyone. 206 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


3798253 SMOKE: A Gunfighter's Obit. By M. Crichton writing as G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn makes the night his weapon as the Black Bat becomes a nemesis of crime in these two classic pulp adventures originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3804757 DOC SAVAGE #35: Meteor Menace/The Ten Ton Snakes. By Lester Dent writing as G. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Hercules Man of Bronze and this invincible superman roves the world, battling threats in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3804976 DOC SAVAGE #67: The Invisible Box Murders/Target for Death. By L. Dent & G.W. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Wielding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a B and of Iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Page Range</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #113: Legacy of Death/The Devil’s Partner</td>
<td>By W.B. Gibson &amp; T. Timland. The Shadow and his cabby Shreyy drive evildoers off the road of crime in these two thrillers from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #129: Mobsmen on the Spot/Murder Trail</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Shadow recruits and alto from his wartime past in these two pulse-pounding thrillers from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1932. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #93: Brothers of Doom/The Three Brothers</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Master Avenge returns in two pulse-pounding thrillers from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1937, plus a golden age illustrated classic by Otto Binder. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOOK TOWN 1000 PAGE COMICS ROMP</td>
<td>By Samm Schwartz et al. It’s time to party with Archie and his friends in this fun-filled collection of the most entertaining and hilarious Archie comic stories! This collection features over 100 full color stories featuring the work of Archie legends, including Bob Montana, Dan DeCarlo, and more! Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOOK TOWN 3750 CRIMES CROSS</td>
<td>By James Patterson. After witnessing the execution of a killer he helped to convict, Detective Alex Cross begins a copycat crime. A note signed “M” rests on the corpse. Cross is now lured to the sites of multiple homicides, all marked with disturbingly familiar details, that make clear the layout is so dea.</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW FICTION


380518 DOC SAVAGE #58: The Time Terror/The Talking Devil. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1942. Illus. 112 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


380492 DOC SAVAGE #29: The Mental Wizard/The Secret of the Su. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superman roves the world battling threats in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1937. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

380485 DOC SAVAGE #22: Mystery Under the Sea/The Red Terrors. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Clark Savage. See for yourself in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


380514X DOC SAVAGE #51: The Land of Fear/The Fiery Menace. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, this invincible superman travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics, originally published in 1935. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


380241X DOC SAVAGE #16: The Secret of the Sky/The Giggling Ghosts. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and he and his team fight evil in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

380279 THE SHADOW #22: The Dark Master/The School for Murder. By W.R. Johnson & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Clark Savage. The Dark Master unmask the murderous masterminds behind the crimes in these three thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1935. Illus. 160 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


380367 THE SHADOW #97: Crime at Seven Oaks/The Northdale Mystery. By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The master of Darkness unmasks the murderous masterminds behind the crimes in these two heart-pounding pulp classics, originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


380474 THE SHADOW #97: Crime at Seven Oaks/The Northdale Mystery. By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Master of Darkness unmasks the murderous masterminds behind the crimes in these two heart-pounding pulp classics, originally published in 1936. Illus. 112 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

NEW FICTION


3798689 ANTIQUES SWAP. By Barbara Allan. While Brandy and her mom Vivian are finishing the pilot for their TV show, they become unwitting players in a deadly small town soap opera. With the help of their sleuthing shih tzu Sushi, they must trap a murderer among the unlikely suspects of downtown Antiques Swap. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

3799937 BEATING ABOUT THE BUSH. By M.C. Beaton. When private detective Agatha Raisin comes across a severed leg in a roadside hedge, it looks like she is about to become involved in a case of murder—unless she can be deceiving, as Agatha discovers when she is employed to investigate a case of industrial espionage. 236 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.


NEW FICTION

3805387 DOC SAVAGE #74: The Motion Menace/Fire and Ice. By Lester Dent et al., writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805395 DOC SAVAGE #75: The Green Death/Rock Sinister. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Doc Savage battles The Green Death in one of the classic pulp thrillers that inspired the 1975 movie, along with a mystery leading him to South America in these two spine-tingling thrillers originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3802655 THE SHADOW #123: The Voice/Alibi Trail. By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Master of Darkness unmask the murderous masterminds behind these in these two heart-pounding pulp classics, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3804747 DOC SAVAGE #11: Cold Death/The South Pole Terror. By L. Donovan & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Clark Savage. See for yourself in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


3805344 DOC SAVAGE #70: The All-White Elf/The Wee Ones. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Band of Iron of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1941; plus an illusion of Cap Funy. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3805468 DOC SAVAGE #81: Tunnel Terror/Once over Lightly. By W.G. Bogart & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, this invincible superman battles the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805476 DOC SAVAGE #82: The Magic Feather/Fire and Ice. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two adrenaline-packaged pulp thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805271 DOC SAVAGE #64: The Headless Men/King Joe Cap. By A. Hathaway & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1941. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805328 DOC SAVAGE #69: The Mummies Master/The King of Terror. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805306 DOC SAVAGE #86: The Crimson Serpent/The Exploding Lake. By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


380416 THE SPIDER #6: City of Flaming Shadows/King of the Flesheless Legion. By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge. The pulps most violent crime serial returns when the two pulse-pounding pulp classics, originally published in 1932; plus from Thrilling Comics #53, the first Phantom Detective cover story. Illus. 143 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


3788245 THE PERFECT COUPLE. By Elin Hilderbrand. It’s summer in Nantucket and the Otis-Winsbury wedding promises to be an event to remember. But it’s going to be a memorable one for all the wrong reasons after one of their wedding guests is discovered dead in Nantucket Harbor hours before the ceremony—and everyone in the wedding party is a suspect. 471 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $8.95

3785685 IN SILENCE: A Memoir. By Louise Penny. The pages are missing. The book is a collection of essays, short stories, and personal anecdotes about the author’s life and work. The essays explore themes such as nature, family, and writing. The book is a celebration of the Canadian landscape and culture, and it highlights the author’s love for the natural world.

3784270 THE BLACK PANTHER: THE STUDY. By Stacey A. Komada. The book is a comprehensive study of the Black Panther movement, examining its history, objectives, and impact. The book covers the organization’s origins, its political beliefs, and its role in the struggle for African American rights. It also discusses the movement’s often controversial actions and its legacy.

3783832 THE PORCUPINE. By Elizabeth George. The book is a memoir of the author’s life as a porcupine in the wild. It tells of her adventures as she navigates the challenges of the natural world, including predators, harsh weather, and the search for food. The book is written in a playful and imaginative style, capturing the unique perspectives of the porcupine.

3783305 THE VICTORY JOURNEY. By Marguerite Hawke. The book is a sequel to the author’s previous novel about World War II. It follows the adventures of the characters as they continue their efforts to defeat the Axis powers. The book is a thrilling and action-packed story, filled with espionage, intrigue, and heroism.

3782798 THE BARKER. By John Lutz. The book is a mystery novel set in the world of Hollywood. It follows the investigation of a private detective as he searches for the truth behind a series of bizarre murders. The book is a gripping and suspenseful tale, with a cast of complex and intriguing characters.
NEW FICTION

3800807 WEEKEND WARRIORS. By Fern Michaels. Life isn’t fair. Most women know it. But what can a woman do in Paris if you’re part of the Sisterhood. In the tradition of The First Wives’ Club this is a tale of survival, sweet revenge, and the healing power of friendship. 294 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3804895 DOC SAVAGE #26: The Anophilist/Cargo Unknown. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, this invincible force is faced with world-battering threats to humanity in these two pulse-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $4.12 $3.95

3793710 SUPERMAN: The Silver Age Sundays, 1963-1966. By Jerry Siegel. In these classic adventures from January 27, 1963 until the series conclusion on May 1, 1966, the impish Mr. Mxyzptlk returns from the Fifth Dimension to exasperate Superman; the Man of Steel becomes Super-Cop to outwit a master spy; travels back in time with Lois Lane; is reunited with the mermaid Lori Lemaris; and with every one’s favorite bear, Winnie the Pooh, in a series of heart-lighted comic stories. Follow along with Pooh through the Hundred Acre Wood with a variety of situations with Christopher Robin, Piglet, Tigger and Eeyore. Collects all of the Winnie the Pooh Sunday newspaper strips from 1966 to 1968. Ages 7-12.Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3789082 LETHAL NIGHTS. By Lara Leigh. Ilya Dragunovitch, aka Dragon, is no stranger to the dark side. As a safe-house owner for security agency Brute Force, Dragon knows that the battle line between good and evil runs through the heart of every man—and sometimes a beautiful woman. 284 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3795586 SEASONS OF AN AMISH GARDEN. By Amy Clipston. Novellas. Enjoy a yearlong celebration of the Amish community, gardens and harvest festivals and love along the way. Includes Spring in the Air; Home by Sundown; Fresh Pickin’ and Winter Blessings. 348 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


3792129 MURDER OFF THE PAGE. By Con Lehane. A note from bartender Brain McNulty, Raymond Ambler’s friend, captures interest when he mentions a librarian sleuth off on a murder investigation, one that he pursues reluctantly until a second murder upends the world as her partner. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

3786210 THE SIBERIAN DILEMMA. By Martin Cruz Smith. When journalist Talaia Petraova does not return from a trip to Siberia, senior investigator Arkady Renko places her disappearance on his list, but when he learns the former has fallen under the spell of a wealthy politician who threatens Putin’s rule. Surrounded with would-be murderers, Arkady must find a way to unravel the mystery. 276 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

379332X THE INFINITY GAUNTLET. By Jim Starlin. The Mad Titan has become the most powerful being in the universe, and enslavement or destruction may be the only choices he gives! The successive Starlin sagas that shook space and time, start here! Collects Infinity Gauntlet #1-6. 255 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3789378 THE LANGOLIERS. By Stephen King. A small group of passengers on a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the universe. Can the survivors manage to fly the plane back to Los Angeles, back to the correct time, before the langoliers succeed in their deadly mission to destroy the plane and its passengers on a red-eye flight? 378 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

3801934 THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING. By J.R.R. Tolkien. Frodo Baggin’s friends are seeking his help and the Ring he bore, the Ring of Power that would enable Sauron to destroy all that was good in Middle-earth. Now its up to Frodo, to carry the Ring to Mount Doom, in the very center of Sauron’s dark kingdom. 458 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

3788393 THIS IS LIFE. By Eldon Edwards. Edwards’ views about life are marked by talent for finding the unusual, burying her thoughts and feelings that might anger her strict Evangelical pastorate father, and concealss the deep intuition she carries inside. The Knowing, as Grace calls it, and to her wise family gift, to her father’s close with witchcraft. 322 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95

3789970 GIFT OF MAGIC. By Lynn Kurland. With each powerful rune Sarah and Ruthie are being led somewhere, to someone, but by whom she cannot tell. Sarah’s gift of sight only allows her to see the spells themselves, not the person behind them. As their true quest has just begun, Sarah and Ruthie see a dark, powerful enemy who holds the fate of the Nine Kingdoms. Book Club Edition. 310 pages. Berkley. Orig. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

3786568 BLOOD SKY AT MORNING ZAK CODY. By Joe Sherman. Novels. In Blood Sky at Morning Zak Cody has been appointed by President Grant to the role of enforcer of America’s untamed regions and he must find the truth when the langoliers succeed in their death for murderers they didn’t commit. In Apache Sundown Zak Cody is on the trail of a gold-seeking killer and numerous obstacles get in his way. 456 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3786781 DUCHESS BY DESIGN. By Maya Rodgers. In Gilded Age Manhattan, anything can happen. Seeking a wealthy American bride who can save his family’s estate, Brandon Finnes, the dashing Duke of Kingston, is a rogue determined to do the right thing. But his search for a heiress goes deliciously away when an enchanting seamstress turns up in his arms instead. 371 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3786676 THE BRIDE Takes a Groom. By Lisa Berne. Karrinwelles may be a fabulously wealthy heiress, but she’s trapped, being used as a pawn by her parents. Then Captain Hugh Penhallow—as handsome as a Greek god—comes to Karrinwelles once more, and suddenly she sees a chance to be free. Yet neither of them guesses that this marriage will become far more than they ever dreamed of. 352 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3785117 THE RIVALS of SHERLOCK HOLMES: A Collection of Victorian-Era Detective Stories. By Grant Allen et al. These stories detail the adventures of men who revel in submission to stern mistresses who recognize their deepest desires, whether bound and punished, ordered into a three-way on full naked display. Adults only. 195 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3789135 WARRIOR of the ALTAI. By Robert Jordan. There is a war raging in the defenses, the fearsome lungangh grow more numerous, and bad omens abound. Wulfgar, a leader of the Altai people, must contend with twin queens, warlords, prophets, and magic in hopes of protecting his people and securing their future. 352 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

3787990 DISNEY 365 DAYS WITH WINNIE THE POOH. By Don Ferguson. Spend your days with Winnie the Pooh, and you’ll never be blue. Winnie the Pooh, in a series of light-hearted comic stories, follow along with Pooh through a series of heart-lighted comic stories, follow along with Pooh through the Hundred Acre Wood with a variety of situations with Christopher Robin, Piglet, Tigger and Eeyore. Collects all of the Winnie the Pooh Sunday newspaper strips from 1966 to 1968. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

378679X DYLAN’S REDEMPTION. By Jennifer Ryan. Book Three: The McBrides. Dylan, the boy Jessie loved, skipped town and her drunk father tried to kill her, so she fled Faulkboro. Eight years later, she returns to Faulkboro as a nurse, not the woman she once was. A Faulkboro, who for nearly a decade believed she was dead. The pull between them is instant. But they must escape the darkness of their past for a chance at a bright future together. 399 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3786806 MYTHOLOGY: Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes. By Edith Hamilton. The definitive collection for anyone who wants to know the key dramas, the primary characters, the triumphs and tragedies of the gods and heroes of thousands of years ago and is still spellbinding to this day. Illus. 495 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $3.95
NEW FICTION

3786841 BEAUTIFUL SINNER. By Sophie Jordan. If there’s a silver lining to the hell Cruz went through, it was losing his freedom but putting everything in perspective. But after years locked up, Cruz is back home, facing the gossip, dodging reporters—and face to face with reporter Gabriella Rossi. She wants all of him and Cruz wants her. He’s learned to let not a good thing slip away. 355 pages. Avon. $7.99

3786749 COWBOY SEEL HOMECOMING. By Nicole Helm. When a tragic accident bounces two friends out of the SEALs, the ranch he used to call his own, Becca, who now lives there, is nothing he could have imagined. He’ll just need to keep his distance—but something in the lone wolf eyes makes her realize he was the perfect shelter of her arms. 346 pages. Sourcebooks. Published at $7.99

3786739 DIRTY LITTLE SECRET. By Jennifer Ryan. Haoy shares Noah’s last name, but not his blood. Estranged from her father, haunted by regrets, and eager to escape her mother’s past, she is forced to fulfill her father’s last wish and share a home with the infuriating, challenging, and oh so tempting Noah. But then Noah discovers her dirty little secret? 372 pages. Avon. Published at $7.99

378813X KONIGHT ON THE TEXAS PLAINS. By Linda Broday. Jessie Foley is hungry, tired, and running for her life. Knowing the protection she promises to stop running and care for the little girl that’s been left in his care. Jessie swears she’ll never trust a man again, but Dust will do anything it takes to make her see that she is safe in his arms. 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Published at $7.99

3787079 THE FIFTH ASSASSIN. By Brad Meltzer. From John Wilkes Booth to Lee Harvey Oswald, there have been more than two dozen assassination attempts on the President of the United States. Four have been successful. Now, Beecher White discovers a killer who’s meticulously recreating the crimes of the four assassins. And he’s about to come face to face with the fifth assassin. 436 pages. Grand Central. Published at $15.00

3797201 BEST WOMEN’S EROTICA OF THE YEAR, VOLUME 5. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. This collection takes us on a wild journey into the world of female fantasy and desire. These authors speak up the pages with tales of truths, love, and lust where nothing is left to the imagination. If you’re looking for what happens when women are ready to get totally outrageous, this title is for you. Adults only. 269 pages. Cleis. Published at $16.95

3797198 BEST LESBIAN EROTICA OF THE YEAR, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Sinclair Sexsmith. Written by a refreshingly group of individuals of various genders and sexualities, this astonishing anthology explores identities and stories beyond the usual lesbian erotica. A diverse group of talented authors explore a myriad collection of erotic delights. Adults only. 220 pages. Cleis. Published at $16.95

3791841 THE CONSUMING FIRE. By Jim Stasli. The interdependency—humanity’s interstellar empire—is on the verge of collapse. The extradimensional conduit that makes travel possible between the stars is probably disappearing, leaving entire systems and human civilizations stranded. Emperor Grayland II of the interdependency is ready to take desperate measures to help ensure the survival of billions. 360 pages. Tor. Published at $12.95

3788758 FRACTURED TRUTH. By Susan Furlong. Not long after donning the uniform of the McCreary County Sheriff’s department in Bone Gap, Tennessee, Ex-Marine Brynn Callahan faces her first homicide case when the mutilated remains of a young woman are found in an Appalachian Mountain cave, and she’s forced to track down a killer driven by twisted motives. 326 pages. Kensington. Published at $9.99

3790266 HOT IRON/THE TIME IT NEVER RAINED. By Elmer Kelton. Novels. Hot Iron: In a single day of heavy rain, writing as M. A new life is hard, but keeping it even harder, as Espy Norwood, a problem-shooter, can attest. The Time it Never Rained. To the ranchers and farmers of 1956 Texas, McGivern’s groundbreaking is one he can’t control—drought has the ability to crush a whole population. 711 pages. Forge. Published at $9.99

379993X MAC ON A HOT TIN ROOF. By Melinda Metz. As a tabby cat with criminal tendencies, MacGravy is always a whisker away from trouble. But when he stumbles upon a litter of four motherless kittens, he really has his paws full. But it won’t be easy figuring each one is a match for Mac when Mac’ s the prime suspect in a series of thefts at Storybook Court, and his loving owners have put him under house arrest. As if that could stop him! 290 pages. Kensington. Published at $9.99

3795915 THE ENEMY OF MY ENEMY. By W. E.B. Griffin & W. E. Butterworth IV. Evidence has surfaced that in WWII’s last gasps, Heinrich Himmler had stashed away a fortune to launch a secret religion, dedicated both to Himmler and the creator of the Fourth Reich. That money is still out there in the hands of Odessa, and Special Agent James Crenley Jr. is tasked to find it. 385 pages. Putnam. Published at $9.99

3797988 FACE OFF. By David Hagberg. When terrorists attempt to bring the Eiffel Tower down, a CIA number one assassin, Kirk McGarvey, springs into action to stop the attack. His efforts uncover a much larger plot, one that aims to force the incompetent U.S. president out of office. Will he be able to thwart this nation’s greatest threat? 378 pages. Forge. Published at $9.99

3795284 ANGELS & DEMONS. By Dan Brown. World-renowned Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon is summoned to a Swiss cathedral to aid a dying nun undergoing a mysterious operation. What he discovers is unimaginable: a deadly vendetta against the Catholic Church by the Illuminati. 393 pages. Pocket. Published at $7.95

3790290 OUT OF THE DARK. By Gregg Hurwitz. Evan was taken from a group home at age twelve and raised and trained as part of the Orphan Program. Evan was Orphan X. He broke out of the program and reveals himself as the Nowhere Man, helping the truly desperate. But now Evan’s past is catching up to him—and there’s no one left to rescue himself. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Published at $9.99

3797281 THE FIFTH DOCTRINE. By Karen Robards. An intelligence operation is underway in North Korea, one that’s poised to end the threat the rogue regime poses for good. The U.S. sends a man to unmask the female hacker who recently stole top secret intel from NORAD. She knows his mission is dangerous and possibly deadly. But if Bianca goes down, he’ll take the world swinging. 406 pages. Pocket. Published at $9.99

3788377 TEMPTED BY LOVE. By Jennifer Ryan. Alisha Cooke—little sister of his two best friends—is the last woman DEA agent Jay Bennett should be waking up next to on the day of his brother’s wedding. When he is later run off the road, Jay fears his job has made her a target. But the threat is closer than either of them think. 352 pages. Avon. Published at $7.99

3805212 DOC SAVAGE #58: The Derrick Devil/The Spotted Men. By L. Donovan & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superhero is now battling threats in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1936. Ilus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Published at $12.95

3798665 DEATH’S MISTRESS. By Terry Goodkind. One-time lieutenant of the evil Emperor Jagang, known as “Death’s Mistress,” the deadly Nicci captured Richard Rahl in order to convince him that the Imperial Order would do good. But it was Richard who converted Nicci instead, and now she has set out on her own for new adventures. 512 pages. Tor. Published at $29.99

3787628 MISERY BAY. By Chris Angus. Ten years ago,欲しい Barkhouse has spent twenty years fighting the twin scourges of drugs and prostitution in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Planning to retire, his boss has other plans. He’d like to see Richard return to his old hometown and establish a police presence on the Eastern Shore, where Garrett is quickly ensconced in a thick web of deceit. 391 pages. Yucca. Published at $24.99
NEW FICTION

3791912 DEAD SPIDER. By Victoria Houston. Just as Loon Lake Police Chief Lew Ferris gets the murder investigation of the richest man in Wisconsin underway, her good friend and deputy coroner, Doc Osborne, is alarmed to hear that his oldest grandchild has been caught in a drug sting. 203 pages. Gallery. Pp. $16.99 $4.95


3786900 HOW TO FIND LOVE IN A BOOKSHOP. By Veronica Henry. Enter the world of Nightingale Books for a serving of romance, long-held secrets, and lingering hopes for the future—and not just within the pages on the shelves. This is the delightful story of Emilia Nightingale, the unforgettable community whose lives she has touched, and the books that all cherish. 340 pages. Viking. Pp. $25.00 $4.95

★ 379278X THE MACGREGOR GROOMS. By Nora Roberts. Daniel MacGregor, powerful patriarch of the MacGregor clan and self-made man, was sold as his handsome and eligible grandsons married. Unfortunately they have their own busy lives, and insist on remaining stubbornly single. Certain he’ll find them the perfect lassies, Debbie Macomber, bestselling author of Harper’s Bridal Bliss, brings back into print the beginning of the MacGregor Grooms series. 361 pages. Silhouette. Pp. $8.99 $6.95

★ 379282X THEIR PERFECT MATCH. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Promise Me Forever, physical therapist Joy Nielsen is determined to help her patient Sloan Whistaker recover and walk again and then move on. But after a searching kiss, she has second thoughts. In Adam’s Image, romance editor Susan McKenzie meets Dr. Dan Gallagher. Could he play the role of Susan’s hero in her life? 377 pages. MIRA. Pp. $8.99 $6.95

★ 3798172 TYRANNOSAUR CANYON. By Douglas Preston. A moon rock missing for thirty years is found in New Mexico, a scientist with ambition enough to kill, and a monk who will redeem the world, all are connected to that lost discovery of all time. 398 pages. Forge. Pp. $8.99 $6.95

★ 3800008 RUNNING SCARED. By Lisa Jackson. Someone is watching Kate Summers, watching her adopted son, Jon, and is willing to go to any lengths to claim him. And the one who gives her a lot of trouble winds up dead. 312 pages. Holiday. Pp. $14.95 $4.95

★ 3786102 KRAZY & IGNATZ 1916-1918: The George Herrmann Library. The hilarious, masterpiece Krazy Kat mixes cartoon and newspaper comics into a unique art form. The first three years of this comic strip considered by many as the greatest ever created. Fully illus. 184 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x13¾. Pp. $55.00 $26.95

★ 3788940 MARVEL MASTERWORK PIN-UP ALBUM. By Stan Lee, Steve Ditko, John Romita, Jack Kirby, and others. 927 pages. IDW Publishing. 9¼x12¼. Pp. $34.99 $26.95

★ 3776523 A WOMAN’S WAR. By Simon Block. As enemy planes continue to bombard the North West of England, the members of Great Paxford’s Women’s Institute fight harder than ever to persevere. In the depths of war, Teresa Lucas, Laura Campbell, Pat Simms and Stern Farnow, will need all their strength just to survive. From the author of the Home Fires series. 398 pages. Zaffre. Pp. $12.95 $9.95

3801780 DC ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW. By Melanie Schwartz. From the cast faces of your favorite DC Universe. Features key data, fun facts, and a complete timeline. It features well spanning 80 years of DC Comics Super Hero thrillers. Ages 8-12. 199 pages. $7.95

★ 3795136 BEAUT GESTE. By P.C. Wren. A musical mystery originally published in 1924. A cavalry unit, having crossed the Sahara, arrives to an eerie silence—the enemy has vanished and the post’s walls and ramparts are defended by dead men. In the dead commander’s hands is a letter linking this mystery to the theft of a sapphire known as the Blue Water. 347 pages. Dover. Pp. $7.95

★ 3802124 STAR WARS MADE EASY: A Quadratic Formula Far Away. By Christian Blaeuw. Never seen Star Wars? Don’t know a lightsaber from a Buck Lesabre? Think an Ewok is a kitchen gadget? In a world where it changes our culture, the art, the music, the culture, Star Wars, it’s tough not knowing your Luke from your Leia’s. This will help you get a handle on the world’s most popular movie saga. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pp. $14.95 $9.95


3799126 WHY KILL THE INNOCENT. By C.S. Harris. The bloody body of a beautiful young musician, Jane Ambrose, is found. Jane’s ties to the royal family shuts down any investigations, released Steel’s past, who is a shady figure from Steel’s past, who will stop at nothing to seek his revenge. 392 pages. HQN. Pp. $12.99 $7.95

3790193 THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2018. Ed. by Roxane Gay with H. P. Lovecraft. Collects stories of classic, arduous, and sometimes funny stories that transport readers from a fraught family reunion to an immigration detention center and from a popular TV show to an ancient death mask in a natural history museum. 322 pages. HMH. Pp. $26.00 $15.95

3790125 MAN OF WAR. By Sean Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as “the Program,” is assigned to Beirut, a CIA convoy is attacked and a nuclear weapon is stolen. It becomes clear that none of this was by chance. It’s soon revealed the perpetrator is a shadowy figure from Steel’s past, who will stop at nothing to seek his revenge. 356 pages. Morrow. Pp. $27.99 $15.95

★ 3794989 TRANSCRIPTION. By Kate Atkinson. Raised in a small town, Juliet is drawn into the world of espionage, working in MI5 monitoring the comings and goings of British Fascist sympathizers. Ten years later, now a radio scriptwriter for the BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted by figures from this past—and a bill of reckoning is due. 343 pages. Little, Brown. Pp. $28.95 $9.95

★ 3735583 RESIDUE. By Michael McDowell. A long-unresolved missing person’s case becomes a homicide investigation when the bones of the girlfriend of now retired Santa Fe Police Chief Kevin Kerney are unearthed forty-five years after her disappearance. And the dig begins with the new police chief, Laura Campbell, Pat Simms and Steph Farrow, along with old friends, Jane’s ties to the royal family shuts down any investigations, released Steel’s past, who is a shady figure from Steel’s past, who will stop at nothing to seek his revenge. 356 pages. Flame Tree. Pp. $30.00 $11.95

★ 3798571 THE CLASSIC HORROR COLLECTION. By Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu et al. Taking the step from traditional Chinese mythology as well as from traditional fairy tales and modern fears, the eleven authors in this volume created the modern fantasy genre. To juggle career commitments like pots on a stove. At the age of nineteen, Robert E. Howard, H.P. Lovecraft, G.G. Pendarves, Robert Chambers, H.G. Wells, William Morris, Lafcadio Hearn, and others, published this collection of short stories and novellas. Pp. $19.99 $9.95

★ 3798811 COSY CRIME SHORT STORIES: Anniversary of New & Classic Tales. Ed. by Josie Mitchell. A collection of thirty-three puzzling mysteries packed full of intriguing characters and beautifully bound with a dust jacket containing a foreword introducing the many other writers included in this collection. Ed. by Josie Mitchell. A collection of thirty-three puzzling mysteries packed full of intriguing characters and beautifully bound with a dust jacket containing a foreword introducing the many other writers included in this collection. Pp. $19.99 $9.95

3790185 AUNTIE POLDI AND THE VINEYARDS OF ETNA. By Mario Giordano. When Prosecco-loving Auntie Poldi retired to Sicily from Germany, she never dreamed her tranquil days would be interrupted by murder. But Auntie Poldi finds herself honor-bound to solve the disappearance of her beloved (and cute) handymen. She soon finds herself tangled with the mafia, and makes herself generally unpopular, in the pursuit of justice. 361 pages. HMH. Pp. $26.00 $9.95

3790153 MAN OF WAR. By Sean Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as “the Program,” is assigned to Beirut, a CIA convoy is attacked and a nuclear weapon is stolen. It becomes clear that none of this was by chance. It’s soon revealed the perpetrator is a shadowy figure from Steel’s past, who will stop at nothing to seek his revenge. 356 pages. Morrow. Pp. $27.99 $15.95

★ 3791253 MAN OF WAR. By Sean Parnell. When Eric Steele, an elite clandestine operative assigned to a unit known as “the Program,” is assigned to Beirut, a CIA convoy is attacked and a nuclear weapon is stolen. It becomes clear that none of this was by chance. It’s soon revealed the perpetrator is a shadowy figure from Steel’s past, who will stop at nothing to seek his revenge. 356 pages. Morrow. Pp. $27.99 $15.95

★ 3789592 COBBLERED TO DEATH. By Rosemary Rivers. During a film shoot for the American Civil War epic, the fantastically expensive movie Sycamore Mountain, Courtney Archer—who hosts the show Cooking with the Farmer’s Daughter—has to juggle career commitments like pots on a stove. At the age of nineteen, Robert E. Howard, H.P. Lovecraft, G.G. Pendarves, Robert Chambers, H.G. Wells, William Morris, Lafcadio Hearn, and others, published this collection of short stories and novellas. Pp. $19.99 $9.95

★ 3753100 THE PRINCESS PLAN. By Julia London. Prince Sebastian of Alucia finds common Eliza Tricklebank’s contrary manner as frustrating as it is seductive, but they’ll have to work together to catch a killer. And when things heat up behind closed doors, it’s the prince who’ll have to decide what comes first—his country or his heart. 392 pages. HQN. Pp. $15.95 $5.95

★ 3799109 THE PRINCESS PLAN. By Julia London. Prince Sebastian of Alucia finds common Eliza Tricklebank’s contrary manner as frustrating as it is seductive, but they’ll have to work together to catch a killer. And when things heat up behind closed doors, it’s the prince who’ll have to decide what comes first—his country or his heart. 392 pages. HQN. Pp. $15.95 $5.95
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NEW FICTION

3792803 MY FAKE RAKE. By Eva Leigh. After the death of her husband, Lady Grace Wyatt asks her colleague, anthropologist Sebastian Holloway, to pretend as a faux suitor to help her land her ideal husband. In the course of their fake courtship, Grace’s feelings for Sebastian grow deeper. As Grace’s love for Grace, he will share the truth of his feelings even if it means losing his heart. 369 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99...

3797953 BLIND SPOT. By Brenda Novak. Struggling to survive in a tiny, airless cell, the kidnapped Evelyn Talbot knows that America is her best hope and a policeman, will rely on his instincts to find her. But she also knows he won’t have much to go on. So unless she manages to escape, neither she nor her body will survive this new nightmare. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95.

3798211 RESTLESS HEARTS. By B.J. Daniels. Blaze McClintock vowed to never go home again, until her estranged father is accused of murder. He’s not a good man, the entire Montana town knows that. But Blaze believes her father is innocent and she’ll do anything to prove it, even ask Jake Hom the one man who broke her heart, for help. And only the man in town who’s on her side. 378 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

3798916 ABRAHAM. By Jennifer Beckstrand. Abraham doubts that pretty, popular Emma would be interested in him. Yet when he finds himself by her side having to straighten out his young siblings’ mischief, he can’t help imagining a future with her. And the more time they spend together, he realizes no matter how many boys buzz around her, it’s only the right one that counts. 296 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

3799305 THE HOPE. By Patricia Davids. Amish widow Ruth Mast wants nothing to do with the handsome man from her past who just returned to Cedar Grove. Ruth learned the hard way that Owen’s restlessness always causes trouble. But when a little Amish girl appears on Owen’s porch, lost and afraid, Ruth has no choice but to help the man who only ever causes heartbreak. 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

3792757 AN AMISH WIFE FOR CHRISTMAS/AMISH CHRISTMAS MEMORIES. By P. Davids & V. Chapman. Novels. In An Amish Wife for Christmas, needing a husband to help raise her siblings, a police man, will rely on his instincts to solve the disappearance of her beloved (and cute) handyman. She soon finds a body in the vineyard, tangled with the Mafia, and makes herself generally unpopular in the pursuit of justice. 337 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.


3789370 STAR TREK SHIPYARDS: Federation Members. By Ben Robinson et al. Features ships of the United Federation of Planets, and includes Vulcans, Andorians, Tellarites, Bajorans, Trill, and Earth vessels. Each vessel is illustrated in CG artwork, with original VFX models made for the TV shows, alongside a technical overview and historical history. 161 pages. Explorer. Published at $21.95.

3789208 BRAVE AND BOLD! Female DC Super Heroes Take on the Universe. By Sam Maggs. Meet the DC Universe’s most heroic female super heroes and discover the empowering stories of Batgirl, Bumblebee, Mera, Hawkgirl and many more. You’ll be inspired to be bold and bold just like them. For ages 9-12. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Published at $16.99.

3798054 LAETITIA RODD AND THE CASE OF THE WANDERING SCHOLAR. By Kate Saunders. In 1851, private detective Laetitia Rodd gets an urgent request for her services. Mrs. Rodd’s neighbor Jacob is a reclusive, rich gentleman dying of consumption, and he wants Mrs. Rodd to find his brother, who has been missing for ten years. When he finally appears, she begins her search, and soon discovers something dark and dangerous in the English countryside. 362 pages. Bloomsbury. Published at $17.00.

3790807 THE LIBRARIAN OF AMISHWITZ. By Antonio Iturbe. As a young girl, Dita is imprisoned by the Nazis at Auschwitz. Taken from her home in Prague in 1939, Dita does her best to adjust to the constant terror of her new life, amid theoshiest horror, the Nazis’ strength and ingenuity persevere. From one of the darkest chapters in history comes this extraordinary story of courage and hope. 423 pages. Square Fish. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99.

3790229 GHOST FLEET. By P.W. Singer & A. Coles. For the first time in history, where Navy captains battle against a modern-day Pearl Harbor; fighter pilots duel digital playgrounds; and a serial killer carries on a psychological war against a society that has somehow wiped out every dwarf in existence. Following Captain Grimbear as he sets sail again wrapped like a gift. When a third victim is discovered, again killed on her 21st birthday, again wrapped like a gift. When a third victim is discovered, again killed on her 21st birthday. A disturbing and compelling tale of how evil triumphs in the face of good. 378 pages. HMH. Published at $29.99.

3782760 ARTHURIAN ROMANCES. By Chris Tebbutt. An idyllic tale of love and marriage in which a husband is so involved that he neglects his duties as a knight. love ensnared by a husband who is more interested in athletic chivalry than his wife; aYoung young love: a chivalrous, adorably passionate story, together these stories offer the most complete expression of chivalry and courtly love. 526 pages. Everyman’s Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

378568X THE COLLECTED WORKS OF F. SCOTT FITZGERALD. Novels and short stories. Fitzgerald wrote in his relatively short career, and 24 selected short stories. Novels include This Side of Paradise; The Beautiful and the Damned; The Great Gatsby; Tender is the Night; and The Last Tycoon. 1445 pages. Worthwood Editions. Published at $7.95.

3788997 HEART AND BRAIN: Body Language. By Nick Seluk. From the bestselling creator of The Awkward Yeti comes a third Heart and Brain comics collection! Heartwarming and laugh out loud funny, this comic strip collection celebrates the highs and lows of the lovely, conflicted sentimental Heart and rational Brain, as well as other bodily inhabitants. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $4.95.

3786388 FALSE WITNESS. By Andrew Grant. When a woman disappears on her 21st birthday, the following day her body is found, wrapped like a gift. Then another victim is discovered, again killed on her 21st birthday, again wrapped like a gift. When a third victim is discovered, again killed on her 21st birthday, again wrapped like a gift. Then another victim is discovered, again killed on her 21st birthday, again wrapped like a gift. When a third victim is discovered, again killed on her 21st birthday... Delicate Cowboy Devereaux finds himself chasing down a cunning serial killer with a deranged agenda. 302 pages. Ballantine. Published at $27.00.

3786534 AMISH WEDDINGS. By Leslie Gould. Gregarious Rose Lehman, who’s always the life of every wedding, is determined to marry the bishop’s son Reuben Byler—until the handsome Army buddy of her future brother in law, Trevor, shows up in Lancaster County. 375 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Published at $15.95.

378526 AMISH PROMISES. By Leslie Gould. When Joel and Shani Beck arrive at their new home in Lancaster, they can’t imagine a problem or trouble with their Amish neighbors, the Lehman’s, but things get off to a rocky start when their son is involved in an accident that injures one of the Lehman boys. 381 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. published at $14.99.

379704X TEMPTED BY LOVE. By Jennifer Ryan, Alina Cooke—little sister of his best friend—is the last woman DEA agent Jay Bennett should be waking up next to on the day of his wedding. When she is later run off the road, Jay fears his job has made her a target. The threat is closer than either of them think. 345 pages. Avon. Pub. at $25.95.

3797271 SOLDIER STORIES: 100 Years of American Heroes from Boot Camp to the Home Front. By Lowell Thomas et al. From WWI through the War on Terror, this collection of stories honors the men and women who served, providing a powerful retrospective on the horrors of war, the love that grows from camaraderie, the honor that springs from military bureaucracy, and the pride in defending our freedoms. 234 comics. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

3789100 THIN ICE. By Paige Shelton. Beth Rivers, known to the world as Elizabeth Fairchild, has spent years as a bestselling novelist. But a crazed super-star fan and kidnapping both hold her captive for three days. After escaping and suffering injuries, she secretly travels to the beautiful and very remote Benedict, Alaska, needing to disappear. She’s forced to overcome her fears and decide what hard could this be? 275 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

3795160 I GO POGO. By Walt Kelly. This compilation features comics from the election year of 1952, during which Pogo’s neighbors encourage the reluctant possum to run for president. Filled with satirical social commentary, it is a powerful expression of chivalry and courtly love. 142 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

3788867 25 YEARS OF AMISH CHRISTMAS MEMORIES. By Patricia Davids & V. Chapman. Novels. In An Amish Christmas Memories, when Calebísticas Christmas, when Caleb rescues a young Amish woman who collapsed and remembers nothing, he’s determined to find out who she is. 448 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95.

3799034 LAETITIA RODD AND THE CASE OF THE WANDERING SCHOLAR. By Kate Saunders. In 1851, private detective Laetitia Rodd gets an urgent request for her services. Mrs. Rodd’s neighbor Jacob is a reclusive, rich gentleman dying of consumption, and he wants Mrs. Rodd to find his brother, who has been missing for ten years. When he finally appears, she begins her search, and soon discovers something dark and dangerous in the English countryside. 362 pages. Bloomsbury. Published at $17.00.

3782760 ARTHURIAN ROMANCES. By Chris Tebbutt. An idyllic tale of love and marriage in which a husband is so involved that he neglects his duties as a knight. love ensnared by a husband who is more interested in athletic chivalry than his wife; aYoung young love: a chivalrous, adorably passionate story, together these stories offer the most complete expression of chivalry and courtly love. 526 pages. Everyman’s Library. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.
NEW FICTION


379349 THE MIGHTY THOR, VOLUME 2. By Walter Simonson. From the majesty and mystery of fabled Asgard to the gritty streets of New York City, Thor was never the same. This second volume continues the collection of creator Walter Simonson’s epic run. Collects Thor (1966) #346-355. 236 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3793303 GOTHAM CITY SIRENS: Book One. By Paul Dini et al. Catwoman, Poison Ivy, and Harley Quinn—they’re beautiful, they’re deadly, and for the first time in their lives, all three are trying to fly on the straight and narrow. These tough ladies have a new agenda that’s all their own—and they’ll use any means necessary to pursue it. Collects Gotham City Sirens #1-13. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3793478 BATMAN: Tales of the Man-Bat. By C. Dixon & B. Jones. Dr. Kirk Langstrom was once a genius zoologist. To cure himself and the world of deafness, he created a serum meant to duplicate a bat’s sonar sense in humans. Testing it on himself, he was cured, but at a terrible cost! Collects Showcase ‘94 #11; Man-Bat #1-3 (1989) and Man-Bat #1-5 (2006). DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95


3793362 MONSTERS UNLEASHED. Unleashed (2017) #1. By Calvin Batin. It’s all hands on deck across the Marvel Universe to deal with the giant-size fallout. But who are these Leviathons that have been unleashed across the Earth? Can the combined forces of the Avengers, Champions of the Galaxy, X-Men and Inhumans stop them before they spoil everything? Collects Monsters Unleashed (2017a) #1-5 and Monsters Unleashed (2017b) #1-4. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3792257 DC UNIVERSE ONLINE LEGENDS, VOLUME ONE. By M. Wollman & T. Bodard. Superman faced a new enemy: Powergirl. Thor was never the same. This new series begins the colection of creator Walter Simonson’s epic run. Collects DC Universe Online Legends #1-7 and video game exclusive #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


3793192 BATMAN: Haunted Knight. By J. Lobb & T. Sale. Before the Long Halloween there was Batman: Haunted Knight. Collects Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight Special #1; Batman: Madness—A Legends of the Dark Knight Special #1; and Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight Special #1 and Absolute Batman: Haunted Knight. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

3793265 DC UNIVERSE ONLINE LEGENDS, VOLUME TWO. Collects DC Universe Online Legends #8-15. Following the annihilation of the Justice League Watchtower, the DC heroes regroup to hunt down the elusive alien Brainiac, while Lex Luthor emerges as a new villain who alone could save the Earth 365. Collects The Flash #12 and The Flash Annual #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

37929X THE FLASH: Starting Line. By F. Manapul & B. Buccellato. Even since he was struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in a potent mix of chemicals, Barry Allen has kept the streets of Central City safe as the Flash. But when his wife dies, he must smarten up this time! Collects The Flash #1-4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3788636 INK AND BONE. By Lisa Unger. Twenty year old Finley Montgomery, who has been possessed with a mysterious gift, teams up with her psychic grandmother Eloise and detective Jones Cooper to find a young girl who has been missing for ten months. Finley and Eloise are drawn into the shadowy world of tattooed assassins to help repeatedly avoid death. Collects Ink and Bone #1-4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

3794970 THE SISTERS OF THE WINTER WOOD. By Rena Rosner. In a remote village surrounded by unforgiving woods, the sisters Lia and Laya live. But when dark forces close in on their village, Lia and Laya discover a family secret passed down through generations. Faced with a magical heritage they never knew existed, the sisters realize the old fairy tales are true and could save them all. 450 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

379871X BONFIRE. By Krystin Kitter. It’s been ten years since Abby Williams left home to pursue it. Collects The Flash #12 and The Flash Annual #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

3795404 NIGHT WITHOUT END. By Alastair Maclean. An airliner crashes in the polar ice-cap. In temperatures 40 degrees below zero, six men and four women survive. But for the members of a remote scientific research station who rescue them, there are some sinister questions to answer: was the pilot before the crash? 373 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95
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**NEW DVDs**

- **3796353 BIKINI SORORITY HOUSE.** Fullscreen. Gamma Phi, the hottest sorority on campus, is looking for new recruits, and when bookish seniors Marcia and Anita rush the house, they make a big splash. Sit back and enjoy as these coeds cut loose on their campus in their quest to make it as a pledge. Stars Erika Jordan. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Full Moon. **$9.95**

- **3797481 THE CROWN: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. The British Empire is in decline, and a young woman takes the throne. Queen Elizabeth II is a 25 year old newlywed faced with the daunting prospect of helping the world to recognize the modern monarchy while forging a relationship with Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$7.95**

- **3809364 MEGA DINO-PACK.** DVD. This spectacular five-disc set explores the secrets of dinosaurs with five Discovery Channel programs: Dino Games; Last Days of the Dinosaurs; Dino Lab I and II; and When Dinosaurs Roamed America. On how the T-Rex lived and hunted in bloodthirsty gangs; how a blow-by-blow of the cataclysm that ended the reign of the dinosaurs; and Nearly 4 hours. Gaiam. **$4.95**

- **3794083 CASINO ROYALE: Collector’s Edition.** Widescreen. This film introduces James Bond (Daniel Craig) before he holds a license to kill. But Bond is no less dangerous, and with him are his lethal skills and a license to kill. Includes the new James Bond theme song, “Moonstruck” performed by Snow Patrol. **$12.95**

- **3809594 BATTLE OF THE EMPIRES.** Widescreen. Having ascended to the Ottoman throne, an ambitious young Sultan Orhan desires to attain the unattainable—his father’s throne. But he has his own problems as he seeks to conquer Constantinople for his people. The resulting battle is one of the greatest and most brutal sieges in history. **$6.95**

- **3803511 LEGENDS OF COUNTRY: Classic Hits of the ‘50s, ‘60s & ‘70s.** Country’s first superstars’ greatest hits in this assembly of Legends of Country performances. Includes live performances by Patti Page, Glen Campbell, Bobbie Gentry, and many more. **$5.95**

- **3803235 IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Based on the critically acclaimed novel of the same name, this series takes an honest look at life in the New South. Bill Gillespie is a Chicago police detective who tries to solve crimes and catch criminals with the help of his investigator, Virgil Tibbs, and police lieutenant, Bubba Skinner. Includes all Season One episodes. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. MGM. **$4.95**

- **3799239 IRON SKY.** Widescreen. In the last moments of WWII, a secret Nazi space program演化创作 devilish idea to trigger a daring escape to the Dark Side of the Moon. In the intervening years they have re-colonized, re-armed and silently plotted their return. Dr. Hugo Stiglitz, Otto Otto, and Christopher Kirby. Rated R. 93 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.98 **$5.95**

- **3796566 WAGON TRAIN: The Final Season.** Fullscreen. Presents the 26 closing adventures of one of television’s longest and most popular westerns. **$5.95**

- **3797619 BATTLEFIELD BRITAIN.** Widescreen. In this new epic series, the father and son team of Peter and Dan Snow explore eight决定性的 battles, spanning nearly 2,000 years of British history. The Snows explore the lives of the men who fought, the weapons and tactics they used, and the effect that their efforts had on the history of Britain. Eight episodes. CC. **$5.95**

- **3798984 1939: Battle of Westerplatte.** On September 1, 1939, the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein fired on the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Among the bloodshed, two Polish commanders struggled to reach a decision to fight or surrender. In Polish & English. English Subtitles. **$19.98**

- **3797034 ASK ME ANYTHING.** Widescreen. When the young and seductive Katie decides to take a year off before college, she embarks on sexual adventures in an anonymous blog that exposes her innermost desires, shames and secrets. After her plan to seduce an older man turns a tum, Katie’s fearless narrative begins to crack and the dark pieces of her past emerge. Not Rated. CC. **$5.95**

- **3797452 LEGEND OF BRUCE LEE: Volume One.** Widescreen. Young Bruce Lee (Danny Chan) has no interest in studying and is obsessed with martial arts. After losing a street fight, he resolves to master kung fu under the tutelage of Master Ye Wen (Chenghui Yu). An extraordinary performance at a national karate championship launches Bruce, his film career, and his kung fu school on a path to fame. Includes 10 episodes. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. **$5.95**

- **3799050 BELLISSIMA.** Widescreen. Anna Magnani stars as a screen-struck mother, convinced that her daughter’s star potential is her ticket to a better life. Risking everything, Maddalena (Magnani) finally arranges a screen test for her child only to discover her daughter has a natural mummy. Miraculously preserved in glacial ice, her remarkably intact remains continue to provide scientists with groundbreaking discoveries. To protect them from exploitation, an extraordinary body has been locked away in a frozen crypt—until now. **$9.95**

- **3796433 RIVERDALE: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Based on the characters from Archie Comics, this series gives a subversive take on small-town life. As a new school year begins, the town is reeling from the tragic death of golden boy Jason Blossom. It may look like a quiet, sleepy town, but there’s more to the story. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. **$9.95**

- **3802882 THE DEAD WANT WOMEN.** Widescreen. When two realtors (Jessica Morris and Ariana Madix) buy the mansion of silent film star Rose Pettigrew, they discover that there are more than skeletons haunting the house: the ghosts of a long time ago, the girls quickly find that they have been cast in a nightmare that will never end. Also stars Eric Roberts. **$9.95**

- **3796434 FRANK SINATRA: The Early Years.** Celebrate the roots of Ol’ Blue Eyes with five unforgettable classics featuring co-stars like Jane Russell, Groucho Marx, Mel Tormé, and Ann Miller. Includes Double Dynamite: Higher and Higher; It Happened in Brooklyn; The Kissing Band; and Step Lively. In Color. **$11.95**

- **3796302 THE BRONX BULL.** Widescreen. Based on the tumultuous real-life career of legendary boxing champion Jake LaMotta, the film chronicles his rise as a world-class boxer and his struggles with life outside of the ring—an uncompromising, honest look into the heart of a champion. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. **$9.95**

- **3799069 BOBCAT: You Don’t Look the Same Either.** Widescreen. Filmed live aboard a boat, this portrait of the audience on a hilarious journey. Riffing on politics, divorce and his career as a director of film and TV, the genre-defying Police Academy alumnus returns with a self-deprecating and laughably instant classic comedy. English SDH. 57 minutes. E One. **$5.95**

- **3796558 WAGON TRAIN.** Fullscreen. Presents 24 exciting episodes, each with a story of courage and perseverance on the great migration westward during the 1800s. Taken from original film prints, these adventures boast breathtaking scenery and a terrific cast lead by Ward Bond, Andy Devine, John McIntire, Denny Miller, and others. In B&W. Twenty episodes. **$5.95**

- **3798892 AGE OF HEROES.** Widescreen. Major Jones (Sean Bean) leads the newly formed 30 Commando on a highly classified inaugural mission: parachute into occupied Norway and capture radar technology for the Allied cause. But the ruthless 5th Alpine Division stands in their way. This guns-blazing war thriller stars Sean Bean and Danny Dyer. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 21 hours on eight DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 **$5.95**

- **3797907 THE BONK BULL.** Widescreen. Based on the tumultuous real-life career of legendary boxing champion Jake LaMotta, the film chronicles his rise as a world-class boxer and his struggles with life outside of the ring—an uncompromising, honest look into the heart of a champion. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. **$9.95**

- **3797499 ICEMAN REBORN: NOVA.** Widescreen. Murdered more than 5,000 years ago, Europe’s oldest known natural mummy. Miraculously preserved in glacial ice, his remarkably intact remains continue to provide scientists with groundbreaking discoveries. To protect them from exploitation, an extraordinary body has been locked away in a frozen crypt—until now. **$9.95**

- **3798986 BRITAIN 1940.** Fullscreen. Began on September 1, 1939, when the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein fired on the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Among the bloodshed, two Polish commanders struggled to reach a decision to fight or surrender. In Polish & English. English Subtitles. **$19.98**

- **3797908 ICEMAN REBORN: NOVA.** Widescreen. Murdered more than 5,000 years ago, Europe’s oldest known natural mummy. Miraculously preserved in glacial ice, his remarkably intact remains continue to provide scientists with groundbreaking discoveries. To protect them from exploitation, an extraordinary body has been locked away in a frozen crypt—until now. **$9.95**

- **3799355 IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Based on the critically acclaimed novel of the same name, this series takes an honest look at life in the New South. Bill Gillespie is a Chicago police detective who tries to solve crimes and catch criminals with the help of his investigator, Virgil Tibbs, and police lieutenant, Bubba Skinner. Includes all Season One episodes. Over six hours on two DVDs. MGM. **$4.95**

- **3798654 CROSBY-NAISH: In Concert.** Widescreen. Filmed at the Palace Theatre in Stamford, CT during their 2011 tour, this DVD release is a must-have for fans of these two music legends. The performance includes 26 songs, including Eight is a Magic Number, My Little Town, I’ll Be Home For Christmas, On the Road Again, Our House; Lay Me Down; and more. 90 minutes. Blue Castle Records. **$24.99**

- **3798909 ANYTHING GOES.** Widescreen. Adapted for television by Herb Baker, this spectacular 1920s-era musical about the has been locked away in a frozen crypt—until now. **$9.95**
NEW DVDS

DVD 3797562 SALT. Widescreen. Evelyn Salt, a trusted and loyal CIA operative, goes on the run when a Russian defector convinces her superiors that she’s a double agent sent to assassinate the President of the United States. Angelina Jolie stars in this action-packed thriller that will keep you guessing until the end. English SDH. 104 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

DVD 3802388 PANZER. Widescreen. When a group of students discover a Nazi bunker in their search for stolen art, all hell breaks loose when they find out it is the most terrifying, you’ll wish it was a nightmare. Not Rated. CC. 82 minutes. SP Releasing. $4.95

DVD 3797503 THE LAST DRAGON. Widescreen. Martial arts student Leroy Green is on a quest to obtain the elusive all-powerful force known as ‘The Glow.’ Along the way he must battle the evil, self-proclaimed Shogun of Harlem-a kung fu warrior who also knows as Sho-null-and rescue a beautiful singer from an obsessed record promoter. CC. 108 minutes. TriStar. $4.95

DVD 3800474 THE BEST OF GENE AUTRY. 8 Films. The singing cowboy stars in eight western gems from the genre’s Golden Age: ‘The Old Barn Dance; Oh! Susannah;’ ‘Springtime;’ ‘Roolin’ foootin’ Rhythm;’ ‘Boots and Saddles;’ ‘The Old Corral;’ ‘Red River Valley;’ and ‘Riders of the Whistling Pines.’ Also features Roy Rogers. In B&W. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. TGG. $4.95

DVD 3797724 JOY. Widescreen. Succulent Canadian starlet Claudia Udy leaves nothing to the imagination in this globetrotting celebrity whose passion for men, women and strangers—any combination—shatters every sexual taboo. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Adults only. Seviren. $14.95

DVD 3797511 X-MEN: Animated Series. Widescreen. The X-MEN are reunited following the death of a teammate and are summoned by Charles Xavier to Japan following the abduction of his son. Then, in the city of L.A., a lunatic cult that steals and transplants mutants器官 to further strengthen their own army, and the battle for justice is on! English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $14.95

DVD 3799042 AVA’S POSSESSIONS. Widescreen. Ava is recovering from demonic possession. With no memory of the past month, she is forced to attend a Spirit Possessions Anonymous support group and must relive, with her friends and get her job back. She is plagued by nightmarish visions—the demon is trying to come back! Rated R. English SDH & Spanish with English subtitles. 87 minutes. One! $9.95

DVD 3799115 DEATH SQUAD. Widescreen. In the year 2047 a rebel war agent is forced to confront the government to expose their war crimes. To avoid capture, he must face a vicious disease squad of mercenaries who are prepared to sacrifice their lives in order to get alive. CC. 89 minutes. E One. $5.95

DVD 3799449 JONATHAN. Widescreen. Angel Eigo plays two brothers living very separate lives—innocent and violent. Previously content to live in peace, with one another, their delicate balance is ruined when they become emotionally involved with the same woman. 101 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

DVD 3799204 IN DUBIOUS BATTLE. Widescreen. Set in California apple country in the 1930s, nine hundred migratory workers rise up and join forces to protest unfair wages and working conditions. As the labor strike wages on and conflict grows between the apple pickers and the local growers’ association, what begins as a fight for their rights turns into an all-out battle for survival. English SDH. 113 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

DVD 3799255 ITHACA. Widescreen. When he is drafted into the Second World War, 14 year old Homer Macauley takes on a job as a bicycle telegraph messenger to provide for his family. He delivers messages of love, hope, pain, and death to the people of Ithaca, but soon must grapple with a message that will change him forever. English SDH. 96 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

DVD 3797627 A FAMILY MAN. Widescreen. Dane Jensen (Gerard Butler) is a hard-driven Chicago-based headhunter, working at a cut-throat job placement firm. As Dane gears up for the professional fight of his life, he realizes his 10 year old son has cancer. Suddenly Dane is pulled between achieving his professional dream, and spending time with his wife and son who need him now more than ever. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

DVD 3799018 AN ORDINARY HERO. Widescreen. By the time Joan Mulholland was 19 years old, growing up in the South, she already participated in over three dozen sit-ins and protests when she was put on death row in Mississippi’s notorious Parchman Penitentiary after joining the Freedom Riders. But that was just the beginning of an incredible true story that has captivated millions. CC. 82 minutes. Bridgestone. $5.95

DVD 3796389 ADULTERERS. Widescreen. On a steamy New Orleans afternoon, Sam Deupy decides to surprise his beautiful wife, Ashley, for their anniversary and comes home early. But Ashley is not alone in the bedroom. She and her lover, crosstown rival, have a mysterious woman in their home. She is a jealous husband who will go. Stars Sean Faris, Danielle Savre, and Mehcad Brooks. CC. 97 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

DVD 3799923 JUAN OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. It’s equal parts splatter and laughter in this doomsday romp with a decidedly Cuban touch. When Havana begins to fill up with bloodthirsty zombies, Juan, a potty-mouthed scatterbrain, is left with no choice but to become a hero, save his country, and protect his family. Stars Alexis Diaz De Villegas and Jorge Molina. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. CC. 95 minutes. $5.95

DVD 3799123 DIEPPE UNCOVERED: WWII Top Secret. Widescreen. On August 19th, 1942 the Allies launched their first amphibious attack on mainland Europe at the small French port of Dieppe. Now, investigative reporting, interviews and reenactments bring the events of that day to life and reveal the role James Bond-creator Sir Ian Fleming played in one of the darkest hours of WWII. CC. 98 minutes. $5.95

DVD 3797448 BUILDING STAR TREK: A New Documentary About a Series Ahead of its Time. Widescreen. Against the backdrop of two ambitious projects—rebuilding the bridge and completing the USS Enterprise model—a who’s who of astronauts, engineers, writers, innovators, and series stars come together to explore the visionary universe of Star Trek. The show has truly come alive again. In the Strike, an army major in the Korean War is forced to issue an order that will result in the death of his men in order to save the lives of hundreds. In B&W. 116 minutes. $5.95

DVD 3797740 PAPAYA: Love Goddess of the Cannibals. Widescreen. The notorious Joe D’Amato directs this tropical sleaze-fest about a woman (Sirpa Lane) who leaves her native vengeance, cinematic knowledge and much more. Also stars Melissa, and Maurice Pole. Uncut and uncensored. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Adults only. Seviren. Pub. at $24.95

DVD 3796299 ALASKA: The Last Frontier. Alaska’s most beautiful places, most amazing creatures and most interesting people are revealed in these six programs. By Kazuichi Ikino. Alaska’s Last Oil; Giant Bears of Kodiak Island; After Alaska; Alaska—The Inside Passage. Over 5 hours on six DVDs. Topics Entertainment. $9.95

DVD 3796337 MASTERS OF COMEDY: The Ultimate Collection. Collects 32 features from some of comedy’s greatest stars, including the Three Stooges, Laurel and Hardy, Ernest Borgnine, Andrew Dice Clay and many more. In B&W & Color. Over 24 hours. Discovery. $9.95

DVD 3799085 DARKROOM. Widescreen. Michelle kills three of her friends in a horrific car accident while driving under the influence. After rehab, Michelle takes a job recovering videos at a theater that lands her trapped in a mansion with three psychotic siblings hell bent on physical torture to purge Michelle of her sins. Not Rated. CC. 81 minutes. Phase Four Films. $9.95
NEW DVDs

DVD 3797694 THE BABY. Widescreen. Anjelique Corrier stars as an idealistic L.A. county social worker who investigates the case of Mrs. Wadsworth (Ruth Roman), her two buxom daughters, and son “Baby,” a mentally disabled man who sleeps in a crib, eats from a high-chair, cries, swears, and wears diapers. With Mariana Hill and Michael Pataki. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Seevin. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

DVD 3794016 BITTERN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Elena Michaels (Laura Varela) is a malevolent and ferocious female werewolf in existence, is torn between two worlds—the one where she was born into and the one she was bitten into. Desperate to start a new life in the modern world, she instead finds herself drawn to a string of murders that threatens the survival of her pack. Collects all 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Entertainment One. Pub. at $39.98 $29.95 6497238

DVD 3797597 WORLD WAR II CLASSICS COLLECTION. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Features a boxed collection of WWII classics: Anio– The Bridge on the River Kwai; The Caine Mutiny; From Here to Eternity; Fury; The Guns of Navarone; Hanover Street; The Heroes of Telemark; and Sahara. Stars include Robert Mitchum, Peter Falk, William Holden, Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Dirk Bogarde, and Alain Delon. Includes six episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95 6497880

DVD 3794875 MYSTERIOUS ISLAND: The Complete Series. Six castaways struggle to survive against the elements of nature and the powerful, unpredictable forces of a mysterious phantom. Captain Nemo. Based on Jules Verne’s spellbinding adventure classic, the entire series is collected here. Over 16 Allison. $6.95 88 minutes. Well Go USA.

DVD 379477X THE BRIDGE: Season 1. Widescreen. A woman is found murdered in the middle of the Oresund Bridge, on the border between Sweden and Denmark. It’s the beginning of a wave of violence the likes of which no one has ever seen before. Both police forces find themselves in a race against the clock in a deadly showdown with a superior enemy. Includes all 10 episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over nine hours on four DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793931 SALAMANDER. Widescreen. In a private Brussels bank, 66 safe deposit boxes are burglarized. Police inspector Paul Gerardi catches wind of the affair and throws himself into the investigation. With his mix of incorruptible, old-school morals and devil may care inclinations, Gerardi must find out who is behind the heist. Includes 12 episodes. In Flemish with English subtitles. Over nine hours on four DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793834 CRIMES OF PASSION. Widescreen. Based on the classic mystery novels by Maria Lang and featuring Ola Rapace, this is a stylish collection of whodunits set in post-war Sweden. A university grad student finds herself in the middle of a mystery and murder, and with two associates they witness the passions and intrigue of the lives of quiet-living Swedes. Includes six episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793885 THE INSPECTOR AND THE SEA: Season 1. Widescreen. Based on the international best-selling mystery novels by Mari Jungstedt, this blockbuster crime series is set on a idyllic Swedish island of Gotland. Robert Anders is a laid-back German police inspector who with his investigative team discovers that seemingly innocuous characters can conceal dark secrets. Includes all 6 Season One episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793915 MARIE’S MIND FOR MURDER: Set One. Widescreen. Inspector Marie Brand’s nondescript looks belies phenomenal abilities. Her savant thinking is out of the box scary; she sees physical inconsistencies at the crime scenes that others miss. After quitting the department, she finds herself back on the murder beat when she is called in to solve a difficult case. Includes 10 episodes. In German with English subtitles. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793877 INSPECTOR MANANA: Season One. Widescreen. The dazzling Guido Caprino stars as Inspector Luca Manana, a supervisor’s worst nightmare. Becoming part of an unlikely trio: between Marana’s investigative instincts, his female friend who’s a local brown-haired, and her Aunt Caterina, a common sense, they get pretty good at cracking the cases that come their way. Includes all 12 Season One Episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793893 JOHAN FALK TRilogy. Widescreen. Johan Falk, a police officer in the Gothenburg police (Tony Jaa, Wu Yue) to find her, but Danny “The Count” Gerardi must find out who is behind the heist. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793778 BUKOW and KONIG: Set One. Widescreen. Alexander is a veteran cop who doesn’t mind working at the edge of the law to get results. Katrina has her own code: she’s a professional profiler and is esstimated for her professionalism. Despite, or perhaps because of their differences, they make a dynamic and effective crime-fighting team. when they’re not fighting each other. Includes Five episodes. In German with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793950 THE EAGLE–A CRIME ODYSSEY: Season 1. Widescreen. Widenscreen. Widescreen. In a private Brussels bank, 66 safe deposit boxes are burglarized. Police inspector Paul Gerardi catches wind of the affair and throws himself into the investigation. With his mix of incorruptible, old-school morals and devil may care inclinations, Gerardi must find out who is behind the heist. Includes 12 episodes. In Flemish with English subtitles. Over nine hours on four DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3793818 THE CHURCHMEN. Widescreen. In this hit drama, five years after the historical arrival at Paris ‘s illustrious Capuchin Seminary to begin their training. They come from wildly different backgrounds, and as they prepare to take their vows, they will see their commitment to the cross tested. Includes all 8 Season One Episodes. In French with English subtitles. $29.95

DVD 3793266 CRIME STORIES. Widescreen. In this hit drama, five years after the historical arrival at Paris ‘s illustrious Capuchin Seminary to begin their training. They come from wildly different backgrounds, and as they prepare to take their vows, they will see their commitment to the cross tested. Includes all 8 Season One Episodes. In French with English subtitles. $29.95

DVD 379640X CLASSIC CARTOON COLLECTION: Premium Edition. From Popeye the Sailor to Casper the Friendly Ghost, and from Mighty Mouse to Superman, here are the iconic names that populate the greatest era in animation history. Relive your childhood with 160 cartoon favorites from the glory days of Saturday morning entertainment. DVDs are set in the illustrated book, complete with rare photographs and trivia. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

DVD 3794024 COUNTING CARS: Season 1. Widescreen. Most people in Las Vegas have been driven to a 7 and Danny “The Count” Koker bets with cars. On this history series, Danny and his team restore, customize and sell cars in a hurry, scrambling to keep their Las Vegas showroom open. They stop at nothing to find and flip the greatest rides of all time. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Over six hours on two DVDs. History Channel. $5.95

DVD 3796507 WALTER’S WAR. Widescreen. When street tough Tull, the Jackie Robinson of professional English football before WWII and survivor of the worst racial slurs his opponents could hurl at him. When the game turns to war in 1914 and the playing field to the Battle of Somme, Tull makes history again as the first mixed-race officer in the British Army. Stars O.T. Fagbenle, Jodie Turner-Smith, and Graham Payton. In English SDH. Over 5 hours. Magnolia Home Entertainment. Pub. at $6.95 $29.95

DVD 3797414 BIG BROTHER. Widescreen. Martial arts legend Donnie Yen plays agent Ferdinand von Schirach, Leonardt takes on the popular book of the same name by Maria Lang and featuring Ol a Gerardi must find out who is behind the heist. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

DVD 3797422 ICMEN: The Time Traveler. Widescreen. During the Ming Dynasty, a palace guard, Ying (Donnie Yen), is buried and frozen in time by an avalanche. 88 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

DVD 3797430 IP MAN 3. Widescreen. When a ruthless real estate developer (Mike Tyson) and his team of brutal gangsters make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand against the crooks, thugs, and gangsters, including Wing Chun master (Jin Zhang) to protect his students, his city, and his own family. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

DVD 3797421 ICMEN: The Time Traveler. Widescreen. During the Ming Dynasty, a palace guard, Ying (Donnie Yen), is buried and frozen in time by an avalanche. 88 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

DVD 3797445 PARADOX. Widescreen. When his daughter goes missing in Thailand, a Hong Kong cop (Louis Koo) teams with local police (Tony Jaa, Wu Yue) to find her, but Danny “The Count” Gerardi must find out who is behind the heist. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Entertainment One. Pub. at $39.98 $5.95

Collected reviews of the latest releases.
NEW DVDS

**DVF 3794059** LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA. Widescreen. In the lush tropics of South America, two kindred spirits blossom into a romance for the ages in this stunning epic starring Javier Bardem. At the turn of the 20th century, young intellectual Florentino Ariza spurs the sheltered Fermina Daza and immediately falls in love. Denied by her father, Florentino refuses to give up his dream of winning her hand. Rated R. 138 minutes. Alliance. $5.95

**DVF 3796286** AFTER THE RAIN. Fullscreen. This action-packed story follows three of History’s finest programs on the fate of humans and our planet, offering an intelligent and provocative look at some of the grim realities we face. Programs include After Armageddon, Mega Drought, and Mega Freeze. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. History Channel. $5.95

**DVF 3791812** THE TERROR/EEGAH! Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In The Terror, Roger Corman’s haunting tale of mistaken identity is the stuff of which Elvira lovers dream in Eegah! Elvira screens the Kooky Kro-magnon Classic starring Richard Kiel as a lonely caveman looking for love. English SDH. Over 3 hours. E One. $5.95

**DVF 3791558** THE SATANIC RITES OF DRACULA/ THE WEREWOLF OF WASHINGTON. Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In The Satanic Rites of Dracula Christopher Lee stars as the Prince of Darkness, out to conquer the world. In The Werewolf of Washington, a flesh eating werewolf has on the nation’s capitol. English SDH. Over Shours. E One. $5.95

**DVF 3792623** JOKER’S POLTERGEIST. Widescreen. After a clown-masked assailant guns down Aurora Palace’s friends and family, the resilient theater owner fights to return to normal life in this unflinching, tongue in cheek form of politicians and anti-gun activists seek to stop her, but they are the least of her concern, as something from the beyond intends to eliminate more than just a theater business. CC. 90 minutes. E One. $5.95

**DVF 379174** THE BRAIN THAT WOULDN’T DIE/ THE MANSTER. Fullscreen. Elvira is back, providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In The Brain That Wouldn’t Die Elvira gets the bright idea that going on a game show will make her some extra cash. In The Monster a mad scientist with a serum that causes second heads to sprout is bad. English SDH. Over 3 hours. E One. $5.95

**DVF 3793117** NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD/I EAT YOUR SKIN. Fullscreen. A specter rising from the grave, Elvira and the Dinos of the Day are back—providing her signature unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary on two of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. Night of the Living Dead/I Eat Your Skin. English SDH. Over 3 hours. $5.95

**DVF 37914X** SANTA CLAUS CONQUERS THE MARTIANS/BEAST FROM HAUNTED CAVE. Fullscreen. Like a special Christmas treat, Elvira is back, providing her signature, unflinching tongue in cheek commentary of some of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. In Santa Claus Conquers the Martians where Santa thwarts a Martian plot to steal Christmas, and Beast from Haunted Cave where gangsters at a ski-lodge battle a snow beast. English SDH. Over three hours. E One. $5.95

**DVF 3796418** CLASSIC FILM FAVORITES. Fullscreen. This deluxe six-DVD video-book collection features more than 30 hours of unblatable entertainment from television’s golden age. This set runs the gamut of the deadpan do-gooder of Dragnet to the Appalachian antics of The Beverly Hillbillies. Also includes episodes of The Lone Ranger, Bonanza, and Naked City. In B&W and Color. R.L. Entertainment. $5.95

**DVF 3801483** WHITE TIGER. Widescreen. As WWII draws to a close, reports of an indescribable ghostly-white Nazi Tiger tank spread amidst the Soviet ranks. After barely surviving a battle with the most mythical beast, Royal Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov begins to fear its destruction. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 109 minutes. E One. $4.95

**DVF 3803932** OLD SKOOL KILLAZ: The Jade Temple Collection. These four endlessly entertaining films are brimming with the thrilling and over-the-top martial arts combat you love. Includes Young Hero of Shaolin; Young Hero of Shaolin 2; Jade Daggert and The Silver Spear. Stars Boqhua, Gu Liang, Huang Ching, and Yu Wang. In Mandarin with English subtitles. DVDs. Venom Mob. $4.95

**DVF 3800065** AMBROSE BIERCE: Civil War Stories. Widescreen. A collection of three of the most feared and legendary tales by the acclaimed Ambrose Bierce are brought to life on the big screen by film director Don Maxwell. Includes Story of a Conscience; One Kind of Office; Of Owl Creek Bridge. These stories are an entertaining mix of history, literature, and great cinematic human conflict. 76 minutes. Hannover House. $4.95

**DVF 3796345** PASSION. Widescreen. Brian has moved to the sleek, seductive territory of Dressed to Kill with an erotic thriller fueled with the murderous side of passion. Rachel McAdams and Noomi Rapace star as two female executives whose fierce competitions to rise up the ranks is about to turn cutthroat. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Entertainment One. $4.95

**DVF 3806200** DEVOURD. Widescreen. Leodris (Marla Milano), a young immigrant mother, takes a job working nights in an old New York City restaurant. But malevolent forces inside the restaurant begin to torment Leodris and her society superhero around her and begin to devour her body and soul. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. SP Releasing. $4.95

**DVF 3803600** MAIL CALL: S.N.A.F.U. This Loose Loaded with hours of uncensored footage of chaos, blunders, and mishaps from the Mail Call set. You are NEVER going to see this stuff on television, so get ready to look and laugh for the “Xtra Survival Tips” that are covered in Elvira’s Friend in the military. Widescreen. Karma Balint is a shy, mute American girl whose sister Anna left for France on June 6, 1944. With unprecedented access to thousands of top-secret spy photographs, compelling story telling and dramatic reconstruction, this riveting thriller also stands that faithful day with new insight. English SDH. 118 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**DVF 3796424** DRAGNET. Fullscreen. This pioneering police drama starring the great Jack Webb set the standard for all cop shows. Always delivering fascinating and exciting tales directly from the Los Angeles Police Department files. This set collects 25 episodes from the classic series. In B&W. Eleven hours on 5 DVDs. Images/Madacy. $4.95

**DVF 380125X** SWEET KARMA. Widescreen. A group of ultra-rich elite is cutting a path of destruction, and fierce ninja Niniko is the only thing that stands in their way. Wealthy businesswoman discovers that her daughter’s body has been found in the woods, the apparent victim of a Russian mafia hit, Karma sets out to infiltrate the criminal underworld to avenge her sister. Rated R. English SDH. CC. 85 minutes. Phase 4. $4.95

**DVF 3801127** SHINOBI GIRL. Widescreen. A group of ultra-rich elite is cutting a path of destruction, and fierce ninja Niniko is the only thing that stands in their way. Wealthy businesswoman discovers that her daughter’s body has been found in the woods, the apparent victim of a Russian mafia hit, Karma sets out to infiltrate the criminal underworld to avenge her sister. Rated R. English SDH. CC. 85 minutes. Phase 4. $4.95

**DVF 3803759** NOSTRADAMUS: Beyond the Prophecies. Nostadamas writings share the screen with dramatic archival footage of the very events that have made the man so fascinating. The warnings he left us hold great relevance today, especially in light of our current affairs. Rated R. English SDH. 52 minutes. Quality Special Products. $4.95

**DVF 380383X** PHENOMENON, THE LOST ARCHIVES: Keeping the Faith/Science Fraud. Hosted by Dean Stockwell: Keeping the Faith: The Mystery of Mass Suicide, the film tries to answer how the charismatic energy of any leader can translate into voluntary death (46 minutes). In Science Faith/Science Fraud, the film looks at the many scams that have been perpetuated in the name of science (47 minutes). Image Entertainment. $4.95

**DVF 380384X** PHENOMENON, THE LOST ARCHIVES: Up for Sale/Heavy Watergate. Hosted by Dean Stockwell: Up for Sale: The film looks at the billions of American dollars that are being funnelled to Russia to secure its participation in the space station partnership (46 minutes). In Heavy Watergate, the film looks at the breakthrough of “Cold Fusion” and the smear campaign launched by a powerful group of physicists against them (46 minutes). Image Entertainment. $4.95
**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 380237X MISSISSIPPI MURDER.** Widescreen. Childhood friends Lucy and Rose have drifted apart. But when the body of Lucy’s son David is found murdered at Rose’s art gallery, Rose teams up with Detective Mavekades and begins to search for David’s killer. Stars Malcolm McDowell, Bryan Batt and Luke Goss. Not Rated. CC. 84 minutes. SP. Releasing. $4.95

**DVD 380239E ROBOT WORLD.** Widescreen. A pilot is sent across the galaxy, his mission is to orbit and re-equip a planet before returning home. At his destination the pilot becomes marooned on the planet and discovers the planet’s only inhabitants are predatory machines. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. SP. Releasing. $4.95

**DVD 379629 LETHAL JUSTICE.** Widescreen. Steven Seagal is lethal undercover cop Elijah Jane who along with his team are up against a new wave of criminals, a militant gang trying to ignite civil unrest in Seattle, a group who call themselves the “New Hope.” This movie originally aired as episodes seven and eight from Season One of the TV series. True 90 minutes. Entertainment One. $5.95

**DVD 3797864 QUEEN & COUNTRY.** In 2012 all eyes were on Queen Elizabeth II as Britain marked her Diamond Jubilee. In this fascinating series, veteran newswoman Sir Trevor McDonald looks at not only the traditions and institutions surrounding the monarchy, but at the fabric of British life and history. English SDH. Four episodes. PBS. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95

**DVD 3803554 LONDON’S EAST END, 1900S-1970S.** This collection of rarely seen archive films captures 70 years of a bygone era. Programs include: Bringing the Empire Home; The Great East London Flood; London’s East End 1900s-1930s; London’s East End 1940s-1970s; and London’s East End at War. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Rated. $9.95

**DVD 3803546 LONDON LIFE IN THE 1930S, 50S & 60S.** From the height of the British Empire to the Swinging Sixties, this collection of rare archive films tell the stories of these turbulent and fascinating decades in British life. Films include: Life in the 30s, Parts 1 & 2; Life in the 50s, Parts 1 & 2; and Life in the 60s, Parts 1 & 2. In Color and B&W. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. $3.95

**DVD 38008X ATTACK OF THE 60 FOOT CENTERFOLD.** Determined to become Centerfold of the Year, Angel Grace enlists the help of a doctor’s mysterious beauty enhancement program. While the program goes awry, Angel finds herself filling out in the most unusual ways. Beauty isn’t just skin deep, it’s also 60 feet tall. Ravin, Victoria Wellington. CHS. $3.95

**DVD 3801144 SEX SELLS.** Widescreen. Director Chuck Steaks is making his last film and wants to go out with a bang by concocting the biggest and most absurd comedy teams deal with hours of non-stop laughs. Features contributions from Abbott & Costello, Jack and the Beanstalk, The Three Stooges, Kookie of the Party, Pin Pong Deuces, Hope & Crosby, The Road to Bali, Martin and Lewis, All War With the Army; and the East Side Kids, Ghosts On the Loose. In Color and B&W. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. $3.95

**DVD 380384 JACKIE CHAN: Martial Mayhem, 4 Films.** Jackie Chan’s greatest fights and adventures. Jackie Chan is the physical genius that is Jackie Chan, as well as training sequences that mirror his real life ordeals at Opera school in these four action packed episodes: Cage Shadow, Young Tiger, Fantasy Mission Force; and Fire Dragon. Not Rated. Over five hours. Origin. Releasing. $3.95

**DVD 3801241 SUMMER LOVER.** Widescreen. Saghe and Loretta have their husband have set off on a summer-long trip to the Greek island of Lesbos. There she meets, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of love and lust–one with a very bloody outcome. Adult Content. CC. 86 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**DVD 3803858 POISON IVY: The Secret Society.** During her final days at college, freshman Danielle ‘Daisy’ Brooks (Miriam McDonald) is delighted to be invited to join an exclusive campus society, the Ivies. But the Ivies are much more than a secretive society; they are hot-blooded temptresses with cold-blooded ambitions. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Adults. $3.95

**DVD 380317 HORROR 8 FILM COLLECTION.** Widescreen. A horrifying collection of eight gory-fright-fests, featuring zombies, demons, and forest dwelling killers! Includes Shallow Ground; Spliced; Severed; Evil Remains; Cone Dark; Bloodline; The Brute Within; and Hell’s Gate 11:11. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. GT Media. $3.95

**DVD 3801047 RISE OF THE GARGOYLES.** Widescreen. The mysterious trail of mangled human corpses is only the beginning for the secret buried beneath a condemned Parisian church. Suddenly unleashed from their subterranean crypt, these ancient, winged creatures have risen to unleash furies from the darkness of the terrifying and controlling race of Gargoyles. Stars Eric Balfour, Caroline Neron, and Nick Mancuso. Not Rated. Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 3802914 DEEP IN THE DARKNESS.** Widescreen. Trading the chaos of New York City for the peaceful small town Ashtonborough, Dr. Michael Ceyle is expecting sanity. Instead he finds the town’s deepest secret: a terrifying race of door slammers, an order of creatures that live in the darkness of the woods behind his home. Stars Sean Patrick and Dean Stockwell. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Highland Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 3803635 MASTERS OF SCIENCE FICTION.** Widescreen. Join host Stephen Hawking for these six expeditions into the outer realm of scientific imagination, starring such award-winning actors as Sam Waterston, Judi Dench, Bob Hoskins, and is directed by Gianni Lepre. This two part series is in Italian with English subtitles. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. $21.95

**DVD 379300X CESARE MORI: The Iron Prefect.** Widescreen. The story is on the Cesare Mori ("The Iron Prefect") cleaned up the Sicilian Mafia spanning from World War I to the rise of Fascism. Stars Vincent Perez, Italian Street History, the group, and is directed by Gianni Lepre. This two part series is in Italian with English subtitles. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. $21.95

**DVD 3793023 NICOLA Di FLOCH: Volume One.** Widescreen. Follow Commissioner Nicolas Le Floch through the palaces and slums of 18th century Paris in these adaptations of the best-selling novels by Jean-Francois Parot. Steaming, steamy and starring Jerome Robert as Le Floch. Includes six episodes, in French with English subtitles. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. $21.95

**DVD 379394X SEBASTIAN BERGAN: Dark Secrets.** Widescreen. Every criminal has his own handwriting, but only Sebastian Bergan (Roll Lassgard) can read it. Bergan is strong-headed, politically incorrect, intuitive, abrasive–and grie-fully stubborn. The piece on is, because catching criminals is the one thing Sebastian knows how to do best as revealed in this two-part episode. In Swedish with English subtitles. 78 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

**DVD 3794407 BARBARA RUBIN AND THE EXPLODING NY UNDERGROUND.** Fullscreen. The film takes us inside the world and mind of Barbara Rubin: a woman who truly believed that film could change the world and that she had the power to alter it. The American Rimbau for the poetry of her work, the trajectory of her life, and her legacy. This bold documentary details the unsung role played by Rubin in the 1960’s artistic counter-culture. 78 minutes. $21.95

**DVD 3793389 GIOVANNI FALCONE: The Judge/Borsellino, the 57 Days.** Widescreen. Following the real-life story of one of Sicily’s bravest sons, Giovanni Falcone, who stood up to the Mafia, wielding the law to break the back of organized crime. (Over 3 hours). In Borsellino, the 57 Days Luza Zingaretta stars as Judge Paolo Borsellino, who in 1992 was a marked man as he continued the work in which he and his wife were targeted. Both in Italian with English subtitles. Two DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

**DVD 3801152 SHAKE, RATTLE & ROLL.** Fullscreen. Embrace the old days of 1950s America by following the Seabees, who were the world’s first Kustom public celebration featuring hot rods, rats, and pin-ups girls. In Color and B&W. Full Throttle. $4.95

**DVD 3803066 MOPAR MADNESS.** From the world’s most impressive gathering of collector cars, to the world’s largest all Mopar swap meet and car corral, to the most exotic Mopar rally, and drag racing competition ever seen, the Mopar Nationals is truly a spectacular event, and this DVD brings you right front seat all 76 minutes. Circle K. $4.95

**DVD 3807517 BATTLE BRITAIN: THE COMPLETE Second Series.** With the second series comes a host of new characters as well as returning favorites: unconvincing transvestite Emily Howard has a new friend; Nobby Falco becomes a marked man as he continues the work in which he and his wife was targeted; both in Italian with English subtitles. Two DVDs. Mtv. Pub. at $29.95. $4.95

**DVD 3797556 HANGAR 10.** Widescreen. Three metal detector enthusiasts capture incredible UFO footage in Pendlesfield Forest. Curious to uncover the truth behind the area’s interest in the possibility of alien invasion, the group decides to investigate further. They’ll find what they’re looking for— but it doesn’t like being found. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. IPC. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

**DVD 379732E BROOKED HOUSE E.** Widescreen. In Agatha Christie’s most twisted tale, the suspicious circumstances surrounding the death of wealthy patriarch Aristotle Leonides are investigated by the super sleuths: Colonel Race and Miss Marple (Van Dyke), who is convinced by his former lover to catch the murderer before Scotland Yard exposes dark family secrets. English SDH. 115 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.99
**NEW DVDS**

**D800063** BOSTON’S GREATEST SPORTS STORIES: Beyond the Headlines. This documentary takes you behind the scenes and delivers the inside scoop behind Boston’s amazing sports history. From Adam Vinatieri’s spectacular game-winning kicks to the unforgettable Red Sox World Series triumph, you’ll experience all of Boston’s greatest sports before. 165 minutes. DVD. $4.95

**D800065** CELEBRITY SEX TAPE. A group of college nerds secretly record a washed up celebrity having sex on the tape on the internet. When the publicy revives the actress’s career, every B-list celebrity, really show reject, and celebrity in star in the guys next “production.” Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $3.95

**D800295** DISORIENTATION. Widescreen. After a string of incompatible drummers, Finn, an unapologetic collegiate underachiever and extreme party boy, hopes the new year is going to bring better luck. But 15 year old, nerdy Toby isn’t exactly who he had in mind. Eric Tom, Todd Gaebe and Darrel Cherney. 81 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

**D800482** BEST OF TV DETECTIVES COLLECTION, VOL. 1. This thrilling collection features twenty episodes of the best crime shows on television in the 1950s: Six episodes of Dragnet starring Jack Webb, four episodes of Racket Squad starring Reed Hadley, six episodes of Follow That Man starring Ralph Belamy, and four episodes of Federal Men starring Walter Greaiza. In B&W. Over eight hours on 2 DVDs. Pop Fix. $3.95

**D800328** GREATER SUPER BOWL MOMENTS. Widescreen. As the great moments that have made the Super Bowl an American obsession. Join NFL Films as you go from Joe Namath’s Jets, through the Steelers’ Dynasty, to the Colts’ triumphant win over Chicago in Super Bowl XLI in this collection of unforgettable football moments. CC. 152 minutes. DVD. Pub. at $19.97

**D800073** WARRIORS OF THE APOCALYPSE. Fullscreen. With America a wasteland following the devastation of World War III, a small band of female warriors is struggling to survive. With bad attitude and a male“You” be the hero, you must find a way to salvage the life she has so desperately worked to repair. Stars Anna Paquin and Cam Gigandet. Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

**D8003147** FREE RIDE. Widescreen. In search of a better life for her family, Christina moves to Florida and enters the tragic world of underground drug scene. She learns that dealing drugs has its price as law enforcement closes in on Christina. Now she must find a way to save the life she has. CC. 88 minutes. Lions Gate.

**D8003115** PRIMAL INSTINCT. When Celia, a tough and beautiful probation officer, goes missing, the disappearance and murder of her sister, she finds herself descending into the brutal and mysterious world of underground online sex and bondage. Stars Cheryl Kennedy and Michael Madsen. Rated R. 85 minutes. Trinity Home Enter. $3.95

**D800290** DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack. Features ten whodunits: Bulldog Drummond’s Reward Escapes; Bulldog Drummond in Africa; Dick Tracy versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome; Sherlock Holmes Terror by Night; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon; Dick Tracy; Detective; Mr. X; and Sherlock Holmes Dressed to Kill. Include Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Boris Karloff, Ray Milland, and Morgan Conway. In B&W. Over 11 hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**D800349X** LAMARR-COOPER ROMANCE COLLECTION. Four engaging films featuring legendary stars from both today and yesterday. Includes A Star Is Born; (1937) Eternally Yours; The Lady and the Highwayman; Power, Passion, Murder. Stars include Janet Gaynor, Michelle Pfeiffer, David Niven, and Loretta Young. In Color and B&W. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. Pop Fix. $3.95

**D800938** THE BABYSITTERS. Widescreen. When Shirley Lerner starts babysitting for Michael and Gail Beltran, a dangerous affair is ignited. When Michael pays Shirley to stay quiet, she sees a financial opportunity, and her student babysitting business takes on far more than mere men than she can handle. Stars Katherine Waterston, Cynthia Nixon, and John Leguizamo. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films.


**D800070** DRAGNET. Stars Jack Webb as a hard胡子 police office in a daily fight to maintain law and order. Originally airing on CBS from 1950 to 1956, the series was re-packaged as a miniseries production about Dan Taylor, a true police officer, who also killed Kiowa’s Indian wife. Now, Kiowa has vengeance on his mind. A spaghetti western classic written by Italian master Dario Argento. 95 minutes. DVD. Rated R. $3.95

**D800070** DRAGNET. Stars Jack Webb as a hard胡子 police office in a daily fight to maintain law and order. Originally airing on CBS from 1950 to 1956, the series was re-packaged as a miniseries production about Dan Taylor, a true police officer, who also killed Kiowa’s Indian wife. Now, Kiowa has vengeance on his mind. A spaghetti western classic written by Italian master Dario Argento. 95 minutes. DVD. Rated R. $3.95

**D800370** SOPHIA LOREN: My House Is Full of Mirrors. Widescreen. A breathtaking mini-series production about Sophia Loren’s life, her volatile family, and how she rose to present in a special collector’s edition including Sophia Loren’s film history portfolio, Academy Awards, Golden Globes, and other media. With English subtitles. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Vanguard.

**D8003163** THE GENE AUTRY SHOW: The Fifth and Final Season. Originally airing on CBS from 1950 to 1953, the Autry Show follows the adventures of singing cowboy Gene Autry, his wonder horse Champion, and his sidekick Pat Buttram, as they travel the American West to uphold law and order. Capturing Autry’s trademark mixture of action, comedy, and music, these 13 final episodes are full of Wild West fun. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $14.97. $3.96

**D8003069** THE FIST FULL OF WESTERNS: Collector’s Edition. Six oaters for your pleasure: They Call Me Hallelujah! I Am Santana, Trade Your Guts for a Collin, Blindman, And God Said to Cain; The Fighting Joe; and White Comanche. Starts include George Hilton, Ringo Starr, Klaus Kinski, William Shatner, and Joseph Cotton. Nine hours on 2 DVDs. Pop Fix. $3.95

**D8003864** PRIMAL INSTINCT. When Celia, a tough and beautiful probation officer, goes missing, the disappearance and murder of her sister, she finds herself descending into the brutal and mysterious world of underground online sex and bondage. Stars Cheryl Kennedy and Michael Madsen. Rated R. 85 minutes. Trinity Home Ent
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NEW DVDS

**DVP 3803279** HER BEST FRIEND’S HUSBAND. Coping with the loss of her husband, successful attorney starring in the novel “Bmann Ladd” visits best friends Mandy (Bess Armstrong) and Will (William Moses). When Jane learns that Mandy wants a divorce, she begins to feel isolated and the more time she spends with the couple, the more Jane feels her once dormant passions for Will rekindling. 91 minutes. Hearst. $3.95

**DVP 3801306** THERE BE DRAGONS. Widescreen. When journalist Robert Toes (Dougray Scott) is assigned to write a book about Jeremiah, the controversial founder of Opus Dei, he hopes it will bring him closer to his father (Wes Bentley). Escriva’s childhood friend. As Toes uncovers his father’s past, he learns dark secrets that will change his world forever. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $22.98 $3.95

**DVP 3801055** RIVER RED. Two brothers are pushed to the limits of their loyalty when their violent past catches up with them. When Dave kills his abusive father to save his younger brother Tom, they are too late as the repercussions of what has happened. As a minor, Tom takes the rap for his older brother. That decision will take a toll on the brothers. Stars Tom Everett Scott and Wes Bentley. R. 102 minutes. Trinity Home Entertainment. $3.95

**DVP 3803260** HELLS KITCHEN: A New York Neighborhood. Go on a time capsule visit to one of the Big Apple’s most notorious parts, made famous in movies for decades. Through stories told by colorful characters who lived there, we get the picture of a vibrant neighborhood where people struggled to survive. Featuring a number of celebrities as themselves. 82 minutes. Vanguard. Swedish with English subtitles. $3.95

**DVP 3803201** THE GIRL WHO KICKED THE HORNETS’ NEST. Widescreen. Under police guard in the hospital, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace) is charged with murder and later on, she is found guilty of a murder attempt. The search for the depraved man who torched her family. Directed by Daniel Sandberg. When a journalist (Michael Nyqvist) discovers exploded 91 minutes. Columbia. $3.95

**DVP 3803783** OVERTIME. Widescreen. When overworked hitman Raph (former WWE superstar Al Snow) finds himself locked in an alien infested lab with his partner Max (John Beulig), he must find a way to save a small group of survivors, keep himself safe from a hoard of zombie aliens, and somehow get to his son’s birthday on time. R. 81 minutes. VCI at $14.99 $3.95

**DVP 3803775** POSTOUT: Black Sun. Widescreen. At the close of WWI, a German scientist is working on a frightening new technology that has the power to create an immortal Nazi army. Flash forward to the present day, when a NATO task force is deployed to Eastern Europe to take on an army of superhuman zombie Nazis, who are on the hunt for the scientist’s daughter. Directed by Christian Erickson. Rated R. 94 minutes. Not Rated. CC 101 minutes. Xlnt Media. $3.95

**DVP 3803293** D.C. SNIPER. Widescreen. A mysterious shooter randomly kills innocent citizens in public; one after the other in broad daylight. All murderers have one thing in common. It’s never far from the President. Stars Terry Thompson and Chris Kesa. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $3.95

**DVP 3803883** THE HUNTED. Widescreen. Chasing their dream of landing their own hunting show, Jake (Josh Stewart) and Stevie (Ronnie Gene Blevins) head to the dense, secluded mountains of West Virginia. Equipped with only their bows and arrows, they have just three days to kill a monster buck. But when the sun sets, they realize they’re not alone. English SDH. 88 minutes. Echo Bridge. $3.95


**DVP 3800563** BLOOD ORGY OF THE SHE-DEVIILS: A delicious witch’s brew laced with psychic powers, marauding animals, bikini-clad devil girls, and old-fashioned burnings at the stake! This drive-in classic was directed by Ted V. Mikels and stars Lila Zabar. 79 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

**DVP 3801071** ROBO CROC. Widescreen. A top secret unmanned war machine disintegrates on re-entry and lands in the crocodile habitat exhibit of an amusement park. Following pre-programmed instructions, the man-powered crocodile inside finds a host in the form of a 20-foot crocodile, transforming the creature into a lethal killing machine. 90 minutes. Origin Releasing. $3.95

**DVP 3800520** THE BIG BAD WOLF. With his fractious family, Frankie Ducane is obsessed with seeking revenge against the deranged killer who destroyed her family. Directed by Jack Smight. Widescreen. When a small boy is found in the woods, his actions turn into a non-stop grotesque battle for vengeance. $3.95

**DVP 3803783** OVERTIME. Widescreen. When overworked hitman Raph (former WWE superstar Al Snow) finds himself locked in an alien infested lab with his partner Max (John Beulig), he must find a way to save a small group of survivors, keep himself safe from a hoard of zombie aliens, and somehow get to his son’s birthday on time. R. 81 minutes. VCI at $14.99 $3.95

**DVP 3800946** BASELINE KILLER. Widescreen. From the director of The Boogeyman comes this violent and gory movie inspired by the true story of murders committed along Baseline Ave. in Arizona during 2006 and 2007. Rated R. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $3.95

**DVP 3805484** TALES OF WELLS FARGO: The Complete First and Second Seasons. Fullscreen. Dale Robertson stars as Agent Jim Hardie, troubleshooter for the Wells Fargo stage coach line in this exciting 1950s western. Across these 2 classic episodes, you’ll see the best of will and character as he protects stage coaches from outlaws, bandits and Indian raiders on long and epic frontier journeys. In B&W. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $7.95

**DVP 3803547** BIGFOOT: The Lost Coast Tapes. Widescreen. After a “Bigfoot Hunter” claims to possess the body of a dead Sasquatch, a disgraced investigative journalist stakes his comeback—and the lives of his children and a daughter—on proving the giant to be a hoax. The truth, it turns out, is much more terrifying. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. XlntMedia. $3.95

**DVP 3802973** THE DOOMS CHAPEL HORROR. Widescreen. During a family gathering, Kyle finds himself tormented by his peers, abandoned by his family and ultimately seeking revenge from an old man, a mysterious cult leader. Ten years later, Kyle finds himself intent on seeing his parents nonetheless. Rated R. All Not Rated. Nearly six hours. E One. $3.95

**DVP 3800366** MODERN MARVELS: Motorcycles. This installment of Modern Marvels chronicles the history and development of motorcycles, including special cockpit motorcycles, and heavily-customized choppers. In Color and B&W. 50 minutes. History Channel. $3.95

**DVP 3800914** AC/DC—NO BULL: The Directors Cut. Renowned director David Mallet captures all the ferocity of AC/DC’s 1996 Ballbreaker tour, unfolding live at the Plaza De Toros De Las Ventas bullfighting arena in Madrid, Spain. Completely re-edited in HD, it features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck; You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVP 3801296** TAKING EARTH. Widescreen. The human race is thrown into chaos as an alien invasion takes control of the planet in an effort to find one boy who has the power to destroy them. Stars Ronan Quarmby. 85 minutes. Screen Media. $3.95

**DVP 3801098** THE ROY ROGERS COLLECTION. Eight great films highlight the singing and acting career of Roy Rogers, alongside his sidekicks Gabby Hayes, Andy Devine, and Dale Evans. Includes: Roy in Treasure of the Old西班牙人Trail; Song of Arizona; King of the Cowboys; The Lights of Old Santa Fe; Sunset Serenade; The Cowboy and the Serenta; and Utah. In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. TGG. $3.95
**DVD 3801020 RICHARD NIXON: Biography. Offers a detailed look at this extraordinarily complicated and controversial man. With rare photographs and interviews with close friends and observers, this in-depth program is a portrait of one of the most significant political figures of the 20th Century. In Color and B&W. 100 minutes. A&E. $3.95**

**DVD 3803068 FAMILY GUY: Peter Griffin vs. The Giant Chicken. Get ready to rumble with laughter as Peter Griffin takes on the giant chicken in three hilarious Family Guy episodes. From his first Y2K encounter to his latest all-out brawl, Peter proves he's no featherweight when an oversized chicken pushes him to the brink of insanity-and beyond. CC. 66 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95**

**DVD 380705X THE AMAZING JOHNATHAN: Wrong on Every Level Uncensored. Watch Las Vegas legend The Amazing Johnathan in his very own one-hour Comedy Central Special, as The Freddy Krueger of Comedy' slashes and claws his way through the night. Not Rated. CC. 42 minutes. Adults only. Paramount. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95**

**☆ DVD 3794652 LIFEFORM. Widescr...
NEW DVDS

**Dvd 379645** THE RED SKELETON SHOW: The Best of the Early Years 1955-1958. Fullscreen. The clown returns to American living rooms with this 20-hour collection. Take a tour of the journey back to the Golden Age of Television. It includes rare footage, classic performances, and behind-the-scenes. B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $4.95

**Dvd 379408** CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE. Widescreen. All Mandarin. Riley wants the holidays to be save her family’s ranch, but her long time rival, small-town scrooge Brick McCre, has other plans in mind. When Brick’s son, Clint, comes back to town, he is immediately drawn to Kendall and offers a helping hand. Stars Erin Cahill, Nicholas Gonzalez and Lindsay Wagner. CC. 91 minutes. Imagicom. Pub. at $19.98 $13.95

**Dvd 379453** EYE SEE YOU/REACH ME. Widescreen. Recovering from the psychological effects of witnessing a brutal crime, FBI Agent Jake Malloy (Sylvester Stallone) checks into a rehab for cops in the wilderness hoping to end up helping find a serial killer in Eye See You Rated R (96 minutes). A mysterious author’s book inspires Stallone and others to re-evaluate their lives in Reach Me (92 minutes). Both Rated R. Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Dvd 379443** AVENGING ANGELO/SHADE. Widescreen. Superstar Sylvester Stallone stars as Frankie Delano in Avenging Angelo as a tough as nails bodyguard, protecting a young kingpin’s daughter, from being taken out (98 minutes). The hand is quicker than the eye in Shade where three small-time grifters devise a plan to beat the ultimate card mechanic. Sylvester Stallone stars in Shade (101 minutes). Both Rated R. Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Dvd 379442** BLOOD MOON RIVER. A group of friends head into the forest to debunk a local legend about a killer beast, but they may have bitten off more than they can chew when they become part of the story in this intense, twisted thriller. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Dvd 379441** CHANNEL 13. A horror anthology film that harkens back to the mid 70's and '80s, inspired by Amicus productions and Cerejoop. The film features three horror tales, held together by an ending on the titular Channel 13. This slice of SOV history has to be seen to be believed. Watch if you dare! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. THIS EYE SAA. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**Dvd 380134** TURKEY: Rudy Maxa’s World. Explore the festive Grand Bazaar, the bustling streets of Istanbul, the beautiful scenery of the Taurus Mountains, and much more. Rudy Maxa, known for his love of travel, takes us through this vibrant culture. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**Dvd 380125** SPIDERS & SNAKES: NATURE. Our planet’s most feared creatures get the spotlight in two NATURE programs. A respected spider authority explores the world of tarantulas in True Adventures of the Ultimate Spider-Hunter. Then, learn all about scientists’ quest to transform the world’s most lethal venom into life-saving elixirs in The Venom Cure. 107 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**Dvd 380142** PADDLERS: NATURE. Two episodes from the award winning PBS series, NATURE: The World of Penguins. Explorers will witness some of the world’s most flightless birds that have adapted themselves from the bitter cold of Antarctica to the scorching heat of the equator. A Sea Otter Story follows a group at California’s Monterey Bay Aquarium trying to train otter orphans to survive in the wild. 112 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

**Dvd 380129** THAILAND: Rudy Maxa’s World. Rudy Maxa brings you the history, culture, and personality of Bangkok; The Golden Triangle; and the Andaman Coast in this fascinating tour of Thailand, filmed in stunning high definition. 84 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**Dvd 380132** TO THE MANOR BORN: Silver Anniversary Special. Widescreen. After 25 years, this show returns to American living rooms with this special one-off episode of one of Britain’s best-loved comedies. As they prepare to celebrate their anniversary at Granleigh Manor, Richard de Vere (Peter Bowles) return in time to reveal a long-kept secret. English. SDH. 50 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**Dvd 380087** ANIMALS GONE WILD! NATURE. Presents a double program. Animals Behaving Worse is all about the comic and bizarre, with tropical drink-sipping monkeys in the Caribbean and sea lions squalling on sandbanks in Southern California. Murder at the Mall is the true story of the social chaos that sweeps a society of baboons in Zimbabwe when its male leader is overthrown. 112 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

**Dvd 380304** EXTRAORDINARY ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: NATURE. Presents two outstanding films on animal behavior. Can Animals Predict Disaster? explores how animals seem to be able to predict and survive looming natural disaster. Then, Killers in Eden recounts a remarkable collaboration between humans and killer whales in hunting for migrating baleen whales. 106 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

**Dvd 380308** PANDAS: NATURE. In Panda in the Big Apple, artist Jon Juncos makes its last stand in habitats like the bamboo forest in China’s “Mountains of the Sleeping Dragon.” In The Panda Baby, Matthew Modine examines how San Diego Zoo became the first place outside China to raise a panda and release a panda in captivity. 112 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**Dvd 380347** KILL YOUR DARLINGS. Fullscreen. A desperate young writer is lured on a wild ride through the desert by a mysterious woman in this darkly comic take on the all-American road trip. Along the way, they cross paths with a hapless motorist, a Rastafarian, and a love sick housewife, all on their way to a celebrity TV shrink in Las Vegas. Stars Lorenzo Lamas, Lisa Marano, and Sherry Miller. 96 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**Dvd 380406** JAKE’S BOOTY CALL. National Lampoon presents the feature length film based on the wildly popular flask animation series that rocked the internet. Jake is smooth, confident, outrageous, and everything his friends have taught him. His 21st birthday fast approaching, Siton just wants to get lucky, and Jake is just the player to show him the ropes. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**Dvd 380497** THE WHOLE TRUTH. Widescreen. Angela Masters is an acting coach who coaches criminal defendants on how to work the system and win jury acquittal. But when Jake, a ruthless mobster, turns on her she becomes the one being judged. Stars Elisabeth Rohm, Sean Patrick Flanery and Eric Roberts. 99 minutes. Green Apple. SDH. 90 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**Dvd 380344** IMPS. Fullscreen. This collection of eight short films contains a unique portion of archival material to present the Northern Indiana Pencil Sharp-Off Championship, an exclusive sneak peak at the upcoming new music video, the bitter cold of Antarctica, and the dumbest heroine in horror film history, and much more. Stars include Linda Blair, Fred Willard, Michael McKean, and Marilyn Chambers. Not rated. 80 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

**Dvd 380314** JESSE JAMES’ HIDDEN TREASURE. HISTORY. Jesse James Made Every Day. He was one of the most famous outlaws of the Old West, a complicated figure whose outlaw reputation captured the imagination of a nation. In this History Channel documentary, a team of amateur historians undertake a search for all the gold that Jesse stole over the years. CC. 96 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**Dvd 380049** ADVENTURES IN AMERICA’S WESTERN PARKS: Fire & Wildlife. Widescreen. In this program, one of the primal forces of nature. In Hawaii’s National Parks, witness a volcano bubbling from the earth, catch a spectacular sunrise above the clouds, or take a dip into pools of hot springs and lava lakes. In Alaska’s Denali National Park, a land as rugged and majestic as it is magnificent. 108 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

**Dvd 380914** WESTBROOK MURDERS. Fullscreen. Untold. This is the interwoven, blood soaked tale of serial psychopaths on a killing spree, and of a rookie cop thrust into a guns blazing hunt for vigilante justice. Stars Daniel Edwards, Anna Bard, and Eric Roberts. Rated R. English. Green Apple. $3.95

**Dvd 380342** JOHNNY HANDSOME. Fullscreen. Johnny (Mickey Rourke) was born to kill. He grew up with a gun in his hand. He knows no fear, no remorse. When he becomes an innocent human, he is prepared to kill. This is the story of his life. English. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**Dvd 380195** SINS. Widescreen. Years after a accident, St. David’s can not forget the pain of the past. Now, he’s experiencing clouding memories of his long lost love. A murderous presence with a violent, Sicilian family of gangsters. David embarks on a journey back to his roots. On his journey he meets Father Leonard, on his quest for redemption and atonement in Italy. Stars Michael Madsen, Danny Glover, and John Savage. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Green Apple. SDH. 90 minutes. Artisan. $3.95

**Dvd 380083** ADVENTURE COLLECTION: 8 Movies. Light the fuse with eight adrenaline-fueled action films, featuring stars like David Hasselhoff, Rutger Hauer, Kevin Costner, and more. Includes Bail Out; Prisoner in the Middle; Escape from Sobibor; Laser Mission; Catch Me a Spy; The Sell Out; The Rats; and Violent Professionals. Not Rated. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. TGG. $3.95

**Dvd 380103** RISE OF THE FELLOWSHIP. Widescreen. A group of friends embark on an epic journey to find a new world they have only heard of, encumbered by shadows and obstacles that threaten to crush them at every corner. With the aid of some unexpected allies along the way, the companions fiercely look for certainty that they can reach their destination. Stars Justin, Cole and Emma Earnest. 92 minutes. Phase 4. $3.95

**Dvd 380057** BLOOD BROTHERS. Widescreen. Kung fu favorites Ti Lung, David Chiang and Chen Kuan Tai star as Mei Long, two brothers of brotherhood is tested when one of them is corrupted by power and lust for another’s wife. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 119 minutes. ARS Entertainment. $3.95

**Dvd 380308** FIREFRANCE. Widescreen. Prometheus Kinetics has created Helios, a revolutionary clean energy source so powerful it rival the force of the sun. But when the government starts cutting safety measures, the explosive product begins to seep below the Earth’s crust producing giant blasts of fire. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. E One. $3.95
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NEW DVDs

**DVR 380151 ZORRO’S FIGHTING LEGION, CHAPTER 1: THE Golden Goden**

This 1939 classic from Hal Roach Studios, a Republic Serial in 12 chapters, stars Reed Hadley and Sheila D'Arcy. Mexico has just won its independence from Spain, and President Benito Juarez depends on a steady flow of gold ore from the mines of San Mendolito to establish the credit of the fledgling nation. It’s up to Zorro to protect the shipments. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $26.95

**DVR 3800856 THE PYX**


**DVR 3800889 LOVEBOY**

Kya Sedgwick plays Emily, a beautiful and brilliant lone loner obsessed with having the perfect child. Passionately determined, Emily travels to Berlin to drive her commitment shocking and perilous acts that push her closer and closer to the edge of insanity. Also stars Matt Dillon, Maraia Tomei, and Kevin Bacon. Rated R. CC. 88 minutes. Trinity Home Entertainment.

**DVD 3801365 UNDER THE BALTIMORE CLOCK**

It’s 1920 and romance is in bloom at the Baltimore Hotel, home to its famous clock. For Myra Harper, age 21, it’s time to stop “playing around” and find a husband, and the unsuspecting, handsome, shy and quiet Walter (Peter Stormare) knows the perfect target—until it’s time to meet the family. Based on the F. Scott Fitzgerald tale, Myra Meets His Family. Stars Sean Young, 79 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3803627 MASTERSLESS**

Widescreen. Kane Madison works long hours as an architect while his young wife is sick, and though he loves her deeply, he’s at the office more than her bed-side. In a parallel netherworld of spirit warriors, an ancient Ronin roams the fallen demons while seeking wisdom. Kane and his Ronin spirit must fight their way to answers of faith and hope. CC. 85 minutes. Lotus. $3.95

**DVR 3801603 ROAD TO NOWHERE**

Widescreen. Creating a biased upon a true crime, casts an unknown young women bearing a disturbing resemblance to the femme fatale in the story. He finds himself unprepared. Suddenly, Jack runs into the proper crowd, pleads the school’s most exclusive fraternity, and pines for his secret love, Anne. Soon, they all become victims in a sinister plot. Phase 4 Films.

**DVR 3800815 AN EVENING WITH O. HENRY**

Two literary classics by author O. Henry are adapted in dramatic interpretations, joined by a biography program about the author, O. Henry: A Life in Stories. Includes Gift of the Magi, the timeless tale of romance and giving spirit of Christmas; and The Last Leaf, about two artist friends, one of whom is fighting a 65-minute. Monterey. $3.95

**DVR 3802957 DISCREET**

Widescreen. Until now Monique has always been able to give her clients exactly what they want. But tonight Thomas’ curiosity is going to get the better of him while demanding of Monique the one thing she’s reluctant to offer. Honesty. Stars James Alexander and Anel Alexander. English SDH. 84 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

**DVD 3801217 SMALL TOWN MURDER SONGS**

Widescreen. When a young, unidentified woman is found dead, the victim of a brutal and violent crime, Walter (Paxton) staging small town police officer, is called to the scene of the murder. As he delves deeper into the crime, his newly reformed life begins to unravel threatening his relationship with his secret love. Stars Martha Plimpton and Benjamin Kingsley. In Color and B&W. 66 minutes. WinStar. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3803821 PERFECT VICTIMS**

Widescreen. Also released as Perfect Life. Jack Parsons grew up in poverty while suffering at the hands of an abusive, alcoholic father. At college, fueled by narcotics, alcohol, and his own bitter experiences, he begins to transform the proper crowd, pleads the school’s most exclusive fraternity, and pines for his secret love, Anne. Soon, they all become victims in a sinister plot. Phase 4 Films.

**DVD 3801385 UNDER THE BALTIMORE CLOCK**

It’s 1920 and romance is in bloom at the Baltimore Hotel, home to its famous clock. For Myra Harper, age 21, it’s time to stop “playing around” and find a husband, and the unsuspecting, handsome, shy and quiet Walter (Peter Stormare) knows the perfect target—until it’s time to meet the family. Based on the F. Scott Fitzgerald tale, Myra Meets His Family. Stars Sean Young, 79 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3803607 CINEMANOVY**

Widescreen. Gracey (Lauren Lee Smith) has not spoken to her recently deceased father, a famed filmmaker, in years. She surprises her confident (Jennifer Beals) and herself when on a trip to pick up some belongings, she helps put together a retrospective of his work and finds herself influenced in strange ways. R. CC. 91 minutes. Monterey. $3.95

**DVD 3802488 DASHIELL HAMMETT: DETECTIVE/WRITER**

Producer of the 1931 classic sci-fi movies like Slipstream (Mark Hamill, Bill Paxton, and Ben Kingsley). In Color and B&W. 72 minutes.

**DVD 3801453 ZAMBO: Full Moon’s Grindhouse Collection! Fullscreen. Deep in the jungles of central Africa, a lone figure moves slowly through the undergrowth. Often heard, sometimes seen, but never forgotten, the legend of Zambo is about to become real! An expedition is sent to find Zambo, whose greatest fear is discovery. Stars Brad Harris and Daniele Washa. Full Moon. $3.95

**DVR 3803301 EXPLICIT ILLS**


**DVR 3801604 FLAME IN THE STARRY NORTHERN SKY**

Widescreen. After a liberal minded union leader in a London factory, fighting the discrimination in his multimillionaire's house, he's better off than the man he was once. Until now Monique has always been able to give her clients exactly what they want. But tonight Thomas’ curiosity is going to get the better of him while demanding of Monique the one thing she’s reluctant to offer. Honesty. Stars James Alexander and Anel Alexander. English SDH. 84 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

**DVR 3801719 SMALL TOWN DREAMS**

Widescreen. When a young, unidentified woman is found dead, the victim of a brutal and violent crime, Walter (Paxton) staging small town police officer, is called to the scene of the murder. As he delves deeper into the crime, his newly reformed life begins to unravel threatening his relationship with his secret love. Stars Martha Plimpton and Benjamin Kingsley. In Color and B&W. 66 minutes. WinStar. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3803105 AN EVENING WITH O. HENRY**

Two literary classics by author O. Henry are adapted in dramatic interpretations, joined by a biography program about the author, O. Henry: A Life in Stories. Includes Gift of the Magi, the timeless tale of romance and giving spirit of Christmas; and The Last Leaf, about two artist friends, one of whom is fighting a 65-minute. Monterey. $3.95

**DVR 3803709 CINEMANOVY**

Widescreen. Grace (Lauren Lee Smith) has not spoken to her recently deceased father, a famed filmmaker, in years. She surprises her confident (Jennifer Beals) and herself when on a trip to pick up some belongings, she helps put together a retrospective of his work and finds herself influenced in strange ways. R. CC. 91 minutes. Monterey. $3.95

**DVR 3802487 DASHIELL HAMMETT: DETECTIVE/WRITER**

Producer of the 1931 classic sci-fi movies like Slipstream (Mark Hamill, Bill Paxton, and Ben Kingsley). In Color and B&W. 72 minutes.

**DVR 3801710 UNDER THE BALTIMORE CLOCK**

It’s 1920 and romance is in bloom at the Baltimore Hotel, home to its famous clock. For Myra Harper, age 21, it’s time to stop “playing around” and find a husband, and the unsuspecting, handsome, shy and quiet Walter (Peter Stormare) knows the perfect target—until it’s time to meet the family. Based on the F. Scott Fitzgerald tale, Myra Meets His Family. Stars Sean Young, 79 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3803821 PERFECT VICTIMS**

Widescreen. Also released as Perfect Life. Jack Parsons grew up in poverty while suffering at the hands of an abusive, alcoholic father. At college, fueled by narcotics, alcohol, and his own bitter experiences, he begins to transform the proper crowd, pleads the school’s most exclusive fraternity, and pines for his secret love, Anne. Soon, they all become victims in a sinister plot. Phase 4 Films.
NEW DVDs

DVD 3803198 GIALLO. Widescreen. In this thriller by horror master Dario Argento, a serial killer known only as “Yellow” is killing victims based on their beauty. When an American fashion model is abducted, her sister Linda joins forces with an FBI agent to save her. Stars Adrienne Barbeau, Embeth Davidtz, and Elsa Pataky. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Maya Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

DVD 3803481 KNOCKING ON DEATH’S DOOR/ THE DOORWAY. Horror Collection. Double feature! Knocking on Deaf Door shows two paranormal scenarios trying to document spirits at Hillside House. Stars David Carradine. The Doorway leads to Hell, and paranormal expert Professor Lamont (Roy Scheider) must close the door before Hell breaks loose. Both Rated R. Over 3 hours on a one double sided DVD. New Concorde. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

DVD 3800533 BIGFOOT WARS. After the sheriff of the small town of Boggy Creek receives reports of attacks from a vicious beast, he enlists the help of an expert survivalist (Thomas Howell) and sets out to hunt down the creature. 94 minutes. MGM. $3.95

DVD 3801535 WYVERN: Maneater Series. Widescreen. The Alaskan town of Beaver Mills is celebrating its midsummer season of no night. But fun transforms into fear when the “Wyvern”—a prehistoric winged reptile—escapes from its ocean grave and sets its sights on set. Stars Nick Chinlund, Erin Kaplun, and Barry Corbin. 89 minutes. Genius Entertainment. $3.95

DVD 380139X VAMPIRE NATION. Widescreen. In the not too distant future, the human population is dwindling, but the vampire population is exploding. A precarious peace exists between the groups, made possible by a synthetic blood substitute dispensed by the government. That peace is tested like never before when a mysterious creature begins to maraud vampires and humans alike. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Origin Releasing. $3.95

DVD 3803473 KILLERVISION. Widescreen. Jared Dwyer has it all—a gifted mind, his girlfriend Shelby, and a brilliant future—until he and Shelby climb into a car with Shelby’s drunken, drug-addicted brother. The brain trauma Jared sustains after an accident begins to change him. His school becomes a deadly prison for the students, and there’s no way to escape. Rated R. Three hours. KOCH Vision. $3.95

DVD 3803252 HELL’S CARETAKER. Widescreen. After Sam recently inherited his parents’ old farmhouse in Vermont, he and his friends decide to go to the farmhouse for a party weekend not knowing the horror that awaits them. For Sam and his friends it’s sure to be a hell of a weekend! Stars Patrick McGowan, Aya Bardi and Joey Mint. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Brain Damage Films. $3.95

DVD 3801711 GHOSTLIGHT. Widescreen. A ninja wins the right to spend one night alone in a theater on the 80th anniversary of the bloody murder and suicide that occurred there. His price: $50,000. As soon as Andrew is locked inside, the ghosts and secrets of its past begin to reveal themselves. Will he make it to collect his prize? Stars Brian Sutherland and Lisa Coronado. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 3803028 GHOST RIDER: Resurrection. Jonathan had to sacrifice his own soul and become a vampire in order to find his true love. A beautiful young woman, Victoria, wakes from recurring dreams of a tiempo when her father tells her it is clear that Victoria is Jonathan’s true love and when they finally meet, they realize their souls are forever entwined. Stars James Horan and Jillian McWhirter. CC. 76 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 3803287 HIDEOUS! Dr. Lorca, an eccentric collector of biological oddities, has just acquired his greatest specimen – a horrible mutant born of toxic sewage—but the creature’s rightful owner wants it back. Before it produces an oozing little army of ferocious freaks, it has to get Michael York, Rhonda Griffin, and Mel Johnson Jr. Rated R. 82 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 3803309 THE HORRIBLE BONES. Fullscreen. A dynamic hip-hop group think they’ve finally gotten their big break when they’re “discovered” by a notorious record producer Dr. Bones. What they don’t realize is that Dr. Bones has a diabolical plot to dominate the world with an army of zombies. Rated R. 92 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

DVD 3801470 WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH HELEN?/WHOEVER SLEW SLEWIE ROO? Widescreen. Double feature! What’s the Matter with Helen? tells of two moms (Debbie Reynolds and Shelley Winters) who move to Hollywood to escape their past. Reynolds starts living out her Tinseltown dreams, while Winters carves up the town. Rated R. One double sided DVD. MGM. $3.95

DVD 3800911 AXEMAN. Widescreen. Nine vacationing 20-somethings travel to a posh timeshare cabin in Culter’s Creek, looking forward to a night of boozing, dancing, and sex. But their weekend of boozing and sex transforms into an exercise in horror when an axe-wielding local legend comes to life. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

DVD 3803694 MURDERCYCLE. Its engine roars with a deafening thunder; the sleek, dark profile cuts through the night like a sword through flesh; devoid of human emotions, the Murdencycle is a killing machine. It hides when the Murdencycle has its sights set on you. Stars Charles Wesley and Cassandra Ellis. 90 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $9.95

DVD 3801403 THE VAULT: Lunar Edition. A newly widowed high school teacher and five of his students go to an old abandoned school to archive any memorabilia before it is torn down. When they mistakenly enter the school, the teacher becomes a deadly prison for the students, and there’s no way to escape. Rated R. Three hours. KOCH Vision. $3.95

DVD 3802676 THE DEAD HATE THE LIVING. When a bunch of filmmakers break into an abandoned hospital to make their horror epic, they stumble upon a real dead body and decide to use it in their movie. They accidentally bring it to life, creating a portal to a world of the dead. Stars Eric Clanson and Jamie Donohue. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 3803485 THE KILLER EYE. In an attempt to prove his theory that the human eye is the paternity dimension of a brilliant ophthalmologist performs his final experiment on an unwitting homeless subject. But a new form of life begins, a seemingly invisible being of pure light energy driven by a hunger for knowledge and a taste for young women. Rated R. 72 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 380352X LILY GRACE: A Witch Story. WideScreen. After the unexpected death of her estranged father, a family returns to his childhood home in Louisiana to claim his inheritance. Haunted by feelings of anger, remorse, and guilt, and consumed by the truth behind the witch named Lily Grace. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Midnight Releasing. $3.95

DVD 3803295 WILLIAM SHATNER’S FULL MOON FRIGHT NIGHT! HIDEOUS. The captain of the USS Enterprise hosts a special presentation of this Full Moon classic. Dr. Lorca, an eccentric collector of biological oddities, has just acquired his greatest specimen – a horrible mutant born of toxic sewage—but the creature’s rightful owner wants it back. Rated R. 82 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 3802906 DECADENT EVIL. Fullscreen. Marvin is nasty and horny, part human/part reptile, who stands twelve inches inside a cage designed inside a bank vault. He was turned into this state after his lover Morella, a hundred year old vengeful vampire, learned of his betrayal with a beautiful young woman. Marvin’s hatred for woman transforms into fear and revenge to become the most powerful vampire of all. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 3801544 WEDDING SLAVERS. Widescreen. A series of unfortunate accidents has taken the lives of every boy Jenna has ever loved. Then she falls for Alex and a wedding date is set. When the best man is murdered at the bachelor party and girls in the bridal party start to disappear, Jenna has the terrifying realization that those were no accidents. Stars Maria Ford and Richard Lynch. Rated R. 80 minutes. Hart Sharp. $3.95

DVD 3801179 SHE FREAK. In this creepy caryn-noir, horror lurks behind the cheerful facade of a traveling carnival. A wallflower, a goth, and a sideshow body—an exotic animal have an affair with the owner of the sideshow exhibit...among others. When she inherits the sideshow, she’s old-fashioned revenge story. Stars Claire Brennan and Lee Raymond. Unrated. 85 minutes. Something Weird Video. $3.95

DVD 3803732 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD 3D. Widescreen. In this all-new 3D remake of the popular 1968 horror classic, Barb and her brother Johnny arrive late for a summer camp and find the entire camp—-not including the animals—has been killed. Includes four pair of 3D glasses. Rated R. CC. 80 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

DVD 3801527 THE WOODS. Widescreen. Fallburn Academy is a prestigious girls boarding school nestled deep within the forest. Its newest student, Heather was left by her parents under the menacing watch of headmistress Madame St. Claire. When her classmates begin mysteriously disappearing into the forest, Heather uncovers a horrifying secret. Stars Agnes Bruckner and Marjorie Monaghan. Rated R. 101 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 380299X DRACULA: The Impaler. Widescreen. Over 500 years ago, Vlad the Impaler sold his soul to the devil, damning himself to Hell. Today, a party of seven friends set off on a graduation trip to stay in a Romanian castle but walk straight into a nightmare. Includes four pair of 3D glasses. Rated R. CC. 80 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

DVD 380318X GHOUL. Widescreen. Three Americans travel to the Ukraine to film a documentary about the cannibalistic epidemic that swept through the country during the famine of 1932. After being lured deep into the forest for an interview with one of the last survivors, they find themselves trapped in a supernatural hunting ground. Not Rated. 94 minutes. CC. 89 minutes. Eidolons. $3.95

DVD 3800784 CREEPING CRAWLING. Widescreen. A anthology featuring three tales of terror centered around things that go slither in the night. Doug and Allison get more than they bargained for in Grubbery. Riddlingdynamic duo from the Ukraiine hunt down the creature they think is the Grubbery! And in Bugger, Dr. Tarkovsky navigates love, alienation and the invisible terror in the dark. Not Rated. 115 minutes. Brain Damage Films. $3.95
NEW BLU-RAYS

Blue-ray 3795349 10X10, Widescreen. Lewis (Luke Evans) is a seemingly ordinary guy, who in broad daylight kidnaps Cathy (Kelly Reilly) and takes her to a secluded, soundproofed cell. As Cathy fights for her life it becomes clear that she is a formidable match for her kidnapper and perhaps a victim at all 87 VFS Films. $5.95

Blue-ray 3795535 WIND RIVER. Widescreen. When wildlife officer Cory Lambert (Jeremy Renner) discovers the body of a young woman on Wyoming’s Wind River Reservation, rookie FBI agent Jane Banner (Elizabeth Olsen) is sent to investigate. Banner and Lambert must brave the isolated winter terrain and the local criminal underworld in order to crack the case. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 107 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

Blue-ray 3795470 MOM AND DAD. Widescreen. A jet-black action comedy where a strange stranger suddenly causes parents to violently turn against their own children, forcing a suburban teen and her younger brother to evade the clutches of their now-deranged dad. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 85 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

Blue-ray 3794660 THE LIMITS OF CONTROL. Widescreen. An enigmatic loner (Isaach de Bankole) arrives in Spain, instructed to make contact with a series of strangers in different locations throughout the country, each of whom provides a cryptic clue which propels him further towards his mysterious goal. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

Blue-ray 3793117 SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE. Widescreen. Past, present and future collide in a dolly satirical fashion in this 1972 film based on Kurt Vonnegut’s classic 1969 novel. This tale of time travel and alien abduction emerged as part of a wave of more cerebral science-fiction films in the late 60s to early 70s, elevating the B-movie fare of previous decades. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

Blue-ray 3793125 WATERWORLD. Widescreen. Stars Kevin Costner as The Mariner–a mutant trader, adrift in a dystopian future where the world is submer ged under water and the no-man’s land of the Black Forest becomes aware of his true origins as the demigod powers, Hercules gathers an army to fight his way but fails in this action-filled epic. Includes 2D and 3D versions. Stars Kellan Lutz. English SDH. $9.95

Blue-ray 3794040 THE LEGEND OF HERCULES 3D. Widescreen. Banished by his stepfather, the king, Hercules slowly becomes aware of his true origins as the son of Zeus. As he learns to harness his demigod powers, Hercules gathers an army to fight his way but fails in this action-filled epic. Includes 2D and 3D versions. Stars Kellan Lutz. English SDH. $9.95

Blue-ray 3792480 AMERICA IN PRIMETIME. Widescreen. The nation’s Age of television is now. In the expansive world of modern television, more groundbreaking shows are being created today than ever before. This series showcases the peak of this new era. At the heart of the series are nearly 100 in-depth interviews with top talent in primetime—the creators, writers and actors. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. PBS.

Blue-ray 3786250 WHEN I KILL. Widescreen. Mara (Paola Todesco) witnesses a brutal murder and soon finds herself stalked by an animalistic gloved killer. She enlists the help of her boyfriend Lukas (Corrado Pani) to track down and stop the maniac. As more bodies are found, the truth behind the masked blasher is much more monstrous. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

Blue-ray 3790565X WEREWOLF IN A GIRLS’ DORMITORY. Widescreen. Twisted Italian horror meets lurid German EuroShocker. When an all-girl reform school is rocked by a series of grisly murders, it will unleash a nightmare of sexual corruption and lupine depravity. In B&W. CD. Not Rated 85 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

Blue-ray 3792714 UNDERTAKER. Widescreen. A deadly virus outbreak is turning the people of Japan into flesh-eating zombies. Ryo, a young boy, becomes the ruins of Japan as a zombie killer and collecting body parts to prove to grieving families that their infected loved ones are now at peace. Directed by Naoyoshi Kawamatsu. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 65 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

Blue-ray 3790517 BYLETH: The Demon of Incest. In one of the most bizarre EuroSleaze sickies of the 70’s, Mark Damon delivers an abysmally unengaged performance as a duke consumed by unnatural lust for his beautiful sister (Claudia Gray). Tossed in depraved dollops of sex, economic possession and giallo-style violence and you get the classic Italian horror mix. In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95


Blue-ray 3790533 SHOCKING DARK. Widescreen. A tough female civilian and an orphaned girl battle monsters beneath the Venice canals while being chased by an all-out union of unspeakable evil. With Geretta Geretta and Tony Lombardo. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

Blue-ray 3794520 EVER AFTER. Widescreen. Post apocalypse Europe, two Joan escape zombies lorry over Earth. only two citadels of civilization remain in the East German towns of Weimar and Jena. Vi and Eva, in search of a mobile hamlet, 2–2 are from the no-man’s land of the Black Forest where they have to rely on each other and nature in order to survive. In German with English subtitles. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

Blue-ray 3794547 FAMINE. Widescreen. Two years after a high-school prank nearly killed a popular teacher, the graduating class of Sloppy Secondary try to forget the incident and decide to hold a 24-hour famine in hopes of making it an annual tradition. But students and staff start turning up dead instead. 77 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $27.95 $17.95

Blue-ray 3790487 THE BEAST IN HEAT. More than four decades after the sub-human is slain, the most depraved NaziZiopilation sickie of them all must still be seen to be believed. Director Luigi Bazzella combines footage from two early zombie movies with a newly-shot plot featuring a sadistic female Nazi officer and a perpetually averted cop. Not adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

Blue-ray 3790525 EMANUELLE: AND THEN TERRAIN BEGINS. HannesietsCold Hearted stud (George Eastman) drives her sister to suicide, Emanuelle (Rosmarie Lindt) plots a seduction that includes sodomy, torture, lesbianism, cannibalism, and even more depravity. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

Blue-ray 3794792 SHADE. Widescreen. The hand is quicker than the eye. In the Closing Scene, hustlers get hustled and fortunes ride on every deal. Three small-time grifters devise a plan to beat the ultimate card cheat, Deck (Sylvere Stallione). But a seat at Deck’s table doesn’t come cheap. Rated R. 101 minutes. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

Blue-ray 3800780 COZY CRACKLIN’ FIREPLACE. Widescreen. Relax to this soothing fireplace in your own home–warm, glowing light and soft, natural fire! Audio options include natural sound, classical, and Christmas music. Media Group. $3.95

Blue-ray 3800652 BOUNTY KILLER. Widescreen. The world is a wasteland, run to the ground by corporations who care about nothing but profit. A special breed of outlaws, led by top assassin Mary Death, sets out to exact vengeance from these white collar criminals. Mary’s main rival, the mysterious Drifter, stands in her way. Rated R. CD. Not includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. $3.95

Blu-ray 380285X DARK SUMMER. Widescreen. Teenager Daniel Williamson (Keir Gilchrist) is under house arrest for cyber stalking a classmate, Mona (Grace Phipps). With his mother away on business, Daniel considers starting up again, but fate has different plans. Someone–or something–is stalking him. This movie has no measures! English SDH. 82 minutes. Scare Factory. $2.95

NEW MUSIC CDs

CD 3786552 GRAHAM NASH: This Path Tonight. Collects 10 songs, including This Path Tonight; Myself at Last; Cracks in the City; Back Home; Bennett and more. Also includes a DVD (100 minutes) with Nash performing over 20 songs from a 2015 show. Blue Castle Records. Pub. at $21.98 $15.95

CD 3786571 GEORGE CARLIN: I Know What When. A lotto People Die. This album was sourced from cassette tapes in Carlin’s personal archives. The first track contains audio from George’s early hours on the road. Tracks 2–7 are from the no-man’s land of the Black Forest where they have to rely on each other and nature in order to survive. In German with English subtitles. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
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NEW MUSIC CDs

CD 3790444 BILLY JOEL: Piano Man. Features ten tracks: Travelin Prayer; Piano Man; Ain't No Cryin' in Me; You're My Starship; The Ballad of Billy the Kid; Worse Comes to Worst; Stop in Nevada; If I Only had the Words; Somewhere Along the Line; and Captain Jack Columbia. $4.95

CD 3790452 FRANKIE LAINE: Hits. Features twenty-six tracks from the hit vocalist who topped the charts in the fifties including: Raunchy; I Believe; Mule Train; The City of the Wild Goose; Cool Water; The Rock of Ages; Faded In the Wind; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

CD 3794636 KENNY ROGERS: The Gambler's Last Deal. Rogers' final tout celebrates this living legend's career and includes his talent from his very first recording made when he was in school, through his time with The First Edition, then on to his amazing solo years. Features 21 tracks of his most classic films like The Wizard of Oz; For Me and My Gal; Seven Brides for Seven Brothers; Secret Smile; and more. Elektra. $5.95

CD 3801004 BEST OF BAGPIPPES. The special occasion Celtic brogue life into this two-CD set of traditional favorites. Bagpipe Classics includes 10 tracks including Amazing Grace and She'll Be Coming Around the Mountain. Can't Get Enough of Dance interprets 12 tracks including Farewell to Ireland and Toss the Feathers. Somerset. $3.95

CD 7923222 CHET ATKINS: The Complete RCA Victor & Columbia Christmas Recordings. These 46 tracks (some songs with multiple versions) feature the complete RCA Victor & Columbia Christmas recordings of this popular country singer including: The Bell of St. Mary's; Jingle Bell Rock; Silent Night; Winter Wonderland; I'll Be Home for Christmas; Aye Maria; Silver Bells; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7924121 LEROY ANDERSON: The Complete Christmas Collection. Anderson's Christmas Festival and Christmas Carol's with a total of 42 tracks of beautiful Christmas music on two CDs. Features: O, Little Town of Bethlehem; We Three Kings of Orient Are; Away in a Manger; O Come, O Come, Emmanuel; and more. Some songs have multiple versions. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99

CD 7949386 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1961. This 113 track collection features the top 40 country hits released in 1961, during which time Billboard published a country Top 30 called Hot C&W Sides, and it comprises every record which appeared in the top 22 places in that chart during the year by the original artists. Tracks include On the Wings of a Dove by Ferlin Husky; Am I Losing You by Jim Reeves; Window Up Above by George Jones; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7924201 RICHARD THOMPSON: Across a Crowded Room. This two CD collection of 21 tracks include: Wall of Death; I Want to Know What You Want to Do; When the Spell Is Broken; The Wrong Heartbeat; Summer Rain; and more, recorded live at Barrymore's in Ottawa, Canada on April 10, 2011. $17.95

CD 7926624 THE ESSENCE OF SWING. This two-CD set features 47 great recordings by many legendary musicians, such as Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, the Andrews Sisters, Artie Shaw, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basie, Ella Fitzgerald, Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, and many more. Delta Music. $17.95

CD 7978050 MATRIX Reloaded: The Album. A must-have for any fan of The Matrix. Snapped Music into the tracks from Linkin Park, Marilyn Manson, Rob Zombie, Dave Matthews Band, Don Davis, Deftones, and more. Two CDs. Maverick. $5.95

CD 3797813 PARIS HILTON. On her debut album, Paris captures the sound of summer–a mix of pop, hip-hop and reggae, of bangin' beats, sexy lyrics and infectious melodies. Eleven songs include Turn Your Back On Me; So Here I Am; I'm Like A Freak; Be Tolerant Of Me; Turn Your Back On Me; Do Ya Think I'm Sexy; and more. Jive. $5.95

CD 3794563 THE FREDDY MARTIN HITS COLLECTION 1933-53. This great collection enthralls most all of Freddy Martin's records which are listed as hits by the generally recognized sources, from 1933 through 1953. Seventy-five tracks include: Back in the Swing Again; Deep in the Heart of Texas; Maria Elena; Be Frank with Me; Ole Faithful; Sioux City Sue; You Made Me Love You; Ooh Baby; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3794784 QUEEN: Mannheim 1986. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Mannheim, Germany, July 11-1986. The group includes tracks on two CDs include: One Vision; Tie Your Mother Down; I Want To Break Free; Killer Queen; and more. Two CDs. Communion. $14.95

CD 3797775 DARYL HALL & JOHN OATES: Our Kind of Soul. Hall & Oates debut compilation: Let Love Take Control; Standing in the Shadows of Love; I'll Be Around; Used To Be My Girl; Fading Away; After the Dance; Rock Steady: Can't Get Enough of Your Love; You Are Everything; I'm Still In Love With You; Ooh Child; and more. U-Watch Records. $5.95

CD 797783X SPIRIT OF THE ANZACS: Deluxe Edition. In 2015 it was the 100th anniversary of the ANZAC's landing at Gallipoli. Music icon Lee Kernaghan teams up with artists such as Troy Cassar-Daley, John Farnham, Busby Marou, and more to commemorate this landmark occasion. This Deluxe Edition features a total of 20 tracks plus special packaging that includes many of the letters, songs, poems and anecdotes comprised in a 64-page booklet. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 7929390 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Heart of a Woman/Feelings. Twenty-nine tracks from the popular singer’s repertoire include: Woman, Woman; She's Like Maken't Love You; One Day in Your Life; That's All She Wrote; Turn the Lights Down; Let Me Be the One; Swingin' Lights; Black and White; Back in the Game; and many more. Elektra. Pub. at $20.99

CD 79234X GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 3, NO. 3. Three CDs and 31 tracks of Grateful Dead featuring Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Mickey Hart, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, and more. Performed live in Fillmore East, New York, NY in May of 1970. Real Gone Music. $56.95

CD 7945711 GENE AUTRY: Back in the Saddle Again. The legendary singing cowboy has no less than five stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and this new collection of his music ideally showcases his musical talents. Twenty-five tracks include: Back in the Saddle Again; Deep in the Heart of Texas; Maria Elena; Be Frank With Me; Ole Faithful; Sioux City Sue; Used To Be My Girl; and more. Two CDs. Performed live in Fillmore East, New York, NY in May of 1970. Real Gone Music. $44.95

CD 7945779 COME POOP WITH ME: Triumph the Insult Comic Dog. Having conquered the Catskills, the Westminster Dog Show, and Jon Bon Jovi’s left leg, Triumph now sings songs of degradation and canine sex. The CD features 21 tracks including: Triumph & the Catskill Conquest; Triumph Conquers the Catskills; Triumph Steals the Westminster; and more. Sony Music. $5.95

CD 797797 CROWDED HOUSE: Intriguer. Collects 10 tracks from the American rock band, including Saturday Sun; Archer’s Arrows; Amsterdam; Either Side of the World; Inside Out; and more. Also includes a DVD of live performances from the Auckland Townhall on April 8, 2010 and a second performance in Auckland on April 10, 2010. Fantasy. $9.95

CD 797776 DOOKEN: From Conception Live 1981. This collection of songs is from one of the band’s first live recordings—before they saw success. Ten tracks: Paris; Go On; Down In the Middle; Young Girls; Hit and Run; Night Rider; GTO Solo; Live to Rock; and Breakin the Chains; and Liar Rhinoceros. $5.95

CD 797788 DOKKEN: From Conception Live 1981. This collection of songs is from one of the band’s first live recordings—before they saw success. Ten tracks: Paris; Go On; Down In the Middle; Young Girls; Hit and Run; Night Rider; GTO Solo; Live to Rock; and Breakin the Chains; and Liar Rhinoceros. $5.95

CD 3797787 QUEEN: Mother Love Bone. Features 21 tracks of iconic Seattle band, including: Love Will Take Control; Standing in the Shadows of Love; I’ll Be Around; Used to be My Girl; Fading Away; After the Dance; Rock Steady: Can’t Get Enough of Your Love; You Are Everything; I’m Still In Love With You; Ooh Child; and more. U-Watch Records. $5.95

CD 797788 DOKKEN: From Conception Live 1981. This collection of songs is from one of the band’s first live recordings—before they saw success. Ten tracks: Paris; Go On; Down In the Middle; Young Girls; Hit and Run; Night Rider; GTO Solo; Live to Rock; and Breakin the Chains; and Liar Rhinoceros. $5.95

CD 797775 DARYL HALL & JOHN OATES: Our Kind of Soul. Hall & Oates debut compilation: Let Love Take Control; Standing in the Shadows of Love; I’ll Be Around; Used to Be My Girl; Fading Away; After the Dance; Rock Steady: Can’t Get Enough of Your Love; You Are Everything; I’m Still In Love With You; Ooh Child; and more. U-Watch Records. $5.95
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.